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PREFACE

The use of the differential geometry of a Riemannian space

in the mathematical formulation of recent physical theories

led to important developments in the geometry of such spaces.

The concept of parallelism of vectors, as introduced by Levi-

Civita, gave rise to a theory of the affine properties of a

Riemannian space. Covariant differentiation, as developed

by Christoffel and Ricci, is a fundamental process in this

theory. Various writers, notably Eddington, Einstein and

Weyl, in their efforts to formulate a combined theory of

gravitation and electromagnetism, proposed a simultaneous

generalization of this process and of the definition of paral-

lelism. This generalization consisted in using gen^eral functions

of the coordinates in the formulas of covariant differentiation

in place of the Christoffel symbols formed with respect to

the fundamental tensor of a Riemannian space. This has

been the line of approach adopted also byOartan, Schouten

and others. When such a set of functions is assigned to a

space it is said to be affinely connected.

From the affine point of view the geodesics of a Riemannian

space are the straight lines, in the sense that the tangents

to a geodesic are parallel with respect to the curve. In

any affinely connected space there are straight lines, which

we call the paths. A path is uniquely determined by a

point and a direction or by two points within a sufficiently

restricted region. Conversely, a system of curves possessing

this property may be taken as the straight lines of a space

and an affine connection deduced therefrom. This method
of departure was adopted by Veblen and the writer in their

papers dealing with the geometry of paths, the equations of

the paths being a generalization of those of geodesics by
the process described in the first paragraph.

iii



IV PREFACE

In presenting the development of these ideas we begin

with a definition of covariant differentiation which involves

functions Vjk of the coordinates, the law connecting the

corresponding functions in any two coordinate systems being

fundamental. Upon this foundation a general tensor calculus

is built and a theory of parallelism.

Much of the literature on this subject deals with the case

where the connection is symmetric, that is L}*,- = Lkj. When
the paths are taken as fundamental, this is the type of

connection which is derived. This restriction is not made

in the first chapter, which deals accordingly with asymmetric

connections.

Vectors parallel with respect to a curve for an asymmetric

connection retain this property for certain changes of the

connection. This is not true of symmetric connections. How-
ever, it is possible to change a symmetric connection with-

out changing the equations of the paths of the manifold.

Accordingly when the paths are taken as fundamental, the

affine connection is not uniquely defined, and we have a

group of affine connections with the same paths, a situation

analogous to that in the projective geometry of straight

lines. Accordingly there is a projective geometry of paths

dealing with that theory which applies to all affine connec-

tions with the same paths. In the second chapter we
develop the affine theory of symmetric connections and in

the third chapter the projective theory.

For a sub-space of a Riemannian space there is in general

an induced metric and consequently an induced law of

parallelism. There is not a unique induced affine connection

in a sub-space of an affinely connected space. If the latter

is of order m and the sub-space of order n, each choice

at points of the latter of m—

n

independent directions in

the enveloping space but not in the sub-space leads to an

induced affine connection, and to a geometry of the sub-

space in many ways analogous to that for Riemannian

geometry. Under certain conditions there are preferred choices

of these directions, which are . analogous to the normals to



PREFACE V

the sub-space. The fourth chapter of the book deals with

the geometry of sub-spaces.

A generalization of Biemannian spaces other than those

presented in this book consists in assigning to the space a

metric based upon an integral whose integrand is homogeneous

of the first degree in the differentials. Developments of

this theory have been made by Pinsler, Berwald, Synge and

.T. H. Taylor. In this geometry the paths are the shortest

lines, and in that sense are a generalization of geodesics.

Affine properties of these spaces are obtained from a natural

generalization of the definition of Levi-Civita for Biemannian

spaces. Berwald has also obtained generalizations of the

geometry of paths by taking for the paths the integral

curves of a certain type of differential equations, and Douglas

showed that these are the most general geometries of paths:

he also developed their projective theory. Beferences to

the w'orks of these authors are to be found in the Biblio-

graphy at the end of the book.

This book contains, with subsequent developments, the

material presented in my lectures at the Ithaca Colloquium,

in September 1925, under the title The New Differential

Geometry. I have given the book a more definitive title.

In the preparation of the manuscript I have had the

benefit of suggestions and criticisms by Dr. Harry Levy.

Dr. J. M. Thomas and Mr. M. S. Knebelman, the latter of

whom has also read the proof.

September, 1927.

Luther Pfahler Eisenhart.
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CHAPTER I

ASYMMETRIC CONNECTIONS

I. Transformation of codrdinates. Any ordered set of n
independent real variables x^y where i takes the values 1, •••, ti,

may be thought of as coordinates of points in an n-dimensional

space Vn in the sense that each set of values of the ;r’s defines

a point of Vn . The terms manifold and variety are synonymous
with space as here defined. If y* (x^y . • x^^) for i = 1, • •

•
y
n

are real functions, whose jacobian is not identically zero, the

equations

(1.1) x'* = {i =

define a transformation of coordinates in the space

If and are functions of the x's> and x''s> such that

( 1 .2)

ycc djf

dx'""

in consequence of (1.1), X^ and A'* are the components in the

respective coordinate systems of a contravariant vector. In

(1.2) we make use of the convention that when the same

index appears as a subscript and superscript in a term this

term stands for the sum of the terms obtained by giving the

index each of its n values; this convention will be used

throughout the book. From (1.2) we have by differentiation

_ dV" dx^ dx'P
,

d^x' ^x'^_

dxj dx'^ dx'‘^
'

9.r'“ ^

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with relations con-

necting the components of a tensor in two coordinate systems.*

* Cf. 1926, 1, pp. 1-12. References are to the Bibliography at the end

of the text.

1 1



2 I. ASYMMETRIC CONNECTIONS

He will observe that, because of the presence of the last

term in the right-hand member of (1.3), the derivatives of X*

and X'* are not the components of a tensor.

Consider further a symmetric covariant tensor of the second

order whose components in the two coordinate systems are

and g'a^ such that the determinant

(1.4) g =

is different from zero. From the equations

,
do^ dx^

we get by differentiation

_ dgij 9a:* dx^ 9a:*~
9a:* ^x'“ dx'^ dx'>'

_|_ /
d*xJ

I

9ay 9*a:* \

'9a:'“ dx'^ dx'^ dx'^ dx'^ dx'^'

A similar observation applies to these equations. However,

there are n*(n-t-l)/2 of these equations, and they can be
9*a:*

solved for the w*(n + l)/2 quantities „
'

j . We obtain
9 a; dx’P

d*x*
I ( * 1

9a.*
f
^ :•>

9a:'“9a;'^ 9a:'“ dx^
~

9a:'>''

where

that is.

are the Christoffel symbols of the second kind.

(1 .6) = +

where ^r** are defined by

(1.7) g'^gjK = dj, dj = i or 0 as i j or ?

When we eliminate ——— from (1.3) by means of (1.5),
9a; dx^

we obtain

• 1926, 1, p. 19.



2. COEB’FICIENTS OF CONNECTION 3

( 1 .8)

where

(1.9)

8x-*

9x-'“ 9xy

From (1.8) we see that and A'“,p are the components of

a tensor in the two coordinate s5'stems. Thus we have formed

a tensor by suitable combinations of the first derivatives of

the components of a vector and a tensor.

If Qij is the fundamental tensor of a Eiemannian space,

then is the covariant derivative of A'. However, the

theory of covariant differentiation in a Eiemannian space has

nothing to do with the fact that the tensor gij is used to

define a metric. Consequently this theory can be applied to

any space, if we make use of any tensor ffij such that g 4 0.*

2. Coefficients of connection. We have just seen that

when a symmetric tensor gg is specified for a space we have

an algorithm for obtaining tensors from other tensors by

differentiation. But this process is a special case of a much
more general one. In fact, the fundamental element in the

former consisted in the elimination of— from equations
dx“d.r'^

(1.3) by means of (1.5). From this it is evident that if

Ljk and are functions of the x’s and a;''s satisfying

the equations

(2 . 1 )

9 9

dx^ dx^

the quantities A*; and A'“p, where

(2-2) +
are in the relations

(2.3) A|j- = A ^dx dx

and consequently are components of a tensor.

* Cf. 1926, 1, pp. 26-30.

1*



4 I. ASYMMETRIC CONNECTIONS

Conversely, if equations (2.3) are to hold for any vector, it

follows from (1.3) that we must have

dx'^ . i dod' __ dx* dx'^ ,y

dx'^Sx'i^

~
a> dxd

which are equivalent to (2.1), since

(2.4)
dx'^ dxJ _ ,/i Jx-' ^

ax'* ax'""

If we take any set of functions Ljk of the x’s, equations

(2.1) detemine the corresponding functions in any other

coordinate system x" such that equations (2.2) define the

components of the same tensor in the two coordinate systems.

The particular form of the functions Ljfc in (1.5) arose from,

a tensor gij, and there are other ways (cf. § 18) in which

we get functions Zj* and in two coordinate systems

satisfying (2.1). Whenever in any way such a set of functions

is assigned to a manifold we say that the latter is connected

and that the L’s are the coefficients of the connection.

I 2 I

From (1.6) it is seen that the symbols are symmetric

in j and k. We remark that from the form of (2.1) it follows

that, if the L’s are symmetric in the subscripts in one coor-

dinate system, the corresponding coefficients in any coordinate

system are symmetric. We do not make the restriction that

they be symmetric, and for the present consider the more

general case where the connection is asymmetric. Cartan*

uses the terms with torsion and without torsion for the

asymmetric and symmetric connections respectively.

When we express the conditions of integrability of equa-

tions (2.1), making use of (2.1) in the reduction, Ave obtain

(2.5) L)hi
dx-i dafi 9.r*

9x'« dx'^ dx'r

jrfO dx^

dx'”’

1923, 5, pp. 325, 326.



3. COVARIANT DIFFERENTIATION 5

where

(2.6) Ljki — — ^^-\-LjiLhk— L%Lm,

and similarly for From the form of (2.5) it follows

that Ljki and L'u^y are the components of a tensor. Also if

in (2.6) the functions Ljk are replaced hy the Christoffel

symbols formed with respect to gu, the tensor Z-jw

becomes the Biemannian curvature tensor of a Riemannian

space with the fundamental tensor gg.* Accordingly we
call Vjki the curvature tensor of the space.

t

3. Covariant differentiation with respect to the L's.

Since (2.2) are a generalization of (1.9), we call the tensor

of components A*|k the first covariant derivative of X* with

respect to the given connection, or briefly, with respect to the L's.

If Xi are the components of a covariant vector-field, it is

readily shown by means of (2.1) that the quantities Xi\j,

given by

(3.1)

are the components of a tensor of the second order. It is

the first covariant derivative of the vector Xf mth respect to

the L's.

In general it can be shown that, if are the com-

ponents of a tensor, the quantities

9 l, - -.m

(3.2)

- dxi •+ & S-a

"
tks,

are the components of a tensor of order m -f p -f 1 ,
the first

covariant derivative of the given tensor. As a consequence

of this definition we have

* 1926, 1
, p. 19.

t Of. SchouUn, 1924, 1, p. 83.



6 I. ASYMMETRIC CONNECTIONS

Tlie first covariant derivative with respect to the Vs of the

tensor dj is zero.

If in (3.2) the Vs are replaced by the corresponding

Christoffel symbols (1.6) of the second kind, we obtain the

formulas for covariant differentiation with respect to the

fundamental tensor of a Eiemannian geometry.* As in the

latter we can. establish the theorem:

Covariant differentiation of the sum, difference, outer and

innei' product of tensors obeys the same rules as ordinary

differentiation.

In order that this theorem may hold for the case of an

invariant obtained by the inner multiplication of a contra-

variant and a covariant vector, it is necessary that we define

the first covariant derivative of an invariant (or scalar) to be

its ordinary derivative.
i i \

Since the Christoffel symbols
^

are symmetric in^' and k.

equations (3.2) are not the only generalization of covariant

differentiation in Eiemannian geometiy. Thus if in (3.2) we

replace and Ly by l!ij and Lts^, we again obtain com-

ponents of a tensor, as follows from the following considerations.

When we put

(3.3) = 2/4,

we have from (2.1) that /4 are the components of a tensor.

Consequently the differences between the quantities defined

by (3.2) and those obtained by the change described above

are the components of a tensor.

Still other definitions of covariant differentiation are possible.

Thus recently Einsteint was led to the consideration of the

equations

4— = 0 .

From (3.2) and (3.3) it follows that the left-hand members

of these equations are the components of a tensor. However,

*1926, 1, p. 28.

1 1925, 11.



4. GENERALIZED IDENTITIES OF RICCI 7

if Oy — h fij, the above theorem as regards products does

not hold,* if we define the left-hand member to be the covariant

derivative of ay.

When dealing with asymmetric connections, we shall ad-

here to (3.2) as the formula for covariant differentiation.

Several subscripts preceded by a solidus (|) indicate repeated

covariant differentiation with respect to the L's.

4. Generalized identities of Ricci. If 0 is an invariant,

its second covariant derivative is given by

fl - r'‘ «

From this expression it follows that

(4 . 1 ) dij-dji = —2e^kS4,

where are defined by (3.3); we recall also that they are

the components of a tensor.

Proceeding in like manner with a contravariant vector

a covariant vector Aj and a covariant tensor Uy, we obtain

respectively

(4.2) ?‘\jk— ^\kj — — iXjk— 2X\h

(4.3) ?.i\jk— Xi\kj — Xh iJijk
— 2Xi\k S^jk.

(4.4) Oyiw— (tijiik — «/y Liki + aih Ljki— 2 a^yi .

And in general we have

= T l!'

^ %»'; ^fSd -

The foregoing identities are generalizations of the Bicci

identities of Biemannian geometry.t When covariant differen-

tiation is used, it is advantageous to use (4.5) in place of the

* Cf. J. M. Thomas, 1926, 13, p. 189.

1 1926, 1, p. 30; cf. Schouten, 1924, 1, p. 85.



8 I. ASYMMETRIC CONNECTIONS

customary conditions of integrability of ordinary differentiation,

namely 3^ (-14)
-= whteh are used in fact in

the derivation of the generalued identities of Eicci.

5. Other fundamental tensors. If we put

(5.1) 4 =

it follows from these equations and (3.3) that

(5.2) =

Thus the symmetric and skew -symmetric

parts respectively of Ljk. Substituting these expressions in

(2.6), we obtain

(5.3) lU = iijki,

where

(5.4) Bjid == -f rji r\k—fjkTM

and

(5.5) SJjki = Sijiik— Sijk\i+ ^‘k— 4— 2 Sijk iifci.

From equations (2.1) and (5.2) we have

(5.6)
I pi ,« dx}

dx'^dx'^ ''' dx'^dx'^ dx"'-

Since these equations are of the form (2.1), it follows that

B)ki are the components of a tensor. This is evident also

from (5.3), since ii]ki are the components of a tensor.

From (5.3), (5.4) ahd (5.5) it follows that the tensors

Ifjki, B)u and ii)ki are skew-symmetric in the indices k and 1.

If Bjk denotes the contracted tensor B)ki and Ijk and fijk

denote respectively the symmetric and skew-symmetric parts

of Bjk, we have from (5.4)

(5.7) hjk — i 94 j,
dFhk] dr'Jk

\ d.x^ ^^ dxii dx^
I

Tnlt) ytt 2p/l -m-ii+ ^ hk— ^ hij
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(5.8) ^jk — 1 1
CO a4

2 \ dxJ

We shall show that fijk is the curl of a vector. In fact,

let gij be any symmetric tensor of the second order and

form the ChristofPel symbols of the second kind; if we put

(6.9) +

it follows from (1.5) and (5.6) that aj^ are the components

of a tensor symmetric in the indices j and k. Since

( i I aiogT/^ ,

U’yf dx->
’

it follows from (5.8) and (5.9) that

(5.10)

If in place of taking the tensor gtj we had taken any other

tensor Jy, the function g/g is a scalar, and consequently

aj in (5.10) would have been replaced by aj plus a gradient.

From (5.4) and (5.8) we obtain

(5.11)

If we put

(5.12)

^kl — ^ikl ^^Ik"

S2j = 4 = -4 ,

we have from (5.5) by contraction for i and I and for i

and j respectively

(5.13)

.Qjk = Sijki = - (Sljik + 4/, + Sik i.^k+4 4)
and

(5.14) (t>ki = /2k - 9/2fc

As a consequence of (5.3), (5.10), (5.11) and (5.14) we have:

The shew-symmetric tensor is the curl of the vector

-— (at + i^t)^ where at is determined to within an additive

arbitrary gradient

* 1926, 1, p. 18.
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When the expressions (5.9) are substituted in (5.4) and we
denote by the components of the Riemannian curvature

tensor for the tensor //,j, we have

(5.15)

where a semi-colon followed by an index indicates covariant

differentiation with respect to the fj's. Contracting for i and I

and for i and j, we have

(5.16) Bjj. —^ “1“
^/,

and (5.10), in consequence of (5.11). From (5.16) it follows

that the symmetric part of Bjk is

(5.17) hjj. — Bji^ -f- — (uj.
j.

-j- a^.y)
^
+ aJ^ a\^ .

If the symmetric tensor hy, defined by (5.7), satisfies the

condition that the determinant |6yl is not identically zero,

it may be made to play a role for the manifold analogous

in some respects to that of the fundamental tensor in

Riemannian geometry. It is the tensor which would naturally

be used for the tensor gy in the above equations to give

determinateness to these equations.*

From (5.8), (5.10) and (5.11) we have

S'..

8 1'hj a rti _ d aj d Gi

d d x^ d x^ 9 x^
^

from which it follows that a function g is defined by the

equations

(5.18)
9 \o^V g

dx^

rh— 1 hi Cli •

From the relation (5.6) it follows that between g and the

corresponding function g' in another coordinate system x”' we
have the relation

--r\ML
9

SI

* Cf. Eisenhart, 1923, 4, p. 373.
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Consequently wo have tlic invariant integral

/ ~ J d r' • • dr” = J
*

.

If in (5.18) Ave replace u, bv «/ + . where « is an
dx‘

arbitrary scalar, then is replaced by Vgd. Hence for

a given symmetric connection there is no uniquely defined

fundamental integral like the volume integral of a Riemannian

space. If, however, the tensor <S'y is zero for the connection,

the function g defined by (5.18) with Ui 0 is uniquely defined

and thus we have a volume integral for the space'' Avhich

is analogous to that of a Riemannian space.t

6. Covariant differentiation with respect to the /”s.

Since the r’s satisfy (5.6), which are of the form (2.1), it

follows from (3.2) that the quantities

I,'*,///

(6 . 1 )

•S’ •*/.>' 9 .r' « 'r J'

are the components of a tensor. This may be seen also by

substituting the expressions (5.2) in (3.2) and observing that

the differences between the resulting expressions and (6.1)

are components of a tensor. The process defined by (6.1) we
call cova/riant differentiation tvith resj)ect to the r's and use

a comma followed by indices to denote this type of covariant

differentiation.^

In terms of covariant differentiation Avith respect to the T's

equations (5.5) become

(6 .2) %d-

* Cf. Veblen, 1923, 8; Eisenhart, 1923, 9.

1 1926, p. 18.

t Cf. 1926, 1, p. 28.
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If d is an invariant, we have

(6.3) »,ij—»ji = 0.

Also we have the following generalized identities of Ricci:

(6.4)

1 ,- *P

I, - m
- ww

7 . Parallelism. Paths. In a general manifold there is

no a priori basis for the comparison of vectors at different

points. For a Riemannian manifold parallelism of vectors,

as defined by Levi-Civita,* serves as a basis for such com-

parison. This definition may be generalized for a connected

manifold. We say that a curve is the locus of points for

which the coordinates a,-* are functions of a parameter t.

Let C be any curve and consider the system of differential

equations

(7.1)
I r» doc^

~df
--= 0 ,

where the x’s in the L’s are replaced by the functions of t

for C. A solution of these equations, that is a set of functions

Ai, . .
.

,

A" satisfying them, is determined by arbitrary values

of the A’s for a given value of <, in accordance with the

theory of differential equations.

Consider such a solution. Since the A’s are functions of t

and likewise the x’s, the A’s are expressible, in many ways,

as functions of the x’s. Assume that the A’s considered as

functions of the x’s are substituted in (7.1) and that the

dx'"
resulting equations are multiplied by —-y and i is summed,

0 X
x'“ being the coordinates of any other system for the space.

By means of equations obtained from (2.1) by interchanging

the ic’s and j;'’s, the resulting equation is reducible to
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where

Consequently a set of functions A* satisfying (,7.1) are for each

value of t the components of a contravariant vector. We say

that they are parallel to one another with respeet to the curve,

and that any one of them may be obtained from any other

by a parallel displacement of the latter along the curve. From
the above remarks it follows that a family of vectors exists

parallel to any given vector at a point of C. Since parallelism

has thus been defined in terms of the connection, we say

that the connection is affine and that the L’s are the coefficients

of affine connection.

Two vectors at a point are said to have the same direction,

if corresponding components are proportional. Accordingly,

if a set of functions A* satisfy equations (7.1), the vectors

of components

(7.2) A* =

where y is any function of t, should be interpreted as parallel

with respect to the given curve C. From (7.1) and (7.2)

we have

(7.3) ^ + = Pm,
where

(7.4) At) =

Conversely, if we have any set of functions X' of i which

satisfy (7.3), they are the components of a family of contra-

variant vectors parallel with respect to (7; and by means

of (7.2) and (7.4) we find the vectors A* satisfying (7.1).

From (7.3) we have, on eliminating /(t) and omitting the

bars.
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as the conditions of parellelism which hold for (7.2) what-

ever be f.

As a particular example of the foregoing we consider the

curves Avhose tangents are parallel with respect to the curves.

From (7.5) it follows that the equations of these curves are

(7.6)

d-rj
I
d* .x' i dx^ dx’ \

dt \ dt^ ' dt dt I

dx' ld*x->
I ^ did' dod\

dt \ dt^
' “ dt (It /

= 0
,

and that^ conversol}’, any curve defined by these equations

possesses the above property. We call these curves the patfis

of the manifold. They are an evident generalization of the

geodesics of a Riemannian manifold.*

From the form of (7.6) it is evident that all connected

spaces for which the T’s are the same but are arbitrary

have the same paths. Later (§ 12) it will be shown that

this is not a necessary condition.

8. A theorem on partial differential equations. Con-

sider a system of partial differential equations

(8.1) ^''1 (« == L • • •, A/; f = 1. .
• n),

0 7

where the «/^’s are functions of the fl’s and .x’s. The conditions

of integi’ability of these equations are

^ dx-' dxd dxd der dad’

where d and y are summed from 1 to M. If these equations

are satisfied identically, the system (8.1) is completely inte-

grable and the general solution involvesM arbitrary constants.

For in this case we can obtain developments in powers of

the x’s, with constant coefficients, which satisfy (8.1), the

coefficients being determined by the initial values of the 0’s.

1926, 1, p. 50.
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If equations (8.2) are not satisfied identically, we have a

set Fi of equations, which establish conditions upon the 0’s

as functions of the x's. If we differentiate each of these

equations with respect to the x's and substitute for
3 0"

dx*

from (8.1), either the resulting equations are a consequence

of the set Fi or. we get a new set F2 . Proceeding in this

way we get a sequence of sets, Fi, Ft .- of equations,

which must be compatible, if equations (8.1) are to have a

solution. If one of these sets is not a consequence of the

preceding sets, it introduces at least one additional condition.

Consequently, if the equations (8.1) are to admit a solution,

there must be a positive integer N “such that the equations

of the (.^^4-l)th set are satisfied because of the equations of

the preceding N sets; otherwise we should obtain more than

M independent equations which would imply a relation between

the x’s. Moreover, from this argument it follows that iV < M.

Conversely, suppose that there is a number N such that

the equations of the sets

(8.3) Fs,

are compatible and each set introduces one or more conditions

independent of the conditions imposed by the equations of

the other sets, and that all of the equations of the set

(8.4) Fk+x

are satisfied identically because of the equations of the sets

(8.3). Assume that there are p (< M) independent conditions

imposed by (8.3), say Gr(6,x) = 0. Since the Jacobian

matrix
I 3^
1

3’0“
is of rank p, these equations may be regarded

as solved for p of the 0’s in terms of tlie remaining 0’s and

the x’s, and the equations are then of the form (by suitable

numbering)

(8.5)
0..-_y«f(0P+I, fl-V a.) =: 0 (tf=l,...,p).
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From these equations we have by differentiation

ds" dd” df"

dx* dO’’ dx‘

dd"

dx‘
0

Replacing -r—7- by means of (8.1), we have
0 X*

rj-
9 (f"

de'‘ 9.2;*
0 ,

which equations are satisfied because of the sets (8.3) and

(8.4), as follows from the method of obtaining the latter.

Accordingly we have by subtraction

(8 .6)

9(9'^

9.r*
Vf-

9 ff" I 9 9"
^11.
r \9 &•'

\ dx^
0 .

From these equations it follows that, if the functions

•••, are chosen to satisfy the equations

(8.7) ^ ipriep+\ e^^,x),

where is obtained from tp’- on replacing 9*^ (ff — 1 ,
• •

•
, p)

by their expressions (8.5), then equations (8.1) for « — 1 ,
• •

•

,

are satisfied by the values (8.5). Since the equations of

the set Ft are satisfied identically because of (8.5), it follows

that equations (8.7) are completely integrable; for, the

equations arising from expressing their conditions of inte-

grability are in the set Ft. Consequently there is a solution

in this case and it involves M—

p

arbitrary constants.

When p = M, we have in place of (8.5) = fjP“(2;)

and in place of (8.6) that the functions 9" satisfy (8.1). In

this case there are no constants of integration. Hence we
have:

In order that a system of equations (8.1) admit a solution,

it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a positive integer-

N M) such that the equations of the sets Ft, •••, Fn arc

compatible for all values of the x’s in a domain, and that
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the equations of the set are satisfied hecause of the farmer

sets; if p is the number of independent Rations in the first

N sets, the solution involves M—p arbitrary constants*

It is evident from the above considerations that when an

integer N exists such that the conditions of the theorem are

satisfied, they are satisfied also for any integer larger than N.

However, it is understood in the theorem and in the various

applications of it that N is the least integer for which the

conditions are satisfied.

The above theorem can be applied also to the case when
there are certain functional relations between the 6's and

x’s which must be satisfied in addition to the differential

equations (8.1). In this case we denote by this set of

conditions, and include in the set of the theorem also

such conditions as arise from by differentiation and sub-

stitution from (8.1). Then the theorem proceeds as above

with the understanding that the sets Fo, Fx, •••. Fif shall

be compatible, and that the set shall be satisfied

because of the former.

In certain cases (cf. § 36) the equations of the set

consist of two sets F{ and F", such that, if F2 and F2
'
are

those which follow from Fi' and F” respectively, then the

set F" is a consequence of Ff In this case equations

Ff are a consequence of Fs and so on. Hence we have that

all the solutions of Fi, • •
•

,
satisfy the set Jjv+2 .

Accordingly in applying the theorem we have only to consider

the sequence Fi, • •
• , Fr, • • •

.

When the functions V'" iii (8.1) are linear and homogeneous

in the (t's, the same is true of the equations of the sets

Fx, Fi, •••; moreover p is at most equal to M— 1. From
algebraic considerations it follows that the conditions of the

problem are that there exist a positive integer N such that

• This theorem for the case M = p was used by Chrisioffel, 1869,

1, p. 60 in the solution of a certain problem (cf. § 28) and was used

for the general case in the same problem by Wright, 1908, 1, pp. 16, 17

;

cf. also, Bianchi, 1918, 1, pp. 9-13; Levt-dvita, 1925, 5, pp. 40-43 and

VehUn and J. M, Thomas, 1926, 6, pp. 288-290.
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the rank of the matrix of the sets Fi, • • •
,

is M—p{p ^ 1)

and that this is also the rank of the matrix of Fj, • •
•

, Fn+i-

When these conditions are satisfied, the solution of the

problem reduces to the integration of a completely integrable

set of equations (8.7), in which now the tp's are linear and

homogeneous. Consequently any solution is expressible as a

linear function with constant coefficients of p particular

solutions, and such an expression with arbitrary constant

coefficients is a solution. Most of the applications of this

theorem which we shall make are to equations of this linear

type. Moreover, these equations are of the form in which

the d’s are components of a tensor and in place of their

derivatives we have first covariant derivatives.

g. Fields of parallel contravariant vectors. When
we have any contravariant vector-field of components the

vectors of the field at points of a curve C are parallel, if

(9.1) = 0,

as follows from (7.5). In order that these equations be

satisfied for the vectors of the field along any curve of the

space it is necessary that

= 0,

from which it follows that

(9.2)

where pk is a covariant vector. When pk is not a gradient,

d
the function pk - depends upon the curve, so that if the

vector Z* at a point P is subjected to parallel displacement

around a closed circuit the resulting vector at P will depend

upon the path; this is shown in § 10. This will not be the

case if pk is a gradient, in which case (9.2) may be written

u, - uIMjl
'*=
~ ^ da*

-(9.3)
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A field of vectors satisfying equations (9.3) is said to be a

imraJlel field. If we change the components replacing by
the new components satisfy the equations

(9.4) = 0.

If A* are the components of a parallel field they define a

congruence of curves along any one of which it is possible

(1 01
'^

to choose a parameter t so that A* = Then from (9.3)

or (9.4) and (7.6) we have:

The curves of a congruence of curves determined by a field

of .parallel vectors are paths.

From (4.2) we have that the conditions of integrability of

equations (9.4) are

(9.5) A'‘LU = 0.

When

(9.6) llhju = 0.

equations (9.4) are completely integrable, that is, a solution

is uniquely determined by arbitrary values of A‘ at a given

point. Hence we have:

A necessary and suffiicient condition that there exist a field

of contravariant rectors parallel to an arbitrary vector is that

(9.6) he satisfied.

From equations (9.5) we have also:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a I), admit n
linearly independent fields of parallel contravariant vectors

is that the curvatnre tensor Ljia be a zero tensor.

If equations (9.6) are not satisfied, on differentiating (9.5)

covariantly, we have in consequence of (9.4)

(9.7) A'‘i.^fc = 0.

Proceeding in like manner with these equations, we obtain

the sequence of equations
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^ Liijk 0
,

(9.8) ^ Lhjk »i| — 0

,

Equations (9.4) are of the form (8.1). Hence in consequence

of the results of § 8 we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of one

or more fields of parallel contravariant vectors is that there exist

a positive integer N such that the first N sets of equations (9.5),

(9.7) and (9.8) admit r(^ 1) fundamental sets of solutions,

which satisfy the (A^+ ^)th set of equations-, if these conditions

are satisfied, there are r linearly independent fields ofpdrallel

vectors and any linear combination, with constant coefficients,

of these vectors is a parallel field*

Having thus obtained the conditions for one or more fields of

parallel contravariant vectors in invariantive form, we shall

show how all such fields may be obtained by making a suit-

able choice of coordinates.

Suppose we have r fields of parallel vectors of com-

ponents where «, for a = 1 , ..., r, denotes the vector and i

the component; we use the notation that an index in paren-

theses indicates an entity, one without parentheses a com-

ponent. In another coordinate system x'* we have

ft

(9.9)

Consider the system of differential equations

(9.10) Z„(0) = = 0.

Since by hypothesis the functions satisfy (9.4), the

Poisson operator applied to equations (9.10) gives

*Thig theorem for the case Sl]k = 0 was established by Veblen and
T. Y. Thomas, 1923, 1, p. 590.
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(9.11) (x„ Xa) e = 2 xUy

We consider fii^st the case when = 0, that is, when
equations (9.4.) become

(9.12) ^ 0.

In this case equations (9.10) form a complete system, and

thus there are n— r independent solutions • • •, x^) for

(T = r + 1, • • •, «. If we omit any one of equations (9.10),

the remaining ones form a complete system and admit in

addition to the above another independent solution. In

this way we get r other functions 6“ {x\ • •
• ,

a^) for

« = 1 ,
• • •

,
r, being the additional solution when Xn{0) — 0

is omitted. If we put

(9.13) x'* = dHx\ •
,

x^^),

from (9.9) and (9.10) it follows that in the coordinate

system x'*, the components are zero unless i
— «.

Suppose now that equations (9.12) are expressed in this

coordinate system, which we call x*; then the components

of the r vectors are of the form

(9.14) X(cc, = dft fpa,

a not being summed. From (9.12) we have

(9.15) rifc = - 4 •

Since the F's must be symmetric in the lower indices, it is

necessary that xffa be a function at most of of, • •
•
,
.x".

Hence we have the theorem:

The most general space with a symmetric connection

admitting r fields of parallel contravariant vectors is obtained

by choosing arbitrarily the confidents tin for a and t equal

* Cf. Qoursat, 1891, 1, p. 52.
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tor-\-\, • • •, n, andfm' the others eoqrressions of <Ae/orm (9.1 5).

where (f>« is a function of

When the connection is asymmetric, the quantities (9.14)

satisfy (9.4) if

(9.16) L\u
d log If),!

(« = 1 ,

where « is not summed. Hence we have:

A space with asymmetric connection admitting r fields of

parallel cmitravariant vectors is defined by (9.16) where V'a

are any functions of the x’s and the other L’s are arbitrary.

In particular, if r = n, it follows from the above results

that the tensor Lju is zero. This is readily verified for the

expressions (9.16).

If in equations (2.1) we replace by expressions of the

form (9.16) for «, 4, r = 1, •••,», we have

a* a:*
i

da-j 3 a* d log tffcc 9 a'

a^'/* a ~ 0;
OX a X OX OX OX ox

where a is not summed in the last term. Since by hypothesis

Ljjj are zero, and L'^^y are zero when xpa are arbitrary functions

of the a:’s, it follows from § 2 that * le above equations are

completely integrable. Hence we t..tve:

When the curvature tensor' of a space ivith asymmetric

connection is zero, a coordinate system exists for which the

coeffidents have the fot'm (9.16), the n functions tpa being

arbitrary.

If the t/;’s are constants, the coefficients must be zero,

which is possible only in case of a symmetric connection,

as is evident from (2.1) if we take I-jfc = 0. In this case

we have as a corollary of the above theorem:

When the curvature tensor of a space with a symmetric

connection is zero, a coordinate system exists for which aU of
the coefficients of the connection are zero.

lo. Parallel displacement of a contravariant vector

aroimd an infinitesimal circuit. In order to consider

* Eisenkart, 1922, 1, p. 210.
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the parallel displacement of a vector around an infinitesimal

circuit, we consider a surface, that is a manifold of two

dimensions, defined by equations = p{u,v), where the

functions f and their derivatives to the third order exist and

are continuous at a point P of the surface. We consider

the circuit comprising the points Piu,v), Qin + dti,v),

R(u + d)i. V + dv), S (m, V + dv) and P. We take a vector P
at P and find from (7.1) the components of the vector at Q
parallel to it. then in the same way the vector at B parallel

to this vector at Q and so on. The components of the

resulting vectors are given by

(10 . 1 )

= (AOp 4- + 2
+ • • • ’

(AOr - (A0« + )^dr + i- (^)^dv^ + • • • •

(A0s=(A0R-(f)/»+;(^r)/«*+

(AOp = (AOs- ( dv + .ft* 4 ...

.

where the quantities such as
»

( tf j* )q’
forth

are obtained from equations of the form (7.1). When all

of the above equations are added, we obtain

At P we have
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When the functions L]k and at Q are replaced by their

expansions about P and use is made of ‘(7.1), we have

dviQ

(10.4) -{if^

In like manner we obtain

i h dx^ dx^

ri rhLKkLji^—
dv iQ

ri 7-h 9**

"sir “9)7

i h da^ daf

We remark also that the expressions for

differ from those for a -
(^)4

dv^la
respectively, as

given by (10.3) and (10.4), only in terms of the first and

higher orders of the differentials. When these expressions

are substituted in (10.2) we have

(10.5) d(A*)p= - U-' Zjw
00!*' 905*—) dudv+

V Ip

From the considerations of § 9 it follows that AQ-*)p— 0

when Lju — 0. The same is true when X* belongs to a field
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of parallel vectors. But in the general case when a vector

undergoes parallel displacement around an infinitesimal circuit

the difference between its final and original position is of

the second order and depends upon the value of the com-

ponents Ljh at the starting point.*

Let ?.la} be the components of n independent contravariant

vectors at P, where a, for « = 1, • • •, «, indicates the vector

and i, for i = 1, n, the component. If these vectors

are displaced about an infinitesimal circuit and we denote

by X the determinant i4)l. then from (10.5) we have

(10 .6) AQ.)p = — [i-Loti -|^) dudv-\-.
\ ou ov Ip

Hence for this variation to be of the third or higher ofder

it is necessary that [cf. (2.6)]

Liki
d Lii 9 Lik = o.t
9x* dod'

From these equations it follows that

(10.7)

In another coordinate system a;'* we have

_ 91ogsp'
L,rs — „ -•

ox

_ alog9P

and we desire to find the relation between y and y'.

(2.1) we have

Lira —
dx"'

log A + IAi
dxj

dx‘
ta f

From

where A is the jacobian
daf

dx''
Consequently we have, to

within a negligible constant factor,

* Cf. Sehouten, 1924, 1, p. 84.

t Cf. Sehouten, 1924, 1, p. 89.
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(10.8) f' — f A,

that is, y is a scalar density.

If A(«) denote the components of the vectors in the co-

ordinates x'* and A' denotes the determinant we have

(10.9) ^•'=4'.
A

that is, A is a relative invariant of weight — 1. Accordingly

Xy is an invariant (or scalar).

If now we take n linearly independent contravariant vectors

parallel with respect to a curve C and let y be any scalar

density, we have

Consequently if the invariant so formed with respect to

every curve in space is to be constant along the curve, it is

necessary and sufficient that (10.7) hold, the function y being

thus detemined.

In particular, if the connection is symmetric, we have in

place of (10.7)

(10 . 10)

9 logy

dxj

Then from (5.8) and (5.11) we have that

(10.11) Bijlc 0, BiJ = Bji.

Conversely, when conditions (10.11) are satisfied, we have

(10.10), as follows from (5.8) and (5.11). Hence we have:*

If for a symmetric connection the contracted tensor By is

symmetric, the magnitude of the determinant X of n linearly

independent contravariant vectors A’a) is unaltered to within

terms of the third and higher order, when the vectors undergo

paralld displacements about an infinitesimal dreuit, and

conversely.

• Cf. Schoutni, 1924, 1, p. 90.
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II. Pseudo-drthogonal contravariant and covariant
vectors. Parallelism of covariant vectors. If in are the

components of any covariant vector, there are evidently n— 1

linearly independent contravariant vectors A(«) such that

( 11 . 1 ) IH Kci) = 0 . («= 1
,
•••,«— !)•

We say that each of the vectors i(«) is pseudo-drthogonal to

/I*; in Riemannian geometry (11.1) is the definition of ortho-

gonality, when Pi are the covariant components of a contra-

variant vector p** Evidently any vector pseudo-Orthogonal

to Pi is expressible in the form

(1 1 .2) = a“A(«) (« =- 1, • .
. . n— 1).

where the a’s are invariants
;
here, and in similar cases later,

« is supposed to be summed for its values 1, •••, n— 1.

Consider any curve C of the space and «— 1 linearly

independent families of contravariant vectors ^(<0 parallel with

respect to C. From (7.3) it follows that we have

(11-3) —
~^7’ (or=l.---. »— 1),

a being not summed in the right-hand member. The equations

(11.4) k^pi = 0

define, to within a common factor, the components pi of a

family of covariant ve.ctors pseudo-Orthogonal to the given

k(a). We say that these vectors pi are parallel with respect

to C. Differentiating (11.4) with respect to t and making

use of (11.3), we obtain

X
i

(«)
( dt dt j

= 0.

* 1926, 1, p. 38.
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Comparing these equations with (11.4), we find

t; f, =

as a necessary condition of parallelism.

In order to show that it is a sufficient condition, we con-

sider n— 1 'linearly independent covariant vectors satis-

fying equations of the form (11.5), that is.

( 11 .6)

(«)

dt

(a)

dt

(a)

where « is not summed in the right-hand member. Then

the equations

AVf' = 0

determine quantities I', to within a common factor, which

are the components of a contravariant vector pseudo-Ortho-

gonal to each of the n— 1 vectors Differentiating these

equations, we find that A' satisfies equations of the form

(11.3) and consequently defines a family of contravariant

vectors parallel with respect to C. Suppose now that we
have any family of vectors fit satisfying (11.5) and we
associate with it n— 1 vectors satisfying (11.6) all n being

linearly independent. The vector fii and each set of to

—

2

of the set determine a contravariant vector pseudo-Ortho-

gonal to fit. In this way we obtain to— 1 linearly inde-

pendent families of parallel contravariant vectors pseudo-

drthogonal to the vectors /»,. Hence. we have:

Any family of covariant vectors whose components satisfy

equations of the form (11.5) are parallel tvith respect to the

given curve, that is, they are pseudo-orthogonal to n— 1 linearly

independent families of contravariant vectors parallel ivith

respect to the curve.

* Here o, where « = !,•••, » — 1, indicates the vector and i the

component.
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Incidentally we have:

Any n — 1 linearly independent families of covariant vectors

parallel with respect to a curve are pseudo-orthogonal to a family

of contravariant vectors parallel with respect to the curve.

By processes analogous to those used in § 9 we have that

when the equations

(11-7) = 0

admit a solution, the vector-field pi is parallel. However,

we cannot say that the existence of such a field is equivalent

to the existence of n— 1 linearly independent fields of parallel

contravariant vectors. For on differentiating (1 1 .4) covariantly

and making use of (11.7) we have

Pi ^{a)|fc — 0

,

which are equivalent to

— Uttk Hp)

}

where for each value of « and fi the a's are components of

a covariant vector.

From (11.7) and (4.3) we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of n
linearly independent fields of partdlel covariant vectors is that

the curvature tensor he zero.

When the connection is symmetric, it follows from (11.7)

that Pi is the gradient of a function g>. Since in this case

the covariant vector pi at any point in space is pseudo-

Orthogonal to every displacement in the hypersurface <p= const,

containing the point, we call it the covariant pseudonormal

to the hypereurface. Hence we have:

When a space with symmetric connection admits a parallel

field of covariant vectors, they are the covariant pseudonermals

to a family of hypersurfaces.

I a. Chang^es of connection which preserve parallel-

ism. Let Ifjk and Ifjk be the coefficients of two different

connections. We inquire whether it is possible that parallel

directions along every curve in the space are the same for
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the two connections. To this end we make use of the

equations of parallelism in the form (7.5). Sub^acting these

equations from the corresponding ones in the L’s, we have

, th i ti A \ .r -J ^
(O,- (Xjh O,- (tjk) A / ^ ^

— 0

,

where _
ujk Ljk Ljk-

From (2.1) it is seen that ajk are the components of a tensor.

Since these equations must hold for any curve and for vectors

parallel to any vector with respect to this curve, we must

have

Sr ajk + Sj ark — Sr Ojk— Sj a\ = 0

.

Contracting for h and r, we have

4 =
where tpk is the vector defined by

2n% =
Conversely, if we take

(12 . 1 ) L}k = L}k-\-2d}^k,

where tpk is an arbitrary vector, the above conditions are

satisfied. Hence we have:

Equations (12.1) in which V'i ^ arbitrary covariant

vector defines the most general change of connection which

preserves parallelism.*

From the form of equations (12.1) it is seen that both

sets of coefficients cannot be symmetric in the subscripts.

In § 14 we discuss the case where one set does possess this

property. Hence we have:

It is not possible to have two symmetric connections with

respect to which xmralld directions along every curve in the

space are the same for both connections.

When the condition for parallelism is written in the form

(7.3), that is,

* Cf. Fritseelce, 1926, 1, p. 106; also J. M. Thomas, 1926, 3, p. 662.
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dt
r*,

' dt

the function f{t) for the connection (12.1) is given by

( 12 .2) f = f+2n-^.

If we have a held of parallel vectors A* defined by

then for the connection defined by (12.1) we have

which_is discussed in § 9.

If r}c ^d /ijfc denote the symmetric and skew-symmetric

parts of Ljk, as in (3.3) and (5.1), we have

(12.3)

and

Ofc — ^k VVj

(12.4) n)k =- i^jk-\-8)^u—K^j.

From the definition (§ 7) of the paths of a connected

manifold it follows that the paths are the same for all

connections related as in (12.1). This can be shown directly

by means of (12.3). Conversely, if we apply to equations

(7.6) the same reasoning as was applied to (7.5), we can

show that expressions of the form (12.3) give the most

general relation connecting the jT’s so that the equations

(7.6) are unaltered- Hence we have:

Equations (12.3) and an arbitrary choke of ii)k dqfi/ne the

most general change in connection which preserves the paths.

If Ljki denote the components of the curvature tensor for

the L'% defined by (12.1), from (2.6) we have

(12.5) 4« =
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In like manner we have from (5.4) and (12.3)

(12.6) Bjki = Bjki+ {*pik— V'w) + V^ji >

where

(12.7) fjk = —

xf>j,k being the covariant derivative of xpj with respect to the

/”s. Prom equations analogous to (5.3) and from (12.5) and

(12.6) we have

(12.8) Sijkl — ^Jkl+ (4>lk— ^kl) + *pjk •

From (12.5) by contraction we have

(12.9) £>. = Z,i,^i;.+ 2(0-|fc)
and

(12.10) yijk = L\jk = ^jk+2n 9^)*

From this result and the theorem of § 5 we have:

The vector if>i can be chosen so that for the new linear

connection L\jk — 0

.

From (12.5) we have:

When, and only when, tpk is a gradient, Ljki = Ljki,

Contracting (12.6) for i and I and i andy, we have respec-

tively _
(12.11) Bjk = Bjk'\~ntpjk— ^’kj

and

(12.12) five = /iik-\- (>Pik- ipki),

in consequence of (5.11). If in accordance with (5.10) we put

(12.13) Hik = Idfil 9A\
\a»*' da^ I

we have from (12.12) that

(12.14) A = A+ (n -f 1) V'l+ ,

where <fi is the gradient of an arbitrary function a.
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Again contracting (12.8) and using the notation of § 5,

we have

(12.15) % = +
and _
(12.16) ©w = + (w— 1) (V'lk— ’/'w) •

From (12.4) and (5.12) we have

(12.17) + (»-!)

so that (12.16) is consistent with (5.14).

As an example of the second theorem of this section we
consider the asymmetric connection which can be assigned

to' a Eiemannian space so that the geodesics be the paths,

that there be n independent vector-fields of parallel unit vectors

and that the angle between two directions at a point and

the parallel directions at any other point be equal.* In order

that the first two conditions be satisfied we must have

respectively

(12.18) Ljk — + +

where the Christoffel symbols are given by (1.6), and Ljia — 0

(§ 9), which in consequence of (5.3) and (6.2) are

(12.19) It}ki+Sl%k— nik,i+S^iSiU-SijkSiU = 0,

where covariant differentiation is with respect to the ^’s

and Bjki are the components of the Eiemannian curvature

tensor. The third condition is gij\k — 0, which are reducible

by means of (12.18) to

(1 2.20) 2gg ipk+ gik + gjk V'f + %ik+ ^vk = 0

,

where

iijik = gjlt^ik’

Multiplying (12.20) by g^ and summing for i and j, and by

g^ and summing for i and k, we find that

* Cf. Cartan and Sdiduten, 1926, 12.

s
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(12 .21 )
tpj = 0, /4 = 0 ,

and hence from (12.20)

(12 .22)
= 0 .

When we take the sum of the three equations obtained from

(12.19) by permuting the subcripts cyclically and make use

of known identities in the B's, we have

(12.23) i- iiiaj + iiji iAk- ail

— == 0,

so that (12.19) may be written in the form

(12.24) Bm+ Siikij+ iiki Siao = 0

.

Prom these equations because of (12.22) and well-known

identities in JByw* we obtain

Bijki == y
and hence from (12.24)

(12.25) Siikij = (Slmj S4i- iinn, Si’} -f Sinn Si’ll}

.

From (12.24) we have

Bjh = s4kSiij.

With the aid of (12.22) and (12.25) we obtain

(12.26) Bju,i = 0.

A solution of these equations is furnished by the Einstein

spaces, that is, spaces for which B^j — cga, where c is a

constant. When this condition is not satisfied, it follows

from (12.26) that the spaces are a sub-class of those considered

by the authort (cf. § 29). For further considerations of the

preceding ease see the paper by Cartan and Schouten.

*1926, 1, p. 21.

t Cf. 1928, 3.
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13. Tensors independent of the choice of ipi. From

(12.5), (12.9), (12.10). (12.4) and (12.17) it is seen that the

following tensors are independent of the choice of the vector

if'i in (12.1):

(13.1) ^jici ^ L)a,

(13.2)

(13.3) Lju-\- Lkj,

(13.4) T^k = (4 iij - dj ilk) .

From (12.15) and (12.16) we have

^
%k— <l'kj

= - - (Okj— ©Ay).

When these expressions are substituted in (12.8), w'e find

that the tensor of components

Tjki = s4ki + ^4 - 4 — 4 ©w)
(13.5)

+ (^k

is independent of the choice of %.* From (13.5) we have

by contraction

(13.6) Tjki = 0, Tjki == + -Zlf

Other tensors independent of the choice of ipi are obtained

in § 32. We close this section by establishing the following

theorem:

A necessary and suj^ment condition that a vector' i/'t can he

chosen so that tensor L)}ci he zero is that the tensor he zero.

* These results for (13.2), (13.4) and (13.5) are due to J. M. Thomas^

1926, 3, pp. 667, 668.

8*
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Evidently it is a necessary condition. Conversely, if the

condition is satisfied, we have

U3.7) Zjki + S}Lki = 0.

Contracting for i and^‘, we have, using the notation of (12.10),

y^ki-irnLid = 0 .

Prom (5.3), (5.11), (5.14) and (12.13) we have

(13.8) y/ia — (A+ ^-0 ^ i^k+ ih) •

Hence equations (13.7) become

Comparing these equations with (12.5) we see that L)ki — 0,

if we take

~ +

where a is any function of the aj’s.

14. Semi-symmetric connections. In § 12 it was
shown that parallelism with respect to every curve in space

cannot be the same for two symmetric connections. How-
ever, if for an asymmetric connection we have

(14.1) iijk= dj uk-^aj, .

where aj are the components of a vector, and we take
= — flt, then Sijk — 0, as follows from (12.4). Con-

versely, in order that it be possible to choose i/'* so that

S2jk
—

0, it is necessary that Sijk be of the form (14.1).

Following Schouten* we say that the connection is semi-

symmetric in this case. Hence M'e have:

1924, 1, p. 69.
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A necessary and svfficimt condition that parallelism he the

same with respect to every airve for tivo connections one of
which is symmetric is that the other be semi-symmetric.

From (12.4) it follows that, when a connection is semi-

symmetric, the other connections with the same parallelism

are semi-symmetric with the exception of a unique symmetric

connection.

We establish the following theorem due to J. M. Thomas:*

A necessary and sufficient condition that an asymmetric

connection be semi-symmetric is that there exist a coordinate

system for each point of space in terms of which any vector

at the point and that arising from it by a parallel displace-

ment to any nearby point are proportional.

If such a coordinate system y exist and A* are the com-

ponents of a vector at a point F, then at a nearby point

the components are X* — Ljk^^ dij^. The conditions of the

theorem are given by

{Tjkd'l d/ = 0 .

Proceeding with these equations in a manner analogous to

that at the beginning of § 12, we obtain

(14.2) lijk =
n

From these equations we have

2n]k = -(djIL-aUJ:,).

Contracting for i and j, we have

(14.3) 2Tik =-
n

and the preceding equations can be -ftTitten as

(14.4) S2% = {Sj Th- 4 nj)

.

Hence the connection must be semi-symmetric.

* 1926, 3, p. 670.
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Conversely, if a connection is semi-symmetric and o'* are

a general system of coordinates and P is the point of co-

ordinates 35*, when we effect the transformation

(14.5) 35* = a;o + y'~y L ^
?/•

we have at P

(14.6)

/8a4\

wir
{S^)r

- ^ <“'>•+ *

and from the first of these it follows that

(14.7) iSij\ {nj\.

Making use of equations of the form (2.1), we have,

(L%\ = (i2j,)^4-_^[dj(/2,)^+di(fi,.)J.

Since equations (^14.4) hold for any coordinate system, we
have in consequence of (14.7),

from which (14.3) follows by contraction. Hence in the

coordinate system defined by (14.5), the conditions (14.2)

are satisfied.

15 . Transversals of parallelism of a given vector-

field and associate vector-fields. If for a given vector-

field the determinant |A*);| is not zero,_ a necessary and

sufficient condition that the determinant for A’ = yX*

be zero, that is, that the determinant

(15.1)

be zero, is that 91 be a sblution of the equation’^

* Cf. Kotoalewski, 1909, 2, p. 84; Fine, 1905, 1, p. 505.
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9
d (f 9 (p

dx^ 9 a:”

(15.2)
A^ aV

A" A"|i

Moreover, the rank of (15.1) is n— 1 for each solution.

Hence in considering any vector-field we assume that the

components are changed by a factor y if necessary, so that

|i‘iy| is at most of rank n— 1. We say that then the field

is normal and that y is the normalizing factor. This is a

generalization of a unit, or a null, vector-field in a Riemannian

space. For, in this case we have A, A*,; — 0, and con-

sequently |A®|j| — 0.

If the rank of |A‘|;| is n— r, there are r independent

vector-fields n\u) (« = 1, •••, r) which satisfy

(15.3) = 0

and the general solution of (15.3) is

(15.4) /t* = iff'" (Hcc (« = 1, r),

where the are arbitrary functions of the x’s.

When y satisfy (15.3), the vectors are parallel with

respect to each curve of the congruence defined by

doif'

as follows from (9.1). Moreover, it follows that the vectors A*5P

are parallel, whatever be y. Accordingly we say that each

solution of (15.3) defines a congruence of transversals of

parallelism of the field A*.*

When |A*i;l is of rank n— r, we say that the field A‘ is

general or special, according as the rank of the matrix of the

Transversals of parallelism for a surface in ordinary space were con-

sidered by Bianchi, 1923, 6, p. 806.
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last n rows of (15.2) is n— r-f 1 or n

—

r. When the field

is special, and also when it is general and r > 1, equation

(15.2) is satisfied by every function y. When r = 1 and

the field is general, equation (15.2) reduces to

(16.6) -0 = »•

Suppose that the field is general and that 9> is a solution

of (15.5) when r = 1, or any function whatever when r>l.
The equations

(15.6) + = 0

are satisfied by all vectors defined by (15.4) for which

the functions V'“ satisfy the equation

/*(«)

dy> = 0 .

If there were a solution of (15.6) not expressible in the

form (15.4), then from (15.6) we have equations of the form

X* — X\j, in which case the rank of the matrix of the last

n rows of (15.2) is n— r. Hence when the field is general,

all the solutions of (15.6) are expressible in the form (15.4),

that is, on replacing X*- by X*y no new congruences of trans-

versals of parallelism are obtained.

When the field is special, the determinant (15.1) is of

rank n—r at most and there are at least r independent

solutions of (15.6). Consequently if 9 is such that not all

of the equations

(« = 1
,
•..,r)

are satisfied, there is another solution, say equations

(15.6). Evidently it- is such that If is

any other solution of (15.6) not of the form (15.4), on
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eliminating V from (15.6) and from the similar equations

when fij is replaced by we have

8 logy

8a^ '“(«+!) a a* /

and consequently /it* is expressible linearly iu terms of

(/3 = 1, .••,r+ l). Hence for the given function y all

solutions of (15.6) are expressible linearly in terms of these

r-f 1 vectors. For another function, say 5pi, there is at most

one field /it(„+2) other than (a — 1, r). But in this

case we have the equations obtained from (15.7) on replacing y
in the first term of the left-hand member by yi and fiJ through-

out by f*fa+2)’ Consequently the change of the function y
does not yield new congruences of transversals of parallelism.

Gathering these results together, we have;

WTien a vector-field A’ is normal and the rank of
j

1*;
|
is

n— r, there are r independent congruences of transversals of

parallelism, unless the rank of the matrix of the last n rows

of (15.2) is n— r; in the latter case there are r-j- 1 independent

congruences of transversals-, moreover-, in either case any linear

comhination of the vectors defining congruences of transversals

also defines such a congruence.

When A‘i; = i'oT;, where oj is any vector, the vectors A*

are parallel with respect to any curve in the space (cf. §§ 9, 10).

We consider the convei-se problem: Given a vector-field /»*

to determine the vector-fields A* for which the former is

a congruence of transversals of parallelism. We assume that

the coordinate system a;’ is that for which /w®= 0 (<r— 2, • •
•, w).

*

In this coordinate system the equations (15.3) for the deter-

mination of the A’s are

(15.8)
8 A’

8a:
0 .

Any set of functions A* satisfying these equations are the

components in the a;’s of a vector-field with respect to which

the congruence /t** is the congruence of transversals. A set

* 1926, 1, p. 6.
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of solutions is determined bj' arbitrary values of for x* = 0
,

that is, by n arbitrary functions of a;*, • • •, In particular,

the n sets of solutions where a, for et = 1
,

n,

determines the set and i the component, determined by the

initial values (^-(«))() = are independent, since the deter-

minant |A(„)
I

is not identically zero. Moreover, from the

form of (15.8) it follows that A* = is also a solution,

where the y’s are any functions of x^, • x’K Hence we
have:

For any conynience y' there exist n independent vector-

fields A(„) with respect to which the given congruence is the

congruence of transversals of parallelism -, moreover, the field

r = ./'4)

possesses the same property, when the (fi’s are any solutions of

the eqication

the coordinates x^ being any whatever.

When is of rank n— r, the equations

(15.9) Vi X\j ^ 0

are satisfied by r independent covariant vector -fields

vf^ (a =: 1 ,
. .

., r) and the general solution is

(15.10) Vi==xp^vT,

where the ip's are arbitrary functions of the a:’s. We say

that each such field is associate to the given field A*.* If the

given field is general, there are r— 1 fields of independent

vectors given by (15.10) for which r, A* — 0, and these fields

are associate to the field for every f satisfying (15.2).

If, however, the field is special each of the fields (15.10) is

associate to A® 9-, whatever be y.

* By normalizing the field we have that the rank is at most n— 1 and

consequently there is at least one associate covariant field.
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In like manner the components tn of a covariant held can

be chosen so that the rank of is ii— r (;• > 1). Any
solution of

?J =r 0

gives the components of a field of contravariant vector.s

associate to the given field.*

1

6

. Associate directions. Consider a field’ of non-parallel

contravariant vectors of components A* and a curve C at

points of which the coordinates a:* are expressed in terms of

a parameter t. A family of contravariant vectors of com-

ponents /(* is defined at points of C by the equations

(Iff.l) = /*'.

If the vectors are parallel with respect to C.

When this condition is not satisfied, we say that /«' are

the components of the associate direction of A* with respect

to

If A' are replaced in (16.1) by A* y, where f is any function

of the a;’s, and/i* are the components of tjie associate directions

of the latter vectors, we have

(16.2) ^ .

In this way we get a pencil of associate directions, determined

by the given vector and any one of the associate directions.

Conversely it is possible to choose a function y such that

the associate direction of yA* is a given one of the pencil

other than the direction A*.

When the given vector-field has been normalized (§ 15),

if necessary, and Vi are the components of an associate

covariant vector, we have = Hence we have:

F(yr a fidd of non-parallel contravariant vectors the associate

directions with respect to a curve are pseudo-orthogonal to the

associate covariant vectors of the field.

* Eiaenhart, 1926
,
14 .
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In particular, if C is not a path of the space and A* are the

components of the tangent to C, that is, equations

(16.1) become

(16.3)
d*a;*

I

dx^ dx^
,•

~dF'^ ^'‘~dV ~dr
~~

'' '

If we change the parameter t, we get a pencil of associate

directions as in (16.2). We note that associate directions

of a curve are independent of the tensor 12}*. The associate

directions of the tangent are evidently a generalization of

the pencil determined by the tangent and first curvature normal

of a curve in a Riemannian space (cf. § 24).*

In a similar manner, if Xi are the components of any field

of non-parallel covariant vectors, the equations

,
dxJ

define the associate covariant vector fn of with respect to

the curve, unless the vectors Xi are parallel with respect to

it, that is, unless (li = Xif{t). When Xi is replaced by yA,,

where y is an arbitrary function of the x's, we get a pencil

of associate covariant vectors determined by the given vector

and any one of them. Moreover, we have:

For a field of non-parallel covariant vectors the associate

covariant vectors with respect to a mrve are pseudo-orthogonal

to the associate contravariant vectors of the field.

17 . Determination of a tensor by an ennuple of

vectors and invariants. Let A'a, denote the componentsf

of n linearly independent vectors in a coordinate system xK

Then the determinant

(17.1) a = |4)I

* 1926, 1, pp. 60, 72.

fAs formerly the index with parentheses indicates the vector and the

one without parentheses the component. This convention will be followed

hereafter, and unless stated otherwise the indices take the value 1, • ••, n;

moreover, the summation convention is used for both sets of indices.
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is not identically zero. We denote by the n* functions

defined by the equations

(17.2)

as thus defined is the cofactor Xla) in X divided by X.

In any other coordinate system x'* the functions X'T^ defined

by X(^) = ^ are such that

/(a)

* i
r-
(«) dX'^'

dx''
'

Consequently li"' are the components of n independent

covariant vectors. Furthermore, it follows from (17.2) that

(17.3) Xf = 6i.

If we had started with the independent covariant vectors

then equations (17.2) serve to define n independent

contravariant vectors. Owing to the reciprocal character of

the relations (17.2), we say that either set is conjugate to

the other, and that the two sets constitute an ennuple.

It is evident that an orthogonal ennuple of contravariant

vectors in a Eiemannian space* and the associate covariant

vectors form an ennuple in the above sense.

If ay,,,]' are the components of a tensor, then the quantities

(17.4) a, -a.

are invariants. If these expressions are substituted in the

right-hand members of the equations

(17.5) A"'^' x^'
,X •••«, V,)

these equations are identically satisfied because of (17.3).

Hence ive have:

1926, 1, pp. 14, 40, 96.
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Tlie components of any tensor are expressible in terms of

invariants and the components of an ennnple,'^

In particular, we can express Slij in the form

(17.6) 4 =

where are skew-symmetric in the subscripts.

We shall apply the preceding results to show that, if

a^k is a tensor such that Uijk X’,,) /(,;) Afr, = 0 for o' and

r not equal to «, then

(17.7) ftijk = Xf^ Ojk -f hki + (‘ij

,

where (tij, hij, c,j are tensors. In fact, if we write (Hjic in

the form (17.5), that is

f'ijlc — ( uf)y
Aj /./ ,

we have that r„„T = 0. Hence (17.7) follows, where

ajk — rmfiXf^ Afc''*' and so_on.

Any other ennuple A,',,-)
,
Af’ is given by

(17.8) A,i, = o" aU . If = XT .

where the determinant
1
o”

j

is not identically zero, and the

a’s and A's are invariants in the relations

(17.9) 0<7 A(! d,;,

as follows from (17.2). If are the invariants for the
T, • • -T,

tensor a]'...]' with respect to this ennuple, we have
Ji Jh

(17.10)
V,

When for a given coordinate system we take

(17.11) Aj„) = dt

,

• Cf. 1926, 1, p. 97.
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then

(17.12) Xf = di'

,

as follows from (17.2) or(17..3). For this particular enntiple

we have from (17. .5)

(17.13)

that is, any component of the tensor in this coordinate

system is equal to the invariant with the same indices as

the component. We call the ennuple (17.11) and (17.12)

the fundamental ennuple of the given coordinate system.

i8. The invariants yJo of ao ennuple. For a given

ennuple the invariants Yu^c, defined by

(18.1) Yu n = ).(a)

are a generalization of the coefficients of rotation of an

orthogonal ennuple in a Riemannian space, as defined by

Ricci and Levi-Civita.*

From (18.1) we have because of (17..3)

(18.2) 4„i; = ;>"« AlV)

If equations (18.2) be multiplied by and summed for

ft, the resulting equations are reducible by means of (2.2) to

(18.3) lij = - Ar X*

Conversely, if we have any ennuple and a set of invariants

Yft o- and we define functions Llj by (18.3) and Lij by

corresponding equations for any other coordinate system

x'\ we find that equations (2.1) are satisfied. Hence w’e

have

:

An ennuple of vectors and any set of invariants Yy o de-

termine a connection-, and any asymmetric connection is so

de.terminedA

*
1901, 1, p. 148; cf. 1926, 1, p. 97.

tCf. Levy, 1927, 1, p. 307.
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When in particular, we take = 0, we have from (18.3)

(18.4) =
and from (18.2)

(18.5) 4)lj = 0.*

Consequently the n fields of vectors Xla) are parallel fields

and hence Ljki = 0 (§ 9). Conversely, if the latter condition

is satisfied, we can choose n linearly independent vector-

fields satisfying (18.5) and consequently we have (18.4).

Hence we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that the curvature tensoi'

Ljki of a manifold with asymmetric connection he zero is that

the coefficients of the connection be expressible in the form

(18.4) in terms of an ennuple.

From the form of equations (2.1) we have:

If Ljjc are the coefficients of a connection, so also are

Ljk+ ajk, where a)k are the components of an arbitrary tensor.

As a consequence of this theorem we have that for any

ennuple the quantities

(18.6) =

are the coefficients of an asymmetric connection. For from

(18.4) and (3.3) we have

(18.7) Lij = L% = 74 + 2i2jh.

For the connection defined by (18.6) we have from (18.3)

(18.8) ry <r

9 X(fi)

dxi \fi)

'

dXU
'

dxJ I’

from which it follows that yfo is skew-symmetric in y and <r.

Equations (18.7) show that for the connections (18.4) and

(18.6)

to be the same, it is necessary that Lhj be symmetric

in h and j. In this case equations (18.5) become

* Of. Weitzenbock, 1923, 2, p. 319.
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(18.9) 4)j = 0,

where the covariant differentiation is with respect to the -T’s.

Then from (9.6) and (5.3) we have B)ui = 0. Conversely,

when these conditions are satisfied, equations (18.9) admit

n linearly independent fields of vectors parallel with respect

to the iT^s.

From (18.3) it follows that a necessary and sufficient con-

dition that be skew-symmetric in the indices and a

is that

L^+ Ljn =

This is the symmetric part of either of the coefficients (18.4)

or (18.6) and consequently satisfies (5.6). In consequence

of this result and the above theorem we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that the invariants-
Y/x'a

be skew-symmetric in the indices (i and a is that

(18.10) +

where S2hj is an arbitrary tensor skew-symmetric in It and j.

If we denote by the covariant derivative of /(«> for

the connection L)k defined by (12.1), we have

I
k ^(a) \k

~
^(a)>

from which it follows that

K ^\a)\k ^{a)|fc)
” 2ni//^.

Consequently the mixed tensor

(18.11)
#•

is independent of the choice of the vector V'*. The same is

true of the tensor

4
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5(01 1 ,(«) .J .(fi)

If equations (18.11) be multiplied by XP and i and k

be summed, we find that the invariants

(18.12)

are independent of the choice of the vector tpi in (12.1).

Conversely, if we have two asymmetric connections Ljk and

Ljk for which the invariants (18.12) are equal for a given

ennuple, it follows from (18.3) that

I^k-iik =

which evidently are of the form (12.1). Hence we have:

.4 necessary and sufficient condition that parallelism be the

same for two different asymmetric connections is that the

corresponding invariants (18.12) for a given ennuple he equal

for these connections.

19. Geometric properties expressed in terms of the

invariants Yg<s- In order that the vector-field Ajo) of an

ennuple at points of each curve of a congruence X}^) be

parallel with respect to the curve, it is necessary and

sufficient that

xi/t) X(n) jj = Q X(a) .

By means of (18.2) these equations are equivalent to

— = 0 .

Hence we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that the vector-fisld

of an ennwple be parallel with respect to the curves of a

congruence is that

(19.1) Ya ^ == 0 (>' = 1, • • •, w; V 4^ a)*

As a corollary we have:
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A necessary and sufficient cmidition that the curves of the

congruence X\tt) of an ennuple he paths is that

(19.2) >'/« = 0* (y = 1, • •
•

,
n; V 4^ a).

If we use the notation

(19.3)
a/ _ a/

df aa:*
’

then
/ 8 9 9 9 \

dt^ 9<“/-'\9<" iit^

(19.4)
_ 9/

dxj
(i(«) — ^(/» A(«)/< + 2Aja) xjj)) i24)

li ^ t O ^ \
I'tt /j+ 2 wpc f)

g
,

in consequence of (18.2) ’and (17.6). These equations are

generalizations of equations due to Ricci and Levi-Civitat

in Riemannian geometry. As an application of these equations

we seek necessary and sufficient conditions that of the

congruences of an ennuple, say Xla) (or = 1 ,
* •

•
, p)^ generate

a system of cc^-p varieties Vp, In this case the equations

(19.5) =0

must form a complete system. From (19.4) we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that the congruences

^(<j) for a —
, p generate a system of qo»~p varieties Vp

is that

(19.6) = 0

(«,>J == 1, • •
•, Jj; v=p-\-\,--.,n).

As a corollary we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a

coordinate system such that the curves of the congruences of
*
Of. 1926, 1, p. 100: also^ Levy, 1927, 1, p. 308.

tl901, 1, p. 160: cf. also 1926, 1, p. 99.

4*
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an mniiple be coordinate lines is that equations (19.6) hold

for all distinct values of a, fi and v*

We say that a congruence Xi is pseudonormal to a family

of hypersurfaces f{x^. • • •, ic”) — const., if

Xi
dx^

Prom the preceding results we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a congruence

of an ennuple he pseudonormal to a family of hypersurfaces

is that

(19.7)
= 0 («, ^ == 1. . .

., n— l).t

These two theorems for the case of a symmetric connection, in which

case = 0, are due to Levy, 1927, 1, p. 308.

t Cf. 1926, 1, p. 115.



CHAPTER II

SYMMETRIC CONNECTIONS

30. Geodesic codrdinates. When a coordinate system can

be chosen for which the coefficients of the connection vanish

at a given point P(x^), the vector at any nearby point

P'(a;j4- dicO parallel to a given contravariant vector at Phas
the same components as at P to within terms of the second

and higher orders, as follows from (7.1). If in equations (2.1)

we put Z/jfc = 0, we see that a necessary condition is that the

coefficients in any other coordinate system be symmetric at P.

In order to show that this condition is also sufficient, we
imagine that the space is referred to a general coordinate

system a?* and we consider the transformation of coordinates

defined by

(20 . 1 ) X = xo + {I'u\ x’‘ x'^ + ip\

where t/'* are any functions of the x's such that they and

their first and second derivatives are zero when the aj'’s are

zero.* From (20.1) we have at P

(20 .2)

d*j*

dx'^ dx''‘
(4)o.

From these expressions and equations (5.6) we have at P

(20.3)

Consequently any coordinate system defined by (20.1) possesses

the desired property. Hence we have:

When, and only when, at a point the coefficients of a con-

nection are symmetric in the subscripts, coordinate systems can

* Cf. 1926, 1, p. 66.

53
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he chosen, with the point as origin, sucJi that the coefficients

are zero at the point.

Weyl* calls a connection affine, when at every point a

coordinate system exists for which the components of a vector

in this coordinate system remain unaltered by an infinitesimal

displacement, to within terms of the second and higher orders,

but we use the term affine for asymmetric connections as

well (cf. § 7).

Any coordinate system for which (20.3) is satisfied has

been called geodesic by Weyl. Prom the foregoing results it

follows that if the coordinates a:* are geodesic for a point P
as origin, other geodesic coordinate systems with the same

origin are defined by

(20.4) x" = dj x'^ ifj\

where the V^’s are of the character appearing in (20.1).

It is evident that at the origin of a geodesic coordinate

system first covariant derivatives reduce to ordinary derivatives.

Consequently the use of such a system frequently makes for

considerable simplification in any problem involving first co-

variant derivatives. Moreover, when the results of such an

investigation are stated in tensor form, their generality is not

conditioned by the use of the particular coordinate system.-

Symmetric connections are characterized by another property.

Consider a point P(xO and two infinitesimal vectors di and

dfO^ at P, and denote by Pi and Pg the points of coordinates

a:’ -f di aj* and a^ + diX^ respectively. When the vector di a;*

undergoes a general parallel displacement to P*, its components

at Pt are dix*+ dtdix* LjkdiX'^ d^x’^, and the coordinates

of the point Pgj at the extremity of the vector are

X* d»x* -\-dtX* dfdiX^ -{ Ljk <fi ar' d» a;*'.

In like manner when the vector dto^ undergoes a parallel

displacement to Pi, the coordinates of the point Pit at the

extremity of the vector are

aj* -{-diX
*
-f dfX* -f- di dfX* -j- Ljkdtx/di x^

*
1921, 1, p. 112.
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Hence a necessary and sufficient condition that Pi* and P*i

coincide is that be symmetric in 3 and fc, that is, that

the connection be symmetric.*

31 . The curvature tensor and other fundamental
tensors. In § 5 it was seen that the quantities

(21 . 1 )
== + r%rU-r),rU

are the components of a tensor. This tensor arises when

we express the conditions of integrability of equations (5.6).

In fact, these conditions assume the form

(21 .2)

dx'^ dx"‘ dx'^ „
dxj ~do^ dx^

dx"
dx*

Bjkl,

from which equations the tensor character of Bjia is apparent.

This tensor is a generalization of the Kiemannian curvature

tensor of a Riemannian space and we call it the curvature

tensor of the space with symmetric connection.

From (21.1) it follows that Pjw is skew-symmetric in k

and I, that is,

(21.3) pjfcj-fPl,fc=0.

Also the components satisfy the identities

(21.4) + + = 0.

This result is readily proved by choosing a geodesic coordinate

system at a point P. In this case at P all of the P’s are

zero and (21.4) can be shown to hold at P in this coordinate

system. Since this is a tensor equation it holds at P in any

coordinate system. Moreover, as P is any point, it holds

throughout the space.

In like manner at a point P in a geodesic coordinate

system with P origin, we have

*Cf. Weyl, 1921, 1, p. 107; Leri-Civita, 1920, 6, p. 135.
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9*4
dx'^dx*'^ dx^ dx’"

as follows from (21.1) and (6.1). Consequently

(2 1 .5) j^kl,m + -Bjtni, Ic+ Bjnik, Z
— 0.

Since these are tensor equations, they hold throughout space

in any coordinate system. They are evidently a generalization

of the identities of Bianchi for a Riemannian space, and are

called the identities of Bianchi for a symmetric connection*

In a similar manner the following identities due to Vebleiit

can be established;

Bjkl,m+ B\jm,k+ B'mlkJ+ Bkmj,l == 0 .+

33. Equations of the paths. In § 12 it was shown

that parallelism throughout a space with symmetric connection

is uniquely defined, that is, that it is not possible to have

two symmetric connections with respect to which parallel

directions along every curve in the space are the same for

both connections; thus each symmetric connection is a un-

ique affine connection. However, as a corollary of the third

theorem of § 12 we have:

The paths are the same for two symmetric connections whose

coefficients are in the relations

(22.1) Tjk = r]k + dj + 4 V';

,

where (pj is an arbitrary covariant vector,^

The paths are a generalization of the straight lines of

euclidean space. Accordingly the properties of the space

* Cf. Vehltn, 1922, 5, p. 197; Sckauten, 1923, 7.

t L. c., p. 197.

t It is evident that the results of these two sections apply not only

to the case of symmetric connections, but that they apply also to the

symmetric parts of any asymmetric connection.

§ Weyl, 1921, 2, p. 100; cf. also Einnhart, 1922, 2 and Veblen^ 1922, 3.
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which depend upon the paths and not upon a particular affine

connection of the set (22.1) constitute a iirojedive gemndry

of paths, whereas those depending upon a i)articular affine

connection constitute an affine geometry of paths. In this

chapter we consider the latter and postpone to the next

chapter a study of the former.

If we have a particular path, that is, an integi-al curve

of equations (7.6), then

(22 .2)

i dx-i dx^ d:f

de'^^^'''~dt ~dr
~

'^~dT'

where f is a determinate function of f. If we define a

parameter s by
ds

(22.3)-
dt

where c is an arbitrary constant, equations (22.2) become

(P dxj dof
(22.4)

ds*
rju^^ = 0.

ds ds

Thus the parameter s for a path, which w-e call an affine

parameter, is the analogue of the arc s of a geodesic in a

Biemannian space.* It is evident from (22,3) or (22.4) that,

if s is any affine parameter, the most general one is given

by as-\-h where a and h are arbitrary constants. Further-

more, by means of equations (5.6) we can establish the

theorem (cf. § 38):

When the coordinates od undergo a general transformation,

an affine parameter is not altered.

From the form of equations (22.4) it follows that a path

is uniquely determined by a point Po of coordinates ao and

a direction at Pq. In fact, if we put

where a subscript zero indicates the value at Po, w'e have

from (22.4)

* 1926, 1, p. 50.
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(22 .6 )

iC* = a:
j + s

'• + ir( ds”
S”+'

the coefficients of s* and higher powers of s being obtained

from the equations which result from (22.4) by differentiation

and reduction by means of (22.4). Thus we have

d*a;*
I

_i dx^ da^ dx^

~d?' ' ds ds ds

d*x* . _f dxj dx'‘ dxf dx”^

^'‘^”'~^~ds'~dr JT

P before an expression indicating the sum of terms obtained

by permuting the subscripts cyclically and N denotes the

number of subscripts. Hence we have in place of (22.6)

(22.9) x* = +

The domain of convergence of these series depends evidently

upon the expressions for /)* and the values of §'. However
for sufficiently small values of s they defime a path, that is,

an integral curve of equations (22.4).*

33. Normal codrdinates. In § 20 we saw that for

a given symmetric connection there can be chosen coordinate

* These results are an immediate generalisation of a similar treatment

for geodesics in Riemannian ge''metry, 1926, 1, p. 52; cf. Veblen and

T. Y. Thomat, 1923, 1, p. 560.

where

r}td =
(22.7)

and in general

(22 .8) rju-.n^p =

= 0
,

= 0
,
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systems for any point so that at the point the coefficients

rjtc are zero. In this section we wish to establish the existence

of a class of coordinate systems possessing this property

which are a generalization of Biemannian coordinates in

a general Biemannian space.* They were considered first

by Veblen.t who has called them normal coordinates.

Let C be a path through a point Po, and s an affine

parameter of the path which is zero at Po; then the con-

stants are uniquely defined by (22.5). To each point of C
we assign coordinates by the equations

(23.1) 2/* =

Since equations (22.9) define the path in the x's, between

the Ps and y'% at points of C we have the relations

(23.2) —Y + • • •

.

If we assign coordinates in this manner to the points on all

paths through Pq in a domain, such that no two paths meet

again within it, we have a coordinate system in the domain.

Moreovei*, equations (23.2) are the same for all paths and

consequently are the equations of the transformation of Co-

Ordinates, Po being the origin for the y'%. Since the jacobian
d cc*

I

of these equations is different from zero at Po, the series
dyi

can be inverted, and we have

(23.3) ^ — a:; -f F*(x' — ojJ,
• •

•
,
a:" — a"),

where P* are series in the second and higher powers of

(xi — x/) for jf = 1, • •
., n. Comparing (23.2) with (20.1) we

see that the y’s are a particular type of geodesic coordinates;

we call them normal coordinates.

From the definition of the y'% it follows that (23.1) are

the equations in finite form in the ^’s of the paths through Po.

* 1926, 1, p. 53.

1 1922, 5. p. 193; also Fedlen and T. Y. Thomas, 1923, 1, pp. 562-566.
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Consequently the equations of the paths through the origin

of a normal coordinate system have the same form in these

coordinates as the equations of straight lines in euclidean

space in cartesian coordinates.

If we denote by Cjk the coefficients of the connection in

the y's, the equations of the paths in this coordinate system

are

(23.4) I

rii

rfs* ds ds
= 0 .

Since these must be satisfied by (23.1), we must have

(23.5) cjk'ff=.0,

and on multiplication by s*

(23.6) cjk t/ / = 0,

which equations hold throughout the domain. Conversely, if

these conditions are satisfied, equations (23.4) are satisfied

by (23.1) and consequently the y's are normal coordinates.

When we apply to (23.4) considerations similar to those

applied to (22.4) which led to (22.9), we obtain

y’ = rs—
(23.7)

j (CA)« I' I* s’-i (CJ'u). I-* S* I'
s*

where are defined by equations of the form (22.8).

Since these expressions must be equivalent to (23.1), we
must have

(23.8) (Cj^o = 0

and

(23.9) = 0

for all values of p. Equations (23.8) follow also from (23.5),

since the ?’s are arbitrary.

From (23.8) also it follows that normal coordinates are

a particular class of geodesic coordinates (§ 20).
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If instead of a- general coordinate system a;* we take any

other coordinate system x'* and proceed as above and denote

by the normal coordinates thus obtained, we have in place

of (23.1)

ldx'^\
y =

for the equations of the paths. Since

where the a’s are constants, we have

(23.11) y’^ = otjyK

Hence we have:

When the coordinates x^ of a space are subjected to an

arbitrary analytic transformation, the normal coordinates

determined by the x’s and a point undergo a linear homo-

geneous transformation with constant coefficients.

From the definition (23.10) of the a’s it follows that when

a transformation (23.11) of the normal coordinates is given,

corresponding analytic transformations of the x’s exist but

are not uniquely defined.

From the form of (23.11) it follows tlftit normal coordinates

are fundamental in the affine geometry in the neighborhood

of a point.

If we differentiate equation (23.6) with respect to s along

any path, make use of (23.1) and multiply the resulting

equation by s, we obtain

(23.12) Cjuiy^yy^(i,
where

(28.13) Ck = \-P{^),

P indicating the sum of terms obtained by permuting j, k

and I cyclically. Proceeding with (23.12) as was done with

(23.6), we get a sequence of identities of the form
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(23.14) = 0,

where

(23.16) CU = \P[^-^).

As thus defined the C’s are symmetric in the subscripts and

they are the functions in the normal coordinates y* for which

the corresponding functions in the oj’s are given by (22.8).

From (23.13) and (23.15) we obtain

S indicating the sum of the six terms obtained by the per-

mutations of the subscripts, j, h, I, m, which do not yield

equivalent terms. In general, we have

^r-2

(23.16) '-Jl“ Jr

r-
' J, A

r{r— l) \dy^‘ dy''

in this case S indicates the sum of r(y— 1)/2 different terms.

If are a system of normal coordinates with a point P
as origin and y'* are the normal coordinates corresponding

to the y's with the point P', of coordinates cly, as origin,

we have from (23.2)

i J i
]

/i 1 Tti ij ik

y = cly -yxj Cjky y

(23.17)
1 /-yi tj fk fl

I— ji<^jkiy V y H—

1

where €% and so forth are the values of the corresponding

C”s for the y’s at P'. Because of (23.8) we have

1 /
3^ Cjk \

2 \dt/dy'^K
dy'‘dy”''-\--

34. Curvature of a curve. Let C be any curve in

a V„, not a path, the coordinates a;’ being expressed in terms

of a general parameter t. The equations
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(24.1)
d*x'

I

dx^ dx^

~dt
~ ^

define a contravariant vector /u*. If we change the parameter t,

we get in general a new vector, which is of the pencil

determined by /t* and We single out one of these

vectors by choosing for the parameter an affine parameter s

of the path tangent to O' at a given point and we choose s

so that s = 0 at P. Accordingly we write

I
j-i dxj dx^

;

ll^ U ~di
~ ^ ’

which in fact are equivalent to

("24.2)
d*x^

I

dxj dx^
1?"^ ds ~

that is, the vector (i* is not affected by the choice of the

tensor -Qj*. Since s is determined to within a constant factor

(§ 22), the same is true of

If we take for the a-’s a set of normal coordinates with

origin at P, these equations reduce to

(24.3)
d*x^

~d?'

These equations are an evident generalization of those in

euclidean three-space which define the first curvature vector

of the curve at P. Accordingly we call defined by (24.2)

in general coordinates the^rsi curvature vector of the curve atP.

From (24.3) Ave have for C

(24.4)

and the equations of the path tangent to P at P are
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Consequently the values of /t* at P determine the departure^

of the curve from the path at a point near P.

It is readily shown that

The surface fcyrtned hy the paths through a point of a curve

in the pencil of directions determined hy the tangent and first

curvature vector to the curve at the point oscidates the curve*

35 . Extension ofthe theorem of Fermi to symmetric
connections. ' The following theorem was proved for Eie-

manjiian connections by Fermit and in this section is estab-

lished for symmetric connections:

For a space tvith a symmetric connection it is possible to

choose a coordinate system with respect to which the coefficients

Pjk are zero at all points of a curve, or of a portion of it.

Suppose that the curve C is defined by a;* = g>*(t) and

that at a point Pq of it we take n— 1 independent vectors

i(«) for « = 1
,

•••, n— 1
,
which also are independent of

the tangent to the curve, that is, at Po the determinant

4 •• iu)

(25.1) A =

5P‘' • •

is different from zero, primes indicating differentation with

respect to t. From these vectors we obtain n— 1 families

of vectors X\a) by parallel displacement along C. It follows

from continuity considerations that there is a portion R of

C about Po for which 4 0. At Po the components of any

vector depending upon the given n— 1 vectors are of the form

(2.0 .2)
4*' = (a = 1, ••., n— 1).

If this vector undergoes parallel displacement along C, we
get a fam% of vectors whose components at each point are

* Of. 1926, 1, p. 62.

1 1922, 7; the method followed is an adaptation of a proof of the

theorem for Riemannian connections j^iven by Levi-Civita, 1926, 4.
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given by (25.2) in which the A’s remain constant. Since

any point can be taken as Po, the components of any vector

at any point in the (n— l)-fold of vectors at the point can

be expressed in the form (25.2).

If we put

(25.3) kU =/(0/+4)/“(0

and express the condition that the functions X'n) are a so-

lution of (7.1), we have

(25.4) /m*' -\-f y*' + k-U r' = 0,

where /u* are defined by (24.1). In the region R functions

a{i) and a“(0 can be determined such that

(25.5) /i.* = a<p^ -j- a“ 1(«)

,

since d ^ 0, and the functionsf and /“ are determined by the

quadratures

(25.6) /“ = —

where the c’s are constants. If in particular the given curve

is a path a“ = 0 for « = 1, • • •, n— 1.

Consider at any point P of (7 the («— l)-fold of vectors

defined by (25.2) and the paths of the space through P in

these directions. The locus of these paths is a Fn-i. The
equations of any one of these paths are

(25.7) x' = 9P*(0 + A“A(a) s— ^(rjfc)^"^^^) An%) s*-f

where t is the value at P of the parameter along C, {rjk)p

are evaluated at P and s, the affine parameter of the path,

is chosen (§ 22) so that at P we have = A“ A'o)

.

A new set of coordinates y* is assigned to each point of C
by means of equations

5
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where the tfj's are any continuous functions of t. In like

manner along each path through P we associate coordinates

y* with each point by means of the equations
(25.8)

y“ =

where the .4’s are the constants in (25.2') which determine

the direction of the path at P; thus s = 0 at P. "We

assume that ^ 0, so that the last of (25.8) can be written

(25.9) t = d(y>‘).

We eliminate the A’s from (25.7) by means of (25.8) and

replace t by its expression (25.9). This gives equations of

the form

xi = P« (y») + (y«— r)
(25.10)

irjk)//(a) ).’(,)) (?/“— «/'“)(y'^— «/'f*) + •••,

where the i’s, xp's and (rju) are functions of y“. If this

process is followed out at each point and for each direction,

we have coordinates if associated with every point of the

family of Tn-i’s as defined, and equations (25.10) are of the

same form for all the points. At points of C, that is where
y“ = the Jacobian of (25.10) is reducible to 04 or 4/V'” ,

where 4 is given by (25.1). Hence for a domain of the

space in the neighborhood of the portion B of the curve for

which 4 + 0, equations (25.10) define a transformation of

coordinates.

If we denote by /*«) the components in the y’s of the

vectors A'a), we have at points of C. by means of (25.10),

A(«) A(o)
dyj dy’^ /

When these equations are written in the form
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we have that

(25.11)

In order that a

components

(25.12)

family of vectors X\n) may have the

X^n) = 6’«

in the y's, it is necessai-y that

X(,n) A(n)
dx^

'W
9 a:* = (yi'-

Comparing this result with (25.3), (25.4) and (25.6), we see

that, if ip the above definition of the r/’s we take

ipn' = 1

/’

where the /"s are given by (25.6), then the components in

the y's of the vectors (25.3) will have the values (25.12),

and will be parallel along the curve because of (25.6).

From (25.10) we have at points of C

dx*

di/‘

ox- _ i

o ^ .a ’

dy^ dy^
— (C/k) /(k) ^((j) \r]u)

dxJ dx^

d if d if

Hence from equations of the form (5.6), we have in the y's

(25.13) = 0 («,^= I,-.-, n-1; i=l, ••.,»»).

Since by hypothesis the vectors of components (25.11) and

(25.12) are parallel along C, we have

pt dy^
0 .

If ^' = 1, • • •, n— 1, we have in consequence of (25.13) and

If' 4= 0, that /’an = 0, and then for j = n that r,^n = 0.

Consequently we have established the theorem.

5*
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We observe that only the first three terms of (25.10) have

entered in the above discussion. Consequently, any expressions

differing from (25.10) in terms of the third and higher orders

of (y“ — V'") define transformations of the desired type.

26 . Normal tensors. Because of the conditions (23.8),

when the functions Cjk are developed in powers of the y's,

we have

cjk

(26.1)

where

(26.2)

2^* + Y 4/w, It y' y ^-\

—

+ • i,
y" ••• y’+

.i / ^cjk •

\= —r—^ •

\dy^ • dy'U

From the equations of transfomation (23.2) we have

In consequence of the first set of these equations it follows

that, if at the origin the numbers (26.2) are taken as the

components of a tensor in the y’s, the components of the

same tensor in the x’s have the same values.

If we take any other coordinate system x'' and the corre-

sponding normal coordinates y'* with the same origin as above,

we have a new set of constants defined by

(26.4)
/ rcji \

\dy''' ...dy'^'l o'

We will show that the ^4’s and .4'’s are the components of

the same tensor in the y’s and y'’s respectively, and also in

the r’s and x’s respectively. From (23.11) it follows that

ay*
dyJ

a Xy'—
a y’^ a y*

(26.5) = 0 .
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Consequently the functions 0% and Cjk satisfy the relations

[cf. (5.6)]

(26.6) Cjt
9/
dy"

pri

dyj 91/*
"

Since rjj in (26.5) are constants, we have from (26.6) by

differentiation

(26.7)

d^Cj^ lj/_i

9i/*‘...8y- &y“

9 y"’' • • • 9
y"' 9 yi 9 2/* dy^ dy'

'

At the origin of the two sets of normal coordinates

/9x'‘\ _ 1 dx'‘ dy'^ 92/“ \ _1

' dX'^ lo \dy'^' dtf 9 / 0 dyj '

in consequence of (26.3) and similar equations. Consequently

at the origin we have from (26.2), (26.4), (26.7) and (26.8)

Al
dx

dx"
Alt dx‘^ dx'^ dx'°,

dx-> da^ Qx^'

dx""

dx'
'

Hence if at each point in space we obtain the numbers

and by the processes (26.2) and (26.4),

these are the components in the x’s and x''s of a tensor.

Being defined at each point of space, the A’s and A'’s may
be regarded as functions of the oj’s and a:'’s. In fact, we
shall show presently what the functional forms of certain

of them are. Following Veblen and T. Y. Thomas,* who

have developed this theory, we call them normal tensors.

If we differentiate the equations

(26.9)
9x* 9*x* . ,/ dx^ dxf

dy" ^y^dt/ dyj "9/

1923, 1, 1). 567.
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with respect to t/ and make use of (26.3), we have at the

origin

(26.10) A]m.
jk rfJM- i'kn

Since any point may be taken as the origin, equations (26.10)

define A)ki throughout space. If we differentiate (26.9) with

respect to
i/’

and y”', and proceed as above, we obtain

Ajklm

(26.11)

9* rji- 9 /jfc 9 T/lfc

9a^9a;- 9a^

d Ihk ^J'jkrh ,.h

dx”* dx”^

- rik r^im + 4a t'L + 4fcm rh

rUrji +
By continuing this process the components of a normal tensor

of any order can be obtained.

From equations (26.2) it follows that the components 4)w,- K
are symmetric in j and k and in the last r indices. In con-

sequence of (23.6) we have that, if Cjk as given by (26.1)

is multiplied by yj^ and j and k are summed, each term

on the right must be zero, that is

(26.12) P(Aj«,...0 = 0,

where P indicates the sum of all the terms obtained by

permuting the indices. However, because of the above ob-

servation concerning symmetry, this equation can be replaced by

(26.13) SiA}ki,-0 = 0,

where S indicates the sum of the (r 4- !)(»’+ 2)/2 terms

obtained by the permutations of the subscripts which do not

yield equivalent terms. Thus for r = 1 and r = 2 we have

respectively

(26.14) Ajki A' Akij + 4fc ~ ^

»

(26.15) Ajklm Ajimk+ Ajmld "f" Ai^ajmAr A^kmjl+ AHimjk. = 0 .
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Because of (23.9) the functions - as defined by (23.15),

are expressible as power series in y’s of the form

(26.16)
2

+ •

where because of (23.16) and (26.2)

^0V-A>V'. - ig
4

(26.17)
dy' -dy

r\r— l) ^A - jrh -0,

the functions 4, • b«ing components of a normal tensor

and S indicating the sum of r{r— 1)/2 different terms obtained

by the permutation of the indices From these

results it follows that are components of a tensor

in .the x’s, symmetric in the subscripts ji, • ••, jr and in the

subscripts (i, When we apply to (26.16) reasoning

similar to that which led to (26.12) fi’om (26.1), we have

(26.18) - 0 ,

giving identities connecting the components of these tensors.

Since as defined by (22.7), are symmetric in k and I,

it follows from (5.4) and (26.10) that

(26.19) Biui 4k-

The identities (21.3) follow directly from this result; and (21.4)

because the A’s are symmetric in the first two indices. From

(26.14) and (26.19) we have

(26.20) Ajki = Y (2 Bjik + Bikj) = y (B/jk+ bUj) .

From (26.19) by covariant differentiation we obtain
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In normal coordinates we have because of (26.10) and (26.17)

Ajkl,m -Ajklm

Consequently we have

(26.21) ^jkl,m -^jlkm •‘‘^jklm

in any coordinate system.

In like manner we obtain

^jlkm^m^ ^jklm^m^~\~ ^^km^ ^jkm^

^jkm^ ”1“ (A%k— Ajki)

+ {Am— -4ftjfc) + {A^jhl— ^jjh)

+ (4/fcft— Ajhk)

.

By this method we are able to express any covariant derivative

of the curvature tensor in tenns of normal tensors.*

27. Extensions of a tensor. In this section we define

a process of obtaining tensors of higher order by differentiation,

suggested by the method of obtaining normal tensors.

Consider a tensor of components T/* ' V and T'Y '^r in

general coordinates and a;'*, and let <;*' V and

denote the components of this tensor in the normal coordinates

y* and y'*, corresponding to x* and a?'* respectively, for the

same origin P. Accordingly we have

•• V
•J, %

«r
•A a/'

a y a 9

a/"
’*

9
2/'-^-*

9 9
Since the quantities and —- ^ are constants (§ 23), we

dy'

have from the preceding equations on differentiating with

respect to y'^\ • •
•, y^^,

* For further developments concerning normal tensors see Veblen and

T, Y, Thomas, 1923, 1, pp. 576-580.
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Jl'-J, Pt

o flC, O fl>

(27.1)
' 9 /"

X
9 /‘

9 1/‘ 9

'9
9 y"'

9

dy'<‘
’

If Ave put

(27.2')

P \ 9 . 9 ij'

y

^

and similarly for the <'’s then at P in consequence of (27.1)

and (26.8), we haA'e

71' 'r
• t 71“,

• • • dx"' aP'' 9P''
- r. dx'"''

'

Hence at P the numbers so defined are the components of

a tensor in the coordinate systems a;* and a;'*. Since P is

any point, we have thus at every point the components of

a tensor in the two coordinate systems, and thus the P’s

and P'’s of (27.2) are functions of the Ps and P’s, as in

the case of the normal tensors. Following Veblen and

T. Y. Thomas* we call them exfensmis of the pth onfer,

when there are p additional subscripts as indicated in (27.2),

From (27.2) it is seen that an extension is symmetric in the

subscripts indicating differentiation, whereas this is not the

case for covariant derivatives.

When p = 1, the right-hand member of (27.2) is equal

to the first covariant derivative of C'’
""/

at P and con-

sequentlj the left-hand member is the first covariant derivative

of T^‘ in the Ps, evaluated at P. How'ever, when p > 1,

the pth extension is not equal to the pth covariant derivative,

since the second and higher covariant derivatives involve

derivatives of the coefficients which are not zero at P.

* 1923, 1, p. 572. We use a different notation in that a comma followed

by p subscripts indicates the ^th covariant derivative and a semi-colon

followed by p subscripts the pth extension..
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In order to obtain an expression for the second extension

of we observe that at P the second covariant

derivative of is given by [cf. (6.1)]

9*f“‘
“-

Pi’P,

d^dy^
+ 2

9
“r or

9/

From the preceding observation and those of § 26 we have

in the x’s at P

rptti -ttr

Pi
-

(27.3)

where the .A’s are normal tensors. Since P is any point,

we have thus the general relation connecting covariant

derivatives and extensions of the second order. Evidently

this process may be extended to any order. In general, the

difference between a pth covariant derivative and an extension

of the j)th order is expressible linearly in covariant derivatives

of orders p— 2, p— 3, • • •, 1 and the tensor itself, the coeffi-

cients being normal tensors covariant of orders 3, 4, • • •, p-\-l

respectively.*

The form of these expressions is not so important as the

fact that there exist tensors whose components reduce to

the derivatives alone at the origin of normal coordinates, as

in (27.2). Moreover, we remark that both the covariant

derivatives and the extensions are generalizations of ordinary

derivatives in euclidean space referred to cartesian coordinates,

since both expressions reduce to ordinary derivatives in this case.

38. The equivalence of symmetric connections.

The question of whether a set of functions rjk of coOrdi-

* Cf. Veblen and T, Y* Thomas, 1. c., for a number of examples.
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nates x and a set rjk of coordinates x'^ define the same

symmetric connection reduces to the problem of determining

whether the equations

da-’' ^,ft 9 a’*

(28.1)
8^ X’*

dx'^ dx''^
+ r},r

dx'^ dx:'^
lir

8.x

admit a solution x' = y' (x'\ • • •, x”), such that the Jacobian

of the 5
p’s is not zero. The conditions of integrability of

these equations are (cf. § 21)

(28.2) = Biking

where we have put

(28.3) ^
When equations (28.2) are differentiated with respect to x'®‘

.

the resulting equations are reducible by means of (28.1) to

(28.4) B
fil'd, rn

Continuing this process, we obtain the infinite sequence of

equations

j^fa i wji j wt^

^fir^,<h”i Xlfi
• • • '

j

(28.5)

Bfij'd^a,- -o,-
• • •

11^,^
,

By means of (28.3) equations (28.1) can be written as

94
8x'^

These equations and (28.3) constitute a system of the form

(8.1), such that the n* quantities ua and the n quantities a-'

are the functions 6", the x'’s being the independent

variables; consequently M — n*4-». The equations (28.2),
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(28.4) and (28.5) are in this case the sets jPi, Fg, • • • of § 8.

Accordingly we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that tivo symmetric

connections of coefficients Fjk and r'jk he equivalent is that

there exist a positive integer N such that all sets of solutions

of the equations of the first N sets of equations (28.2), (28.4)

and (28.5) satisfy the (A^+l)</j set of these equations; if the

number of independent equations of the firstN sets is n*-{-n—

p

ip ^ 0), the solution involves p arbitrary constants.

From the considerations of § 8 it follows that, if the

equations (28.2), (28.4) and (28.5) are consistent, then

N<n*-\-n. We shall show that N and p are numerical

invariants for a connected manifold. In fact, denote by

F' {iia

,

a;*, x'^) the N sets of equations of the theorem in

consequence of which the (W4-l)th set is satisfied and let

X* X Utt = dfi

dx'“

be a solution of the problem. Let x'‘ — tp*{x"^, •••, x"”')

define a transformation to a third set of variables x"\

From these we have the equations

(28.6) 92
/'I

Xffn\

defining the relations connecting the x’s and x"’s. If we
form the equations analogous to (28.2), (28.4) and (28.5) for

the transfotmation (28.6) and denote by F" {ul, x*, x"’) the N
sets of these equations in the x’s and x"’s, it follows that

these equations are satisfied by x\ given by (28.6) and

i i SV'"
M/j = Ua Z Jfi,

and that the (W+l)th set also is satisfied.
0X

Moreover, the Wth set of these equations is not a consequence

of the others; for, if it were, then by reversing the process

we would have that the Wth set of the original group is a

consequence of its predecessors in the sequence.

By the same argument it follows that the number n* +

—

P
is an invariant for the manifold. Hence we have;
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The minimum positive integers N and p which enter in the

determination of whether ttvo given symmetric connections are

equivalent are numerical invariants for the manifold.*

We say that a system of invariants is complete, when these

invariants for two symmetric connections are sufficient to

determine whether the two connections are equivalent. From
the above results it follows that at most n* + w -f 1 of the

tensors B]ui, Bjici,m^, • • •, B]ki.m, • constitute a complete

system of invariants for an affinely connected manifold; we
have also that there exists a minimum positive integer N
such that 1 of the above tensors form a complete system.

In consequence of the results of § 26 we have that 1

of the sets of normal tensors • •
•
, A)um, m^, • • • form

a complete system also.

Christoffelt considered the problem of determining the

necessary and sufficient conditions that two sets of functions

gij and g'g of a;* and a:'* respectively be the components of

the same tensor. The first condition is

= m

When these equations are differentiated with respect to a '^, the

resulting equations are equivalent to (1.5). These are of the

form (28.1) and their conditions of integrability are given

by (28.2), (28.4) and (28.5), where now the .B’s are the

components of the Kiemannian curvature tensor. Equations

(28.7) are of the kind referred to in the latter part of § 8

as forming a set of conditions F^. In this case, however,

on differentiating (28.7), the resulting equations are satisfied

because of (1.5), so that equations (28.2) are the set Fx and

so on. Accordingly the solution of the problem reduces to

the consistency of (28.7), (28.2), (28.4) and (28.5) after the

manner of the theorem of § 8, as Christoffel proved.

* Of. T. Y. Thomas and A. D. Michal, 1927, 3.

1 1869, 1, p. 60.
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For two asymmetric connections equations (2.1) reduce to

(28.1) and

(28.8) njktiji Uy =

Consequently in considering the question of equivalence of

two such connections, equations (28.8) constitute the set Fq

of § 8. Then the set consists of equations (28.2) and

(28.9) /4«.. Ur ^

and each other set Fr consists of the set in (28.4) or (28.5)

involving the > th covariant derivatives of the and the

equations of the form (28.9) involving the >th covariant

derivatives of the /i’s. With this understanding the above

theorem applies to this case.

29. Rietnannian spaces. Flat spaces. When a space

is Riemannian and gij are the components of the fundamental

tensor, the Christoffel symbols of the second kind are the

coefficients of a symmetric connection, as seen in § 1. In

this case the following equations are satisfied identically:

(29.1) {lij,k = Okj ^ ik ffih ^jk 0,
a a.

where the P’s are the Christoffel symbols of the second kind.

Conversely, if equations (29.1) for a given set of P's

admit a solution = 1, • • •, n), then we have

(29.2)

fjikj “I" gij,k

— ^9ik
I

^gjk

dx^ dx^
2.9/i/C Cy = 0

,

from which it follows that the P’s are the Christoffel symbols

of the second kind formed with respect to the /s (cf. § 1).

Consequently a necessary and sufficient condition that a space

with an assigned symmetric connection be Riemannian is

that equations (29.1) admit a solution.
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From (6.4) we have that the conditions of integrahility of

equations (29.1) are

(29.3) gijjd— gij,tk = (jni J^jia + giij

which are reducible by means of (29.1) to

(29.4) ffih Bjkl “1“ ghj E^kl 0

.

If these equations are not satisfied identically, that is, if

we do not have Bjki = 0, the solutions of these equations

must satisfy (29.1). Differentiating (29.4) covariantly with

respect to a;’" and expressing the condition that (29.1) be

satisfied, we have

(29.5) gm B'jki, + gnj B^Um = 0 .

Proceeding in this manner, we get the sequence of equations

gih Bjkl, »»»i, "f" ghj B^ikl,mm, 9 ,

(29.6)

gih ^jkl,mm^ ni, -hg/ij B'm,i 0 ,

Because of the results of § 8 we have:

A necessary and mifficient condition that equations (29.1)

admit a solution is that there exist a positive integer N such

that the first N sets of the equations (29.4), (29.5) and (29.6)

admit a complete system of r (^1) sets of solutions which

satisfy also the {N-\-l)th set; then the complete system can

be chosen so that the functions ga of each set satisfy (29.1).

Since equations (29.4), (29.5) and (29.6) are tensor equations,

it follows that the numbers N and r, defined in the theorem,

are invariant numbers for the connection.

If >• = 1 and gij is a solution of the N sets of equations

but not a solution of (29.1), then there exists a function y
such that the quantities e~’f' gq satisfy equations of the form

(29.1)

. If the determinant |^y| is not zero, from equations

(29.2) we have
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(29.7) =
{ ^} + Y igij fj—^j

where 'g^’‘ is defined by

(29.8) 9’'"9ik ^

and are Christoffel symbols of the second kind formed

with respect to the g's. Consequently when the r’s are

expressible in the form (29.7), the space is Riemannian.’^^

In terms of equations (29.1) become

(29.9) ^j,k^gijf,k.

When r>l and the solutions are for « — 1, •••. r,

then

(29.10)
g^J
- A„g^^\

where the' A’s are arbitrary constants, is a solution. In

general the A’s can be chosen so that the determinant
j

is not zero. When this solution gg is taken as the fundamental

tensor of the Riemannian space, the tensor Bjia becomes the

Riemannian curvature tensor Ejki. For this space the other

r— 1 sets of solutions are tensors whose first covariant

derivatives are zero. Hence we have the theorem:

A necessary and sufficient condition that there exist for

a Riemannian space p (^1) tensors other than the funda-

mental tensor gij, such that their first covariant derivatives he

zero, is that there exist a positive integer N, such that the first

N sets of equations (29.4), (29.5) and (29.6), in ivhich Bjki is

the Riemannian tensor Rjki, admit a complete set of solutions,

Sip ^if> satisfy the {N-\-\)th set of the

equations.f

A space with a symmetric connection is said to be flat,

or plane, if the curvature tensor Rjw is zero. In this case

equations (29.1) are completely integrable. Hence we have:

* Cf. Eisenhart and Vehlen, 1922, 4, pp. 22, 23; also Vehlen and T. Y.

Thomas^ 1923, 1, pp. 590, 591.

t Cf. Eisenhart^ 1923, 3 ;
also, Levy^ 1926, 5.
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A flat apace is necessarily a Riemannian space.

From the last theorem of § 9 it follows that a preferred

coordinate system exists for a flat space such that the co-

efficients rjk for this coordinate system are everywhere zero.

In this coordinate system the solutions gy of equations (29.1)

are constants. Consequently the preferred coordinates are

generalized cartesian coordinates.*

30 . Symmetric connections of Weyl. We consider

the symmetric connections for which there exists a vector y,

and a symmetric tensor gy such that

(.30.1) gij^ii -|- 2 gij <fk
— 0,

and the determinant g is not zero. We remark that it follows

froih (29.9) that if gk is a gradient the space is Kiemannian.

We assume that yk is not a gradient.

If we substitute in (30.1) the expressions (5.9) for the F's,

we obtain

fJjh(>^k + 9iha% == '^gijfk'

From these equations we obtain

(30.2) a]k = ‘l/y.ft-f dfc f/y—
where

(30.3) v* -- g9 ifj.

Consequently the coefficients of the connection are

(30.4) Fjk = -f 3/ <jpfc -f dk (fj —gjk y'-

Symmetric connections of this kind have been proposed by

Weylt as the basis of a combined theory of gravitation and

electro-dynamics. From the remarks at the beginning of this

section we observe that in a sense it is an immediate

generalization of a Riemannian geometry.

If we put
9 S

(30.5) ^ij = ^gg, yi =
* Cf. 1926, 1, p. 84.

1 1921, 1, pp. 125, 296.
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where 0 is an arbitrary function of the x’s, we have that

ffii
and yi also furnish a solution of (30.1), when ffij and

<f>i do. We may speak of two Weyl geometries whose

fundamental quantities are in the relations (30.5) as conformal

to one another. Weyl refers to the effect of changing B

as a change of gauge.

When we express the conditions of integrability of equations

(30.1), we have in consequence of (6.4)

(30.6) giij ^m+gih^ki-\-2gij{^k,i— 9i,k) = 0.

Multiplying by g’j and summing for i and j, we have

(30.7) Biici = n (fi,k— n,d = n

In § 5 it was seen that for any manifold Bm is the curl of a

covariant vector which is determined to within an additive

arbitrary gradient. In consequence of (30.7) we may consider

fk in (30.1) as a definite function of the x's namely — «/.>
7X

where a* is a vector whose curl is equal to Bm [cf. (5.10)].

Hence equations (30.1) are of the form (8.1).

By means of (30.7) equations (30.6) may be written in the

form

(30.8) gixj J^ki + gui, Bjki = 0

,

where

Mki = B^m -SiBjki.
n

Equations (30.8) constitute the set Fi for the theorem of § 8,

and the sets • • • are obtained from (29.5) and (29.6)

on replacing the JB’s b}^ jB’s; we call them (30.8)' and (30.8)''

respectively. Hence we have by means of § 8:

A necessary and s^ufjicient condition that equations (30.1)

admit a solution is that fpk he a vector such that B\id is the

curl of the vector n and that there exist a positive integer

N such that the first N sets of equations (30.8), (30.8)' and
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(30.8)" admit a complete system of r{> 1) sets of solutions

which satisfy also the set; then the complete system

can he chosen so that the functions ya of each system satisfy

equations (30.1).

When r — 1, Ave must add the further condition \gij\ 4^ 0,

in order that a given connection be that of Weyl. When
r> 1

,
ordinarily by a suitable choice of the constants A in

equations of the form (29.10) we can obtain a solution gij

for which \gij
\

4^0 and thus have a Weyl geometry. When
more than one such solution exist, not conformal to one

another, we have several geometries of Weyl, which have

the same symmetric connection, and consequently the same

paths.

As in § 29 Ave have that N and r are invariantive

numbers of Weyl connections.

31 . Homogeneous first integrals of the equations

of the paths. If each integral of the equations of the

paths (22.4) satisfies the condition

(31.1)
ds

dx^
ds

d—— = const.,
ds

the equations (22.4) are said to admit a homogeneous first

integral of the mth degree. From the form of (31.1) it is

seen that there is no loss of generality in assuming that

the tensor is symmetric in all subscripts. If we differ-

entiate (31.1) covariantly Avith respect to of, multiply by
d

,
sum for k and make use of the equations of the paths

written in the form

(31.2)

we obtain

(31.3)

Idaf
\ _ 0 ,

ds \ ds 1

dx^ dx”" dx^

ds ds ds

Since this equation must be satisfied>identically (otherwise

we should have all the solutions of (22.4) satisfying a differ-

ential equation of the first order), we must have
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(31.4) fc)
—

Avhere P indicates the sum of m 4- 1 terms obtained by per-

muting the subscripts cyclically. Conversely, if equations

(31.4) are satisfied, equations (31.3) are and the left-hand

member of (31.1) is constant along any path. (Cf. § 43).

In particular, if the integral is of the first degree, that is.

dP ,

Ui—r- — const..
ds

the conditions (31.4) are

= 0.

The question of linear first integrals is considered in § 44.

We consider the case when the equations of the paths

admit a quadratic integral, namely

(31.0) .TO^ = const.

In this case the conditions (31.4) are

(31.6) giJ,k-\-ffjk,i-\-!j!kij 0.

From § 29 it is seen that Riemannian spaces are a sub-class

of spaces with symmetric connection for which a homogeneous

quadratic integral exists.

From (31.6) we have

(31.7) 9>J,ki-^ 9jk,u-\- gidji = 0.

Interchanging k and I, we have

(31.8) 9iJ,lk-\-9jl,ik-\-9liJk = 0.

If we subtract from the sum of these two equations the sum
of the two equations obtained by interchanging i and k and

j and k in (31.7), the resulting equation is reducible by

means of (6.4), (21.3) and (21.4) to

(31 .9) g^|,kl
—

gki, tj — gdj Btki + gut Btcj—gai Bjik—gka Bja .
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If k and I are interchanged and this equation is subtracted

from (31.9), the resulting equation is satisfied because of

(6.4). Thus we are unable to solve equations of the fom
(31.7) for each of the quantities However, if (31.7)

be differentiated covariantly, we obtain equations which can

be solved for gij,kim and then the further conditions of in-

tegrability can be obtained with the aid of (6.4); and the

determination of whether a given space admits one or more

quadratic integrals is reducible to an algebraic problem

somewhat after the manner of § 29, as has been shown by

Veblen and T. Y. Thomas.* Instead of developing this

question further we consider the problem of determining

symmetric connections for which there is a given quadratic

integral, such that the determinant g is not zero.

With the aid of the tensor gij we write the /’’s in the

form (5.9); then

ffij, k ClkiJ Cljki j

where

(31.10) a,^. = a)^ = a.^^, g^^
g,^
= dj;

we remark that ajk is symmetric in j and k, as follows from

(5.9). Hence the conditions (31.6) become

(31.11) nijk-{- ajki-{- akij — 0.

If cgk is any tensor symmetiic in i and j and we put

(31.12) Ctijk = 2Cijk Cikj Cjki,

the condition (31.11) is satisfied. Hence if we have any

tensor c^k symmetric in i and j, and define ajk by (31.10)

and (31.12), then the symmetric connection given by (5.9)

is such that the equations of the paths admit the first

integral (31.5).

Conversely, if (31.5) is satisfied for a given connection

and consequently cnjk are given, the tensor c^k is not uniquely

defined by (31.12). In fact, from (31.11) it follows that

1923, 1, pp. 699-608.
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Oiu = 0 and consequently cm are arbitrary. When two of

the indices are the same, we have from (31.11) and (31.12)

_ 1 _
^iij — 2

— ^iji*

Consequently either one of these r’s can be chosen arbitrarily

and the other is then determined; hence there are n{ri — 1)

arbitrary' choices. When all of the indices are different

and have given values, there are two independent equations

(31.12) for the determinination of the r’s with these same

indices. Consequently any one may be taken arbitrarily and

the others are uniquely determined. Hence we have:

.4 tensor gtj for which g f 0 and a tensor ajk, symmetric

in i and j determine a symmetric connection for which the

equations of the paths admit the first integral (31.5); con-

versely, if a geometry of paths is given whose equations admit

a first integral, «(« + 1) (m + 2)/6 of the components ojk are

arbitrary and the others are uniquely determined/'

* Cf. Eisenhart, 19ii4, 2, p. 384.



CHAPTER III

PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY OF PATHS

32. Projective change of affine connection. The
Weyl tensor. In § 22 it was shown that the paths are

the same for two symmetric connections whose coefficients

are in the relations

(32.1) rjt, = rju + d) ipt, + si V^J ,

where tpi is an arbitrary covari^mt vector. We say that the

affine connection of coefficients /)fc is obtained from that with

the coefficients rj^ by a projective change of the connection.

If we write the equations of the paths in the form

(32.2)
. —i dxj dod^

dJ* “rff
= 0 ,

analogous to (22.4), we have from these equations and (32.1)

that J is given as a function of s along any path by

(32.3) s = ds.

For the expressions rjfc the components of the curvature

tensor Bjkh analogous to (21 . 1 ), are reducible to

(32.4) Bjki == Bjki + Sj {xpik— ^fki) + S\ ipjk— Sk (pji,

where

(32.5) ipjk =
Contracting for i and I and for i and 7 ,

we have (cf. § 5)

(32.6)

(32.7)

Bjk — Bjk “1” n ^^jk ^^kj y

fikl ~ fikl +

= jSki+

ii^kl ^^Ik)

n + 1 [dipk dipi\

2 \dx^
87
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In § 5 it was shown that fiij is the skew-symmetric part

of. Bij and that it is the curl of a vector ai/2. Consequently

if we choose

(32.8)
=

where cr is an arbitrary function of the 3?’s, we have fiki = 0.

Hence we have:

By a suitable projective change of the affine connection the

tensor Bij for the new connection is symmetric and the tensor

Bijk is a zero tensor*

From (32.7) we have also:

When the tensor Bij is_symmetric, a necessary and sufficient

condition that the tensor Bij for a projective change of connection

he^ symmetric is that ipi be a gradient.

From equations (32.6) and (32.7) we have

(32.9)

V^jk V'fcJ ~ n-\-\

When these expressions are substituted in (32.4), the latter

are reducible to

wJm = Wjui,

where

wJh = bU + TTxr'^j'
Tl

I
A jh jL

(32.10)

+ ^
j---- (d) fijk— dfc fiji).

Hence the tensor Wju is independent of the vector that

is, it is unaltered by a projective change of affine connection.

It was discovered by Weylt, and was called by him the

projective curvature tensor. We shall call it the Weyl tensor.

Eisenhari, 1922, 2, p. 236.

tl921, 2, p. lOi.
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Since

(32.11) Bij-Bji = 2l3ij,

equations (32.10) can be written in the form

Wju ^ bU+ Sj {Bki—Bik)

(32.12)
1

”

Bji+ Bij) — <5
/ {n Bjk + Bkj)]

.

L

In consequence of the identities (21,3) and (21.4) we have

the identities

(32.13) Wjki+Wjik =0,

(32.14) Wjki+ wLj+ Wijk = 0.

Also from (32.10) we h.ave by contraction

(32.15) wiki = = 0.

If we differentiate (32.10) covariantly with respect to the

Ps and make use of the identities (21.5), we obtain

W0k»<.+ W(/L,k+ wUk,i

2
(.Bjl, m Bjm, j) "h (.Bjm, k Bjk, ni)

+ 3m {Bjk, I
— Bji, k)]

+ —
^

-
[3fc I — ^Jl, m) + 3; (^Jk,m— ^Jm, k)

”1“ 3m {fijl, k fijk, <)]

Contracting for i and m, we have in consequence of (32.15),

(32.16)

Wjki,i = ^^^^Bjk,i—Bji,k^-^^^{h,^-fijk.i)^

An invariant, such as the Weyl tensor, which is unaltered

by any projective change of the affine connection is called

a projective invariant. By processes analogous to those used

in § 18 we establish the theorem:
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If A(«) and are the components of any ennnple, the tensors

Q i 1 / ^ 'ik
I A M ^ Q 5

\

and the invariants

+ Kr,%)

are projective invariants*

A tensor which is not a projective invariant may, however,

be invariant under certain projective changes of the connection.

Thus from (32.4) and (32.5) we derive the theorem:

A necessary and sufficient condition that the curvature tensor

he unaltered hy the projective change defined hy a vecttrr tpi is

that the latte}- satisfy the condition

(32.17) —

This is also a necessary and sufficient condition that the

tensor Bg is invariant under the changeA
Equations (32.17) can be written in the form

where

(32.18)

dfiu

dxJ
•phlJj = 0.

4 = 4-^^i^il'J + ^J^i)-

Hence the space with the affine connection defined by admits

a field of parallel covariant vectors tf^i (§ 1 1). Consequently

the problem of the theorem and that of spaces admitting

fields of parallel covariant vectors are equivalent.

Similarly from (32.5) and (32.6) we have;

A necessary and sufficient condition that the symmetric part

of the tensor Bg he unaltered hy the projective change d^ned
hy a vector ipi is that

(32.19) + — O.t

* Cf. T. r. Thomas, 1925, 10, p. 319; also Levy, 1927, 1, p. 310.

t Cf. Sehouten, 1925, 6, p. 453; also, J. M. Thomas, 1926, 8, p. 62.

t Cf. J. M. Thomas, 1926, 8, p. 62.
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For the afhne connection defined by (32.18) equations (32.19)

become

that is, the equations of the paths admit the linear first

doc^
integral V't == const., where s is defined by an equation

of the form (32.3) (cf. § 43).

Also we have from (32.7):

A necessary and suffident condition that the skew-symmetric

part of the tensor By, and consequently the tensor Bhij, be

unaltered by the projective change defined by a vector ipi is

that tpi be the gradient of an arbitrary function.

The second theorem in this section is a corollary of the

above theorem.

33 . Affine normal coordinates under a projective

change of connection. If we denote by «/• and y'* the

affine normal coordinates corresponding to the same coordinate

system for two connections in the relation (32.1), the

equations of the paths through the origin P in these coordinate

systems are given by (23.1) and

Since a projective change of connection leaves each path

individually invariant, it follows from the above equations

of the paths that along each path y" is proportional to y*.

Moreover, throughout the domain under consideration y" is

a function of the y’s. Consequently these functions must be

of the form

(33.1)
y'

fiyY

where f{y) is a function of the y’s regular in the neighbor-

hood of the origin and not vanishing at the origin. Similarly

we have

= V'--
f'W)'

(33.2)
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where /' is of similar character and f{y) f {y') — 1 ,
because

of (33.1) and (33.2).

If Cjk and Cjk are the respective coefficients of connection

in the y's, we have

(33.3) cjk = cjk + d) ipk + 4 rpj .

where ipj are the components in the y’s of the vector defining

the projective change. If Cjk are the coefficients in the y'’s

of the second connection, we have from equations of the

form (5.6)

dy^ dy'^l

Since the y”s are normal coordinates, we have C'^y'^ y'^ — 0

(§ 23). In consequence of (33.4) these become

From (33.2) we have

dy'^ \
^

= yllf

y'jlL
dy^

llLy'P
^jpy

and from (33.1)

O /«
dy

dy^
il f- « df

a,*

yj^ 2
/“

2yj ^ + -- r9y-' 8y*''' j

9
'

Since the equationf —j
y'P= q does not admit a solution

oy
regular at the origin and not vanishing there, and since

Cjky^ t/ = 0, the equations (33.5) are reducible to

1

-

0 does not admit a solution

2 dy^dyj
,yiyJ = 0.
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Since i/Vc are assumed to be regular at P, we put

i/'k == hka + h,H if 4- Yi
2/‘ 2/'' + ' •

•
>

/ = 1 + Oi 2/' + -||- «y 2/‘ »/•' + • • • -

where without loss of generality the n’s are symmetric in

the indices and the 6’s in all but the first. Substituting in

(33.6)

,
W'e find that Ui = — hio and that the other a’s are

uniquely determined. Thus when V'k are given, the function/

is determined.

There is also the converse problem of giving / and finding

the i/'’s from (33.6). We consider in particular the case when

(33.7)

where the a’s are constants, so that the transformation (33.1)

is linear fractional. Now equation (33.6) reduces to

(33.8)

Although this equation gives the condition on the V^’s in

the y’s, we are interested in finding their components in a

general coordinate system so that we may have a means

to knowing when the case (33.7) is possible. To this end

we differentiate this equation with respect to multiply

by
2
/* and sum for l\ then from the resulting equation and

(33.8) we eliminate aiy^. This gives

(33.9) — V'fcV'i) = 0,

which because of the relation Cjky^y’‘ = 0 and (23.1) can

be written thus

In the general coordinate system a;’ corresponding to the y’s

this equation is
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do(^ dod'

ds ds
== 0 ,

where >pk are the components in the a:;’s of the vector ipk in

the y’s. If this condition is to be satisfied at each point

in space, it is necessary that

(33.10) fpk,i-\-^i,k— 2ipktf>i — 0.

Since this is a tensor equation, if it holds in one coordinate

system, it holds in all. Conversely, if there exists a vector

satisfying (33.10) for a given space, and we choose a normal

coordinate system y* with a given point F for origin, equation

(33.9) holds at P. If we put

(33.11) = 0,

differentiate with respect to i/, multiply by and sum for I,

we have in consequence of (33.9)

t/ 4>k (y* + 1) +^
By means of (33.11) this is reducible to

(33.12) /- = I.

If the function / is regular at P, then / = 1 at P and

the integral of (33.12) satisfying this condition is/= 1 -\~aiy\

From these results and the fifth theorem of § 32 we have

:

In order that the affine yiormal coordinates at every point

undergo a linear fractional transformation %vhef)i the affine

connection undergoes a projective change, it is necessary and

sufficient that the symmetric part of the tensor By he unaltei'ed

by the projective change,"^"

34, Projectively flat spaces. We may interpret the

results of § 32 as giving spaces with corresponding paths.

• The question of this type of projective change was raised by Veblen^

1925, 7, p. 131, and the theorem was established, in a different manner,

by J. M. Thomas^ 1926, 8, p. 62.
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Weyr-' has called a space Vn prc^ectively flat when jts paths

have the same equations as the paths of a flat space Vn (§ 291.

This is equivalent to saying that for Vn there exists a pre-

ferred coordinate system in terms of which the finite equations

of the paths are linear.

Since for Vn we have

(34.1) 'B%i =0, By = 0, A;- = 0,

it is evident that a necessary condition that a space be pro-

jectively flat is that the Weyl tensor be zero. We shall

show that this condition is also sufficient, when n>2.
From the first of equations (32.9) we have

(34.2) iPij = if'i xpj- By + fiy.

The conditions of integrability of these equations, namely

.6 7̂,
.

are reducible, by means of (32.11) and the expression for

Bjia obtained by equating to zero the right-hand member

of (32.10), to

(34.3) Biicj— Bij,k-\- — A'fc,;) = 0.

From (32.16) it follows that these equations are a consequence,

of the vanishing of the Weyl tensor, when n>2, as was

to be proved.

When n = 2, we have, because of the identities (21.3),

Bii = .Bill, Bt2 .Bi2i> .B21 £212, B22 Bi2i'

Hence from (32.12) we find:

The Weyl tensor vanishes identically when n — 2.

Accordingly we have the following theorem of Weyl:t

* 1921, 2, p. 104.

1 1921, 2, p. 105.
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A necessary and sufficient condition that a space Vn ivith

an affine connection he projectively flat is that the Weyl tensor

vanish when « > 2 and that equations (34.3) be satisfied when

n = 2.

From (32.1) it follows that, if a space F„ is projectively

flat and x* are cartesian coordinates in the projectively related

flat space, the coefficients of the affine connection in Vn are

given by

(34.4)
^ 4 -(dj */'/.+ 4^/0) •

Conversely, the most general projectively flat space is ob-

tained by taking the /”s in the form (34.4), where ipj is an

arbitrary vector.

When the expressions (34.4) are substituted in the equations

of the paths (22.4), the latter can be integrated in the form

(34.5)
— a‘ x"— a"

1)‘ 6"

the integral dofi being taken along a path, which result

is in keeping with the remark at the beginning of the section.

From (34.2) it follows that a necessary and sufficient con-

dition that Vn be a projectively flat space for which the

tensor By is symmetric is that ipj in (34.4) be a gradient.

If we replace rpj in (34.4) by the components of the
0 X''

curvature tensor are expressible in the form

(34.6) 4k = -XIJ l.h

\ dx^ dx^

jth
Ok

d^e'f \

9 x* 9 xi I

Contracting for h and k, we have

(34.7) By = (1 — n)
9*e’^

9 a:* 9 a;-'

From these equations we have

(34.8) 4k +—^ (4 Bik- 4 By} = 0 .

n — 1
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The left-hand member of this equation is the expression for

W^k when Bij is symmetric, as follows from (32.10).

We consider now the question of determining the Riemannian

projectively flat spaces, that is, spaces whose geodesics can

be put into correspondence with the straight lines of a flat

space. In this case Bij are symmetric and are in fact 2?y,

the components of the Ricci tensor.* For n>2 we have

equations (34.8), which are equivalent to

(34.9) Bhijk =
j

{ghj Bik — f/hk Bij)

.

When in (34.9) we put h = i, we find that

(34.10) Bij Ko(l — 71) gij,

where Kq is the factor of proportionality thus obtained. By
reason of (34.10) equations (34.9) are reducible to

(34.11) Bhijk Bo {gkj gik ghkgij)-

Consequently F„ for > 2 is a space of constant Riemannian

curvature ijTo.t

When n = 2, it follows from the definition of Bij that

.^11 Bii __ Ri2 Bjiii

gii gii ga g

Since Bnn!

g

is the Gaussian curvature Ko of the surface,

it follows that (34.10) holds also when n — 2. When we
apply the conditions (34.3) to (34.10), we find that Ko is

a constant. Hence we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a Biemannian

space he projectively fiat is that its Biemannian carvatui'e he

constant.X

From (34.10) w'e have for all values of n, Bij,k = 0.

Conversely, if we have

1926, 1, p. 21.

tl926, 1, p. 83.

X Weyl, 1921, 2, p. 110.
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(34.12) Bii = Bji, Bii,k = 0,

ga defined by (34.10), where Ko is an arbitrary constant is

such that gg^k — 0. Hence we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a projectively flat

s])ace be Riemannian is that (34.12) he satisfied.

In the coordinate system for which Rij takes the fom
(34.7) we have from .(34.10)

(34.13)
_ 1 9

*
6*^

Ko ® ds^dxi'

From this expression and (34.4) in which tpj = it follows

that the conditions gij,k = 0 are reducible to

88 ^
dxi dafi

Consequently

(34.14) = Oij xi 2hi c

,

where the a’s, 6’s and c are constants.

35. Coefficients of a projective connection. From
equations (32.1) we have

(35.1) Tit = r4+ (n + l)j/'k,

fi’om which and (32.1) we find that the quantities

(35.2) n}k = rjk— («Jj rik+ 4 rtfi

are independent of a projective change of affine connection.*

We call IIjk the coefficients of a projective connection.

In order to find the relations between the functions Ujk

and the analogous functions njk in a coordinate system x'*,

we remark that from equations of the form (5.6) we have

(35.3) 4 dx'^
I

8 log A
dX'i dx-i ’

* Cf. T. Y. Thomas, 1925, 2, p. 200.
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where 4 is the Jacobian of the transformation, that is,

(35.4) A =

Then from (35.2) and analogous expression for and

from (5.6) and (35.3) we obtain

dx'^

dxj

*« ...9* X

(35.5)

dx' dxJ
n,

h dx"

dx^
m dx^ dx^

fir- ax*
r +

ax'“ de
dxJ dX'f dx^

+
9x'“ de

9 X* 9 xj
’

where for the sake of brevity we have put

1
(35.6) e log 4.

u +

1

When we express the conditions of integrability of equations

(35.5), we obtain

/T* ax'^ dx'^
(35.7)

where

(35.8) n^k — ° ^

and

T? axJ ax^
— dy dk + d* Cy',

3/7ifc

dxi + nlk ntj—nlj n?k

d*e/o - se
,

de de
(3o.9) cy- — n,j

-ox^dxJ-

Contracting (35.7) for h and k, we have

a x'** a x'^

ax* 9x7
(35.10) <^1. — ;,)_1 ("v ).

where by definition

(35.11) Hi, 77'*
^ ijh-

When the expressions (35.10) are substituted in (35.7),

we have

Tirfc Tir/«
97"'^ dx'*^

'Vm= ^
7
*
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where

(35.1 2) Wijk = n'i-k + (<5; Hik— ^* Uij)

.

From (35.8) and (35.2) we have

(35.1 3) n^k = B^k + (2 d? fijk
— Sk Ay + d'f Aik),

where by definition

A ^ Bfi v~J^
I

i~ + ¥+T ’'
’

and from (35.13)

(35.14) Ilij — Bij 1) -i/j]*

When these expressions are substituted in (35.12), it is found

that Wt]jk so defined are the components of the Weyl tensor

(32.10).*

Substituting the expression (35.10) for 07 in (35.9), we obtain

(35.15)
9a:* 9a:-*

Jt L
n— 1

n —n'
9 a;* dxJ

Expressing the condition of integrability of these equations,

we obtain

/0K1^^ FT _ TT>
9^'“ 9a:'^ dx'^

, ^ 9 0
(35.16) Hijk - lla^r + (!-«) Wijk .

where

(35.17) Hijk == -^ + n!jiiik-rTlkn,j.

36. The equivalence of projective connections. If

we put

(36.1)

• Cl. J. M. Thomas, 1925, 3, p. 208.
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equations (35.5) and (35.15) become

(36.2)

9<

S<fi

dx->
-- fi fj + IIij m+ “P •

These equations together with the functional relation (35.6)

must admit a solution for given expressions of //j* and /ZjU in

the ic’s and x''^ respectively, if the two projective connections

so defined are to be equivalent. From the preceding results

it follows that the conditions of integrability of these

equations are

(36.3) — W'“ rJ

f36.4)

If we denote by the cofactor of u)^ in the Jacobian |m^|

divided by the Jacobian, we have from (35.6)

de ^ 1 ..

.

dX'^ n + 1 dx->
’

which is satisfied identically because of (36.1) and (36.2).

If we differentiate equations (36.3) with respect to 3^, the

resulting equations are reducible by means of (36.2) and

(36.3) to

(36.5)
UhiwDm 2W,%9i

W'“

wUkVj—w^jin)
fS ,,e
( 'v "k ‘‘i ’

where W^k.i denotes the projective derivative of IFi^fc, that is,

the covariant derivative with respect to the /7^^; we remark

that the projective derivative of a tensor is not in general

a tensor. In this notation equations (35.17) may be written

in the form

(36.6) Ilijk — f^y|k— IIik\J-

We observe from (35.12) and (32.10) that is of the

same form in //j* as it is in rjk, when the tensor Bij is
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symmetric. Since (32.16) follows formally from (32.10), we
have from (35.12) and (36.6)

(36.7) Wlikii =

If we multiply (36.5) by and sum for « and I, we obtain

+ (»- 2) n. f- = "j «t

When «>2, these equations are reducible by means of (36.7)

to (36.4). Consequently in applying the results of § 8 we denote

by Fi equations (36.3) and proceed with these equations to

get the sequence Ft, Fa, • of derived sets. Hence we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that two projective con-

nections for n>2 be- equivalent is that there exist a positive

integer N, such that equations (35.6) and the sets of equations

Fi, • • Fn are compatible in 0, ih, x'* and tpi as functions

of the ads, and that the {N -f 1)th set is satisfied in consequence

of the preceding ones.*

When n = 2, Wijk vanishes identically (§ 34). The above

theorem applies to this case with the understanding that the

sets Fi, •••, Fn consist of (36.4) and the derived equations.

As in § 28 it can be shown that N is an invariantive

number for all manifolds with the same projective connection,

and likewise p, where (n + 1)*— P is the number of inde-

pendent equations in the sets Fo, Fn-

When n>2, the Weyl tensor and its first, •••, A^th

{N< (n + 1)*) projective derivatives form a complete system

of projective invariants (§ 28) for the manifold. When n — 2,

the functions //jy* and their first, • •
., A'th (iV^ 9) projective

derivatives form a complete system.

Another interpretation can be given to the preceding results.

Thus let Iljk be the coefficients of projective connection of

a manifold Vn in coordinates aj and similarly Ujk in any

other coordinate system x'*, the equations of the trans-

formation being

(36.8) x'* = y* (x^, • • •, x**).

• Cf. Vehlen and J. M. Thomas, 1926, 6, pp. 288, 290.
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We consider an associated manifold of coordinates

aP, x^, • • •, a?" and in the a;’s define a set of functions

in by

(36.9) *r% = 11%, (5^, *r^ = ji^j,

where greek indices take the values 0, 1, •••, n and latin

1, •••,%, For the transformation in ^Fn+i defined by (36.8)

and

(36.10) .r'® = x"+logJ,

where A is given by (35.4), we find that the coefficients (36.9)

and similar expressions in the a;'’s satisfy the relations

(36.11) */) _ dx"
(

dx'(f \

d-x'(!
I */’'(>
' ar

dx’ dx

9 ^'C \ dx^dx^ 9 a^ dxJ^ )•

In fact, when ce,/S,y take the values l,--,n, equations

(36.11)

reduce to (35.5); when /d or y = 0, the equations

are satisfied identically; and when « — 0, and /S and y take

values 1 to «, the equations reduce to (35.15). Thus the

problem of equivalence of projective connections is reducible

to a restricted problem for affine connections, as shown by

T. Y. Thomas.t

In order to consider the problem more fully from this point

of view, we denote by the curvature tensor formed

with respect to the *r’s. In consequence of (35.12) and

(35.17) we have

*B%i ^ W%i, *B% =

and that all the other *B’s vanish identically. If we take

the functions so defined and apply the reasoning of § 28,

equations of the form (28.2) (interchanging a:’s and a:'’s)

become

(36.12) Wj}a ttl + ITjki ui == uj' u%
W JL

1 1926, 10.
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(36.13) 4Wm = Upgr uj ul Ui,

(36.14) = 0, IIjklU;^Uau[ — 0,

where one or more of the indices q, o, x is 0.

For the relations (36.8) and (36.10) between the coordinates,

equations (36.12) and (36.13) reduce to (36.3) and (36.4)

respectively, and (36.14) are satisfied identically.

37. Normal affine connection. If for a given affine

connection and a given coordinate system we choose for the

components ifu of a projective change the values — /«/(«+ 1),

it follows from (35.1) that the coefficients of the new connection

satisfy the conditions /« = 0. We call this uniquely

determined connection the normal affine connection for the

given coordinate system.* Hence we have:

Among all the affine connections with the same projective

connection there is a unique normal affine connection for any

codrdinate system.

From (5.8) it follows that Hy is symmetric for a normal

connection. Conversely, if Bij is symmetric for an affine

connection, we have from (5.8) in any coordinate system

(37.1) — ==. 0.
dfi‘ 9

If we put

these equations are completely integrable in consequence of

(37.1). When we define a coordinate system x'^ by the

equations

(3'^-2) a;'* =^ef dx^, x'“ — x^ (« = 2, •••,«),

we have for the Jacobian of the transformation

A ==
dx'^

dx-l
= .

* This definition is equivalent to that adopted by Cartan^ 1924, 3.

p. 223, as pointed out by J, M. Thomas, 1926, 3, p. 664.
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Consequently
9 log A _ 9y _ jji

9 9 X’^

and from (35.3) we obtain r'/j = 0. Hence we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that there exist for a

given affine connection a coordinate system x' with respect to

which the connection is normal, that is

(37.3) 4 = 0,

is that the tensor By be symmetric.*

Furthermore we have from (35.3):

The normal affine connection for a given coordinate system

is the normal connection for all coordinate systems obtained

from the given one by transformations of constant Jacobian

and only for these.

When equations (37.3) hold, we have from (35.2) for the

normal connection

(37.4) njk = rjk.

Then from (35.8) we have Jlyk ~ ^jk and from (35.14)

Tig = Bg. Hence the equations (35.12) become

(37.5) wUk = Blk+ (Sj Bik-di Bg)

.

Since this is the form which (32.10) assumes for a space

when Bg is symmetric, we have thus another proof that the

tensor defined by (35.12) is the Weyl tensor.

The first theorem of this section is a corollary of the

theorem

:

Each of the affine connections with a given j^rojective con-

nection is uniquely determined by the values of Fg.

In fact, from (35.2) it is seen that the coefficients of

a projective connection must satisfy the conditions

(37.6) ntj Q.

*
Cf. Cartan, 1924, 3, p. 225 and J. M. Thomas, 1926, 3, p. 665.
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From (35.2) it is seen also that when /</ are given, Fjk are

uniquely determined, and furthermore that the corresponding

functions are equal to the given values of these functions.

38 . Projective parameters of a path. When the ex-

pressions for Fki are obtained from equations of the form

(35.2) and substituted in the equations of the paths (7 .6),

the latter become

dx^ id*od
I

i ds^ dx^\

'‘^~jr~drj
(38.1)

dt \ dt

dx^ dx^ \

d t dt 1

0 .

Consequently along any path we have

(38.2)
d*cic^

I

dx^ dx^
,

dx^

where iJj is a determinate function of <. If we define

a parameter j), to within an additive constant, by the equation

(38.3)

where a is an arbitrary constant, equations (38.2) become

(38.4)
d^x^ . i dxj dx^

From the form of these equations it follows that the para-

meter j) is not altered by a change of projective connection.

It has been called a ‘projective parameter of the path by

T. Y. Thomas who established its existence.*

From equations (38.2) and (22.2) we have for a path in

consequence of (35.2)

XP ip
2 h dxj

n-t-1 dt

Consequently by means of (38.3) and (22.3) we find the

following relation between projective and affine parameters

of a path:

* 1925, 2, p. 200; cf. also Veblen and J. M. Thomas, 1926, 4, p. 205.
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(38.5) P
n+1

dx'
ds,

where b is- an arbitrary constant; in the integral on the

right it is understood that the x's are expressed in terras of s.

If we make use of equations (35.3) and denote by p' the

parameter defined by (38.5) for a coordinate system x'“ we
obtain the relation

(38.6)
h

where f* is a constant. Consequently when we speak of

a projective parameter it is associated with a particular

coordinate system;* in this respect it is different from the

affine parameter s (§ 22).

From the form of equations (38.5) and the results of § 37

we have:

A projective parameter p for a coordinate system x* is an

affine parameter of the paths for the normal connection for

the x’s.

When tfJic in (32.1) are the components of the gradient of

a function tf>, equation (32.3) becomes

s = c ds.

In consequence of the results at the close of § 37 the above

results are consistent with equation (38.6).

39. Coefficients Ofa projective connection as tensors.

It is seen from equations (5.6) that the coefficients of an affine

connection are components of a tensor for affine transformations

of coordinates, that is,

x'* = af x^+ b^
,

where the a’s and i>’s are constant, and only for such trans-

formations.

* Cf. T. Y. Thomas, 1925, 2, p. 201.
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We seek the types of transformation for which the co-

efficients of a projective connection are components.of a tensor.

From (35.5) it follows that in this case we must have

(39.1)
_ dx’" de dx“ do

0 a;* 9 x-' 9 x^ 9 x' 9 9 x*'

Expressing the conditions of integrability of these equations,

we have

9x“ / 9^ <9 _ _9J 99 \

9 x^' \ 0 .r* 0 x^ 9 x‘ 0 x^ I

dx
I

0*9 dS

d xj \ 9 rr* 0 X"^ d x^
= 0 ,

which, since they must hold for « = 1, • • •, n, are equivalent to

1* ? _ _ 11- — 0
0 x' 9 X'^ 9 .T* 9 x-'

The integral of these equations is

(39.2) c-o = akx/'+h,

where h and the a’s are arbitrary constants. When this

expression is substituted in (39.1), the resulting equations

can be written in the form

9

dxJ
-\- h) ll

9 x
“] “h (li

dx = 0
,

of which the first integral is

{au 2^ + h)
dx

dx^

I+ rti if
a= Ci,

where the c’s

we have

(39.3)

are arbitrary constants.

'« _ +
^

flfc X* -f A
’

Integrating again.

the d’s being arbitrary constants. The Jacobian of this

transformation is
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h .
. d'^

dx"" 1
^1 .. c-

dx^ (rtfc ,7^ 4-

(Al

n

This result is in keeping with (39.2) and (35.6), when it

is observed that in (35.6) A ma}' be replaced by cA, where c

is any constant without altering (35.5). Hence we have:

The coefficients of a projective connection are components

of a tensor under linear fractional transformations of the

coordinates and undei- these alone.i

If there exists a coordinate system for a given si)ace for

which the coefficients of the projective connection lljk are

zero, the space is projectively flat, as follows from (35.12).

Conversely, when the coordinate system of a projectively flat

space is such that the / "s are given by (34.4), then Hju — 0.

Hence we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a space admit a

coordinate system for ichich its coefficients of projective con-

nection are zero is that it he projectively flat.

When the coordinate system is such that JIju — 0, the

most general transformation of coordinates such that llfiy — 0

is any which satisfies equations (39.1). Hence we have:

When the coordinate system of a irrojectively flat space is

such that the coefficients of the projective connection are zei'o,

the most genei'al transformation of coordinates preserving this

property is linear fractional.

From (38.4) it follows that in these coordinate systems

the equations of the paths are

v' — a'p-\-b', x" a"p'-\-h’'.

where the a’s and 5’s are constants.

When njk = 0, it follows from (35.2) that

(39.5) 4 = 0 (M j, i 4 h)

*Cf. Kowalewski, 1909, 2, p. 84; Fine, 1905, 1, p. 505.

t Cf. Veblen and M. Thomas, 1926, 6, p. 284.
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and that

Avhere i is not summed. Hence we have in general

(39.6) fj (i 4'

where i and j are not summed and = 1

w + 1
^ hi* Con-

versely, the expressions (39.5) and (39.6), in which y,- are

arbitrary functions, define the most general coefficients of

affine connection for which nju — 0.

40. Projective codrdinates. Let P be the point of

coordinates xo and consider the transformation of coordinates

defined by

(40.1) a;*' — xo-{-dax'‘ inL)
«i))p

x'“ x'^

where y* are any functions of the a:'’s such that they and

their first and second derivatives are zero when the x''& are

zero, and indicates the value of at P. From

(40.1) we have

(40.2)
d^x^ \

dx'"^ dx'^ ' p
— inip)p.

If A denotes the jacobian
9x*

\" it follows that
9a;

(40.3)
/d log A \ _ / dx^ \

\ 9a:''*
'p \dx“dx'^ dx^l

= —{nU)p = o,

in consequence of (37.6). Therefore if we substitute these

values in equations obtained from (35.5) by interchanging

the a:’s and a:'’s, we obtain

(40.4) {n%)p = 0.

Hence we have:

When a transformation of coordinates of the form (40.1)

is effected, the coefficients of 'projective connection in the x''s

are zero at the point P of codrdinates x^.
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We call the coordinates x'“ projective co&rdinates.

A particular system of projective coordinates is obtained,

when we proceed with equations (38.4) in a manner analogous

to that which yielded affine normal coordinates in § 23. In

this case the equations of the paths through the point P of

coordinates x\ are

(40.5) S-
=

where p is the projective parameter for the x's, and the

equations of transformation of coordinates are

(40.6)

'K+y‘— -y (^jk)py^

where are the same expressions in the U's as (22.8)

are in the Ps. _
If we denote by U/k the /7’s in the y's, we have from

(40.5) and the equations of the form (38.1) in the y's that

the equations

(40.7) (nLy- r/ii y) 0

must hold throughout the domain for which equations (40.6)

define a transformation of coordinates.

From the theorem of § 38 it follows that the y’s as

defined by (40.5) are the affine normal coordinates corresponding

to the aj’s for the space with normal connection for the x’s.

Moreover, equations (40.7) follow from (23.6) and equations

of the form (35.2) for tlja,

41. Projective normal coordinates. We have remarked

that p in (40.5) is the projective parameter for the x’s and

not for the y’s. We seek a system of coordinates e* such

that the equations of the paths through P (a:j) shall be

(41.1)
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where p is the projective parameter for the «’s. Moreover,

we require that the «’s be projective coordinates, that is,

(41.2) X* = + ^ + . .
.

,

where the terms of order higher than the second are as yet

undetermined. From (40.6) and (41.2) we have

When the expressions (41.1’) are substituted in equations

of the form (38.4), we have

(41.4) Pjkz^z^ = 0,

the P’s being coefficients of projective connection in the ^’s.

In order that there may exist a transformation of the y’s,

defined by (40.6), into ^’s such that (41.4) hold, we must have

(n*
\ ay

9
*
2

'

X
dy^ dy^

dyj 0y

+
92* 9fl

^yi ayt

0 ,

+

Z» Ifl

92* 96 \

ay ay;

as follows from (35.5), where

(41.5) e=.--^logJ, ^ = ay
0 2>

The above equations may be written in the form

I g
90 8y \

dze 02« 92!P 92«/
zP zQ 0 .

Since equations (40.5) and (41.1) define the same paths, it

follows that the transformation is of the form (cf. § 33)

(41.7) y =

where 9 is a function whose expansion must be of the form

(41.8) 9 = 1 + ay 2* 2-^+ • • •,
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in order that (40.6) and (41.2) be consistent. From (41.7)

we have

which are consistent with (41.3), in consequence of (41.8).

Accordingly we have

./

dz'l

tZ-' =

z-> =
dzJ

,

dz^ 9

and

(41.10)

4
i 9 5P

I

Consequently

SP

d (p d y
dz^ dz^

1
z d\ . di

n
d? • .. d"

* = ‘“8»—

^ _ 1
,

n + l dzJ dz^

92* 5P 9 2' df
SP 7r~r^’ 92'

When these expressions are substituted in (41.6), we obtain

(4U1)

We remark that from (41.7) it follows that

z* 9 y* ’

*Cf. Kowalewaktf 1909, 2, p. 84; Fine, 1905, 1, p. 505.

8
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and from (40.7) that the value of the right-hand member is

the same for each i, it being understood that i is not summed.

From the form of equation (41.11) it is evident that it admits

a solution of the form (41.8), and thus there exists a pro-

jective coordinate system associated with a given coordinate

system for which the equations of the paths through

P{xo) are of theiorm (41.1), p being the projective parameter

for the e’s. Following Veblen and J. M. Thomas,* who

established their existence in a different manner, we call

them projective normal coordinates.

If instead of starting with a coordinate system we had

used another general coordinate system x", we should have

obtained another projective normal coordinate system Z*. Then

in place of (41.1) and by means of (41.1) we have

(41.12)

dz'^ \ dp \ _

dp' lo^ \ 9p dp dp’/o^*

where p and p' are projective parameters for the respective

coordinates z* and 0'*, and in consequence of (38.6) we have

1

2

I
n+l

Between the ^’s and ^'’s we have a relation of the form

(41.13)
^{z)

’

as follows from (41.12), where

p ^ y (g)

^ |a/|^

Differentiating with respect to p and making use of (41.%
we have

1925, 4, p. 205.
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y* dp' ^ ^
. _A_ 9 ^ ’

By the method used in (41.10) we find for the Jacobian of

the transformation (41.13)

dz'" : - ^ u
dz^n

Substituting in the preceding equation, we obtain, in conse-

quence of (38.6),
1—

«

1-rn

AVe must find the solution of this equation such that

9 «_ \

dzjji
aj; consequently we must have {fp)p = 1

~ «f, where ch are constants. The unique solution

of this equation satisfying thesq^ conditions is 9 (2)
= 1 0, 2’

.

Hence we have:

When the coordinates x' of a space undergo a general trans-

formation, the projective normal coordinates at a point P
associated tvith the x’s undergo a linear fractional transformation

(41.14)
1 -f ak z''

'

From (41.3) and analogous expressions in the primes and

from (41.14) we have

dz^ _ dx'* ,i 1 92'*)

dx^
~

SC' \ dzJ 1.

and consequently

(41.15) Kdx^ip af.

• This result has been established in a different manner by Vehlen and

X M. Thomas^ 1925, 4, p. 206.

8*
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Also from the law of multiplication of jacobians, from equations

of the form (40.3) for transformations of the form (40.1)

and from (41.13) we have

dzJ
— («+!)«&.

Consequent!}’ equations (41.15) and (41.16) give the significance

of the constants in (41.14) and the original transformation

in the x’s and a;'’s.

42 . Significance of a projective change of affine

connection. In consequence of equations (40.2), (40.3)

and (35.3) we have for any system of projective coordinates

associated with a coordinate system x* and with P(x*) for

origin

(42.1) (Cy)p ~ iPij)P}

where Cju are the coefficients of affine connection in these

projective coordinates. Suppose that the latter are the pro-

jective normal coordinates associated with the x’s. If we
introduce homogeneous coordinates, putting

equations (41.14) become

(42.3) = h}z^,

where

(42.4) V == = 1, h'l= a,..*

If we put

(42.5) ((7^)^= — (n4'l)M;> iClj)p—— Uo=uo=l,

from equations of the form (35.3) in the ^’s and /’s we
have, in consequence of (41.16) and (42.3),

—/
— — j9

Ua Z = •

Hence the are transformed contragrediently to the

'*‘Here it is understood that greek indices take the values 0, 1, •**, n
and latin 1, n.
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Accordingly if at P we look upon the I’s as homogeneous

coordinates of a projective space, each choice of an affine

connection singles out a hyperplane, which justifies the use

of the term affine.

In § 37 we saw that among all the spaces with the same

projective connection there is one for which r}j = 0 in the

given coordinate system From (42.1) and (42.5) it is

seen that at every point in the coordinate system s' at the

point associated with the ar’s we have m; = 0 (J = I, •••, n).

Consequently in this coordinate system the plane at infinity

is J® = 0. Accordingly at each point the z's are homo-

geneous cartesian coordinates, defined by (42.2) in which

the ^’s are cartesian.*

43 . Homogeneous first integrals under a projective

change. If for a given affine connection the equations

of the paths (22.4) admit the homogeneous first integral

dx^'

ds

dx’"

ds
const..

it follows from (32.3) that for a projective change of con-

nection defined by (32.1), the equations (32.2) of the paths

admit the first integral

dx^' dx”
ds”

const.,

where the integral
J*

dx/^ is taken along the path in question.

Conversely, if the equations (22.4) of the paths admit

a first integral

(43.1)
dx" .—— = const..
ds

then for the affine connection defined by (32.1), in which

(48.2)

*
Cf. Veblen and J. M. Thomas^ 1926, 6, p. 295.
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the corresponding equations (32.2) admit the first integral

(43.3) Or . r • • • V,- = const.
‘ ” as ds

When we express the condition that (43.1) be a first integral

of equations (22.4), we get

(43.4) - P(arj.. r„, /. -j- Or,-. .»•„ 9>k) = 0,

where P denotes the sum of the terms obtained from those

in parenthesis by cyclic permutation of the indices fcf. § 31).

Hence we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a projective clianye

of affine connection can he effected so that the corresponding

equations of the paths shall admit a homogeneous first integral

of the mth degree is the eocistence of a symmetric tensor Or^- .r^

and a vector q>i such that equations (43.4) are satisfied-, then

the projective change is defined hy (32.1) in which rpi= — q>i/2m

and. the first integral is given hy (43.3).*

When, and only when, in (43.1) is a gradient, equation

(43.1) is of the form (43.3) Hence the results of § 31 may
be stated as follows:

A necessary and sufficient condition that the equations of

the paths for a given affine connection admit a homogeneous

integral of the mth degree is that there exist a tensor Or,.

and a gradient q>,k such that the corresponding equations (43.4)

hold', then the first integral is

ef* ar^--
d^
ds

dx^"

ds
= const.t

The condition (43.4) is satisfied by the tensor gij and the

vector 5pf of a Weyl geometry, as follows from (30.1). Conse-

qoently the equations of the paths for the given affine con-

nection admit the first integral

2f®^ dxf dx^ .

eJ^'^ qu— — = const.
^ ds ds

• Cf. Eisenhai 1924, 2, p. 381; also J. M. Thomas, 1926, 7, p. 119.

t Cf. Veblen anti T. Y. Thomas, 1923, 1, p. 683.
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From (43.2) it follows that for the projective change defined

by (32.1) in which if',
— — ipi/2 the new affine connection

is such that its equations of the paths admit the first integral

dx^ dxj
(43.5) g,j — pr- = const. •

ds dx

If fiijjc denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the

new connection, from (30.1) we have

(43.6) f/ij,k + ffjk V'i + Oik — 2
.7,7 */'/. = 0 •

From these equations we have

(43.7) ff’\gij,k = 2(?i — 1) ipk .

and consequently (43.6) can be written as

(43.8) 2(n— ^)gij,k+g^^(gjkgpqj+gocgpqj—2gijffj,gj) = 0.

Conversely, if the equations of the paths of an affine

connection fjk admit a first integral (43.5) and equations

(43.8)

are satisfied, for the vector ipk defined by (43.7)

equations (43.8) reduce to (43.6) and by means of (32.1)

with 5pi
= — 2^,-, we get (30.1). Hence we have the

following theorem due to J. M. Thomas:*

A necessary and sufficient condition that an affine geometry

whose paths admit a quadratic integral (43.5) have the same

paths as a Weyl geometry is that equations (43.8) be satisfied,

covariant differentiation being with respect to thegiven connection.

44. Spaces for which the equations of the paths

admit w(w-fl)/2 independent homogeneous linear

first integrals. In order that the equations (22.4) of the

paths admit a linear first integral

(44.1) Oj = const.,
ds

it is necessary that (§31)

(44.2) + = 0.

* 1926, 7, p. 122.
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Differentiating covariantly with respect to we have

(44.3) aijK -\- aj,ik = 0.

If froinHhe sura of this equation and the first of the following

ak,ij Cti.hJ
— 0 . aj,ki (tkji = 0

we subtract the second, the resulting equation is reducible

by means of (6.4), (21.3) and (21.4) to

(44.4) auic =

The conditions of integrability of these equations are reducible to

dh (Bkij, i— B’lij, k)

an,

p

(df ^kij-€ Bhj+ df B^ki -dfB(lki) = 0.

If we put

dUi

dx-i
(fh “I" bij,

these equations and (44.4), written as

bij,k = Ol Bkij-

constitute a system of equations of. the fom (8.1) in the

n quantities m and the «* quantities hij. In this case we
have a system Fo of «(n+ 1)/2 equations hji = 0 which

follow from (44.2). Equations (44.5) are the set for this

case. Hence we can apply the results of § 8 to get the

conditions to be satisfied, in order that there be one or more

first integrals.’^ When (44.5) are satisfied identically in virtue

of (44.2), the solution admits n(n+ l)/2 arbitrary constants;

it is this case we consider in what follows.

From (44.5) we have the following equations of condition:

(44.6) — = 0,

*Cf. Veblen and T. Y. Thomas^ 1923, 1, pp. 591-599.
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-dfi^k + dUifu, -- 0 .

Contracting (44.7) for p and I, we obtain (cf. § oj

(44.8) B’iij -= (d) Bn.— d? Bjk + 2 6u fiij )

.

Contracting this equation for h and j, we have

Bh i— Bm —-
—

"—r ffn. •

n— 1

Since fi,k is the skew-symmetric part of Bn. (§ 5), it follows

from these equations that fiij = 0, and consequently Bij is

symmetric. Hence (44.8) reduce to

(44.9) l^oj - (d; Bn:- d/‘ Bjh) .

7 i X

When these expressions are substituted in (44.7), we find

that these conditions are satisfied identically. Again when

they are substituted in (44.6), we obtain

(44.10) Bn:.,-Biu: = 0.

Comparing these results with those of § 34, we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that the equations of

the paths of a space admit homogeneous linear first integrals

involving «(m-|-1)/2 arbitrary constants is that the space be

projectivelg fiat and the tensor By he symmetric.

In § 34 it was seen that any such space is determined

by taking

(44. 11) 4 = - (d/ k+ di fij)

,

where ipj is an arbitrary gradient, and that the coordinate

system for which the /’’s have this form is cartesian in

the corresponding flat space. In this coordinate system and

for the /”s given by (44.11) equations (44.2) become

dbj . 9 bj
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where

(44.13) hi =

Equations (44.12) are the form w’hich (44.2) assume in a flat

space referred to cartesian coordinates. In this case

equations (44.4) become

(44.14)
dHi

9 ay 9 a:'"'

0 .

From (44.12) for i — j it follows that b, is independent of x’.

Then from (44.12) and (44.14) it follows that the general

solution is

(44.15) hi = Cijxj-\-(li,

where aj and di are constants, subject only to the condition

that dj is skew-symmetric in the indices. Hence there are

n(n-f l)/2 arbitrary constants, as desired, and for the given

space a» are given by (44.13) and (44.15).’"

45. Transformations of the equations of the paths.

Equations (35.5) may be obtained in another manner. In 22

it was shown that the affine parameter of a path is not

changed by a general transformation of coordinates. Con-

versely, if we take the equations of the paths in the form (22.4)

in tw’o coordinate systems x* and x'' and assume that s is

unaltered by the transformation, we obtain (5.6). We wish

now to consider the more general case when s is not invariant

under the change of coordinates. To this end we take the

equations of the paths in the form (7.6), and seek the con-

ditions which the P's and /"'’s must satisfy in order that

(7.6) are transformable into

dx'" Id'x'^
I

d.x'^ dx'^\

dt \ ^^~dt dTI

dx'^ ld^x'“ . dx'^ dx'^\ „

dt \ dt- dt dt j

by a change of coordinates.

* Cf. Eisenhart, 1926, 9, p. 336.
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If we effect the transformation x'“ — •••, z-") on

(45.1) and express the condition that (7.6) be satisfied, we
obtain

(1^
\

9,/^^- dx'-- ’j]

fix' (Ijj (]x^

Iff TT IT 0
,

where
o fOl
d‘X ' dx'l* dx'^

(45.2) A?i = +
dx^ dX'^ d x^ d xJ

k 9 x^

Since tlie above conditions must be satisfied for all the paths,

we must have

(45.3)
d.A' 'j

4“ J_ 4/^

9Z-'-' dx'

9./ dx-'
Hi

dx'^ A"
dxJ

0 .

Multiplying by
9a*

9z'"
and summing for k and », we obtain in

consequence of (45.2)

(«4-i)4 =
(45.4)

4-

where A is the Jacobian

(45.5) A

dx'^

dxj

td logd

\ 9z''
+ nr

dx'^ /9logd
4- r"".

ay \ ay

dx'^

9 a-'

a V?"

dX'^r-r^l

.^ /c
ox

dx’

When the expressions (45.4) are substituted in (45.3), the

latter are satisfied identically. Hence the conditions are

given by combining (45.2) and (45.4); this gives equations (35.5).

From (22.2) and (22.3) we have

>/* ./•' ^ j-i dx-' rfa* d f*

(45.6) de dt dt

dx’

ds dt

dt
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for the determination of the affine parameter s of a path.

By means of (35.5) we obtain from (45.6) and analogous

equations in the /"'’s and the affine paramet**’’ s'

d^s' d"-s

dt^ dt*
. 4-

2
ir’/ jT/i.)

dx^

(45 .7 )
ds' ds « -f 1 dt

dt dt

+
2

1

d\og A

dt

If the affine parameters s and s' are to be equal, we must have

(45.8)
rfh
i hk ^ P>J dx'^ 9 log J

9a* ^ da^

in which case equations (35.5) reduce to equations analogous

to (5.6); we have seen that equations (45.8) are a consequence

of these.

If we consider the most general solution of equations (35.5),

when the coordinates are not changed but only the affine

parameter, we have //j* = Iljk, which shows the invariant

character of the /Ts under a projective change.

46 . Collineations in an affinely connected space.

The results of § 45 may be used to define transformations of

points of an affinely connected manifold into points of the

manifold such that paths are transformed into paths. We
call such transformations collineations. The conditions to be

satisfied by a space in order that it may admit one or more

collineations arise from equations (35.5) on the assumption

that each pair of coefficients and Fjl with the same indices

are the same functions of sd and x"' respectively. This is a

particular case of the problem considered in § 36 and may
be handled in that manner. However, if the finite equations

of the transformation involve r (> 1 ) parameters and possess

the group property, they define a finite continuous group

of collineations. In this case the transformations may be
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considered as generated by r infinitesimal transformations.*

Accordingly we consider infinitesimal collineations as the

basis of another method of obtaining affinely connected spaces

which admit collineations.

An infinitesimal transformation is defined by

(46.1) t" —
where are functions of the r’s and du is an infinitesimal.

Since by hypothesis the /’’s and /’'’s with the same indices

are the same functions of the .r’s and x''s respectively, the

same is true of the /7’s and //'’s, as defined by (35.2); hence

by Taylor’s expansion we have

(46.2) njl

neglecting infinitesimals of the second and higher orders; this

will be done in what follows. From (46.1) it follows that

the determinant A of the transformation is given by

and consequently

(46.3)
aiogd ^
dx’ dxl^dx*°^''

When these values are substituted in (35.5), we obtain, on

neglecting the multipler

2 ta

(46.4)

nfu

ch

dx^
.j/i

9*?''

7 + <5?

9*?'*

mk a?
dx^

= 0.
93:^' 9a;* 9a^* gx-'

Because of (35.2) these equations are equivalent to

(46.5)

_L /’« 4. p"
4. 5/1

dx^dx-i ’ dxj ^ 9 X* ' 9 a^*

= d" SPi4-d“ (pj,

rk dr

The reader is supposed to be conversant with the Lie theory of

l^oupa as contained in the treatise of Lie, 1893, 1 or Bianchi, 1918, 1;

a r6sum6 of this theory is given by the author, 1926, 1, pp. 221-227.
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where by contraction we have

(46.6) y,- = ‘ ^

n+ 1 \ da^ dx^ da^ ^ dx^)'

Equations (46.5) may be written in the form

(46.7) ft+ 9>j‘

Contracting for k and i, we have

(46.8) tij = f Sjk + (1 + n) Vj.

In order that the affine parameter s be unaltered by the

infinitesimal transformation (46.1), it follows from (45.8) and

(46.3) that 5pt as defined by (46.6) are zero. In this case

equations (46.7) become

(46.9)

Hence when a set of functions I* are a solution of (46.9)

equations (46.1) define an infinitesimal collineation which

preserves the affine properties of the space, and when they are

a solution of (46.7), where yj 0, the collineation preserves

the projective properties. Accordingly we call them infinite-

simal affine and projective collineations respectively."'

Consider the case of a projectively flat space and assume

that the coordinates x* are such that Iljk — 0 (cf. § 39).

Under these conditions -equations (46.4) may be written

(46.10)

:)2 ‘cof

dx/ dX'f
6
“

5P,+ <Ji %•

The conditions of integrability of these equations are

dfi
I

difj

dx^ dxJ

Contracting for a and i, we find that f, is the gradient of

a function <p, that is, yi = Substituting in the preceding
OX

• 9* V
equations, we have == 0 and consequently

Cf. Eisenhart and Knehelman^ 1927, 2.
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(p
— +

where the a’s and d are arbitrary constants. Then from(46.10)

we have

=f= tt;, a-' -f h[ jd' -f- c'

.

where the 6’s and c’s are arbitrary constants. We recognize

these expressions as defining the most general infinitesimal

projective collineation in a projectively flat space.”^ If, on

the other hand, we consider equations (46.9) for a flat space
9*

referred to cartesian coordinates, we have - - . —j- = 0 and
9x‘ dx^

consequently

which define the most general infinitesimal affine collineatiou.t

Thus as defined affine and projective infinitesimal collineations

are generalizations of these respective collineations of a flat

space.

Suppose that we have a solution of equations (46.7)

and that the coordinates a' are chosen so that in this

coordinate system

(46.11) $‘‘=-1, = 0 (a 2, «).j:

In this case equations (46.4) reduce to

(46.12) = 0 .

By means of these equations we shall prove the theorem:

When an affinely connected space admits an infinitesimal

projective or affine callineation, the transformations of the

finite group Gi generated by it are collineations.

In fact, for the chosen coordinate system the equations of

the finite group are

(46.13) x'^’ = x^-\-a, x'" — x“ (a — 2, •.., n),

• Cf. Lie, 1893, 1, p. 24.

t Cf. Lie, 1. c., p. 85.

1 1926, 1, p. 223.
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where a is a parameter. For this transformation equations

(35.5) reduce to Ujl — n]u. In consequence of (46.12) this

condition is satisfied for a projective collineation. For an

affine collineation (46.11) we have from (46.5) that

independent of so that the theorem follows in this case

also. Moreover, we have shown incidentally that

The most general affinely connected manifold which admits

a finite group Ox of affine collineations is given by taking

for rjic functions of n— 1 of the coordinates.

In consequence of (39.5) and (39.6), we have that equations

(46.12) are equivalent to

0 +

dr"

. n ;
a =— 1 ,

• •
•

, « ;
a ^ i).

and

dfi
dx^

^rli „

{i = 1,

where i and « are not summed. By means of these equations

we are in a position to choose the coefficients rju of an

affine connection so that the manifold shall admit a group Ox

of projective collineations. This result is seen also from (46.5).

If is a solution of equations (46.7) for a given connected

manifold, it follows from (46.4) that it defines a collineation

for every manifold in projective correspondence with the given

manifold. If the coefficients of any such manifold are given

by (35.1), we have

(46.14) rlu = 4- + (n+ 1) ipk
,

and consequently from (46.6) we have that the functions y*

in this case are given by

(46.15) 'Pi = 5Pi+V'/£ dx'^- dsd''

If we denote by ?^‘y_the second covariant derivative of

with respect to the Ps, we have
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In consequence of (32.4) these expressions and (46.15) satisfy

equations of the form (46.7).

Prom (46.15) it is seen that the collineation d^ermined

by is projective for the connection of coefficients unless

ipi satisfies the conditions

Sul}tL
dx^‘

d
0 .

When the coordinates are chosen so that have the

values (46.11), these equations become

The general solution of these equations involves n arbitrary

functions of x^, • • •, x”. Hence we have

:

When a projective or affine collineation of an affinely

connected manifold is knoivn, it is an affine collineation of

a sub-group of connections projectively related to the given

connection; the determination of the sub-group involves n
arbitrary functions whose Jacobian is zero.

47. Conditions for the existence of infinitesimal

collineations. If we make use of the Kicci identities (§ 6)

the conditions of integrability of equations (46.7) are reducible

by means of the Bianchi identities (§ 21) to

(47.1)
i + fc ^'ij,— B^iu + i B'(ik- r Bljk

+ fi,k—^k 9iJ+ <5?
— = 0.

Contracting for h and i, and h and k we have (cf. § 5)

respectively

(47.2) t8jk,i + 'i\kSji-tjS,afi-{n^l){Uk—9kj) = 0,

9
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(47.3)
^

-\-(9j,i
— 9ij) — ^•

Interchange i and j in (47.3) and subtract from (47.3); in

consequence of § 5 the resulting equations are of the form

(47.2). From (47.2) and (47.3) we obtain

(47.4) == it Cu, i+ tj Cu + i Cij)

,

fV i.

where

(47.5) = Sv + ^^^,7-

If in (47.1) we substitute for the covariant derivatives of

5Pi their expressions of the form (47.4), the resulting equations

are reducible by means of (32.10) and the results of § 5 to

(47.6) + W!}r Wtik- wlj, 0 .

The conditions of integrability of equations (47.4) are ob-

tained from the identities 5p,jfc— sp!,/y
= In con-

sequence of the results of § 5, they are reducible to

's\Qj,ik—Cik,ij—CihB'ij,c+ ChjB^ki—Cnk B'Iji) + 'i'MCu.i—Gnj)

-f- fACu,k— Cik,t) + (C,j,u- Ciicj) -\-{l-n)9nWl}k = 0

.

Because of the Ricci identities for C/jja and Cikjj and the

identities (21.4), these equations are equivalent to

t{Cij,ki— C\ji) -f + tj{C\k-C\i)

(Cij,k- Cikj) -f (1 - n) n wljk = 0.

If equations (47.6) are differentiated covariantly and use

is made of the Ricci identities for Wjjicjr, the resulting

equations are reducible to

Wlju,r> -i- f-'.r Wlju,l -h f.k Wlji,r- '^\j W^k.r

+ w,%,r+ w!}rn- wLfj

+ y>i+ 2 9>,- dj wU 91 = 0-

(47.8)
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Contracting for h and r, we obtain

+ ?'. i W^jk.h +i2— n) VH = 0 .

If we put

(47.10) = f,t

equations (46.7) become

(47.1 1 ) rilj = f Bflik+ <5; y>i + VJ •

These two sets of equations and the set (47.4) are of the

form (8.1) in the functions ?*, til and tpu By means of (47.11)

and (21.4) the conditions of integrability of (47.10) are

satisfied identically. The conditions of integrability of (47.11)

and (47.4) are given by (47.6) and (47.7) which together

constitute the set Fi of the theorem of § 8. However, when
n> 2, equations (47.7) and (47.9) are equivalent in consequence

of (32.16), which may be written

Wjki.i = —Zy {Cjk,i-Cji,k).

Hence as observed in § 8 we may apply the theorem to this

case taking (47.6) as the set jFi, (47.8) as the set and

so on. Since all of the equations are linear and homogeneous

in the dependent functions, we have:

.4 necessary and sufficient condition that an affinely connected

space for w>2 admit r (^ 1) infinitesimal projective colline-

ations is that tlm'e exist two positive integers N and r such

that the matrices of the equations jPj, • • •, Fn and F\, • • •, Fn-^i

are of rank n* + 2n— r; when r = 1, the solution involves

a quadrature; when the general solution is a linear

function with constant coefficients of r fundamental sets of

solutions.

When n = 2, the Weyl tensor vanishes identically, and

consequently equations (47.6). The above theorem applies

to this case with the understanding that equations (47.7)

with Wijk == 0 constitute the set -Pi, and the other sets are

derived from this one.

9*
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From the form of equations (47.6) and (47.7) and the

results of § 34 we have:

The maximum number of independent infinitesimal projective

collineations which a space can admit is n^-\-2n; this is the

case when, and only when, the space is protectively fiat.

The determination of spaces admitting infinitesimal affine

collineations reduces to the solution of equations (47.10) and

(47.11) in which y, = 0. In this case we have a theorem

analogous to the first of the above theorems for which the

sets Fi and Ft are obtained from (47.1) by putting fi = 0

and from (47.8) by replacing W'ijk by Bfjk. Since there are

+ w functions and r/i in this case, we have:

The maximum number of independent infinitesimal affine

collineations ivhich a space can admit is n*+ n; this is the

case when, and only when, the space is fiat.

The forms of the solutions V for projectively fiat and flat

spaces in cartesian coordinates have been obtained in § 46.

A special type of collineations is that for which the path

curves of the collineations, namely the congruence determined

by are paths of the manifold. In this case the functions

must satisfy the conditions (cf. (7.5))

(47 . 1 2) (S' S*,

—

S‘ S", k) 0.

In applying the existence theorem we take these conditions

as the equations Fo referred to in § 8. Differentiating (47.12)

and reducing by means of (46.7), we obtain a new set of

conditions which together with (47.1) and (47.4) constitute

the set Fi of equations; and so on. Since the equations

(47.12)

are homogeneous and of third degree, the existence

theorem assumes the more general form of 8. and not that

applying to the cases when all the equations are linear and

homogeneous. If the coordinates are such that the com-

ponents are of the form 146.11), equations (47.12) reduce

to /n = 0 (a = 2, • •
• , w). Combining this result with

those of § 46, we have a means of defining the most general

affine connection admitting a group Oi of the tj’pe under

discussion.
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48. Continuous groups of collineations. If for

u — 1, r determine infinitesimal collineations, we call

Xaf= $'(«) the generators of the collineations. Further-
ox^

more, we denote by {Xu, X^)f the Poisson operator, that is.

(48.1) (X„, X^)f

We establish the following theorem:

If X«f for « = 1, • • •, r are the generators of infinitesimal

collineations, so also arc (A«, X^f for a, $ — 1
,

, r {a ^ fi).

Consider the case when a = \, — 2. From (48.1) it follows

that

(Ah X,)f
' dx^ ’

where

(48.2) ??i)

o
0 >(2)

dx^t
S(2)

ilo.
9x'‘

?(!) ?(2), h 5(2) ?(l),h •

From these expressions and (46.7) we have in consequence

of the identities (21.3) and (21.4),

?(1).2 ^(2),/i— ??2),; + ?(i) ?(2) Bjhl

+ (?(1) 912)1, *(2) 9(1) h) + 5(1) 9(2>J 5(2) 9Wj-

If we differentiate these equations covariantly with respect

to and in the reduction make use of (46.7) and (21.5), we
obtain

5^‘
£jk/i + 9k + 9J>

where

9j = 5a),; 9(2)1,— 5(2),; 9Wh + 5(i) 9(2)j,h — 5a>) 9mj,h,

which establishes the theorem.

Suppose that a given space admits r independent infinites-

imal collineations. From the above theorem and those of

§ 47 it follows that

(..Y„, X^)f = (:„/ Xrf,
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where the c’s are constants. Hence as a consequence of the

fundamental theorem of the theory of continuous groups’*

we have:

When, and only when, equations (46.7) or (46.9) admit r in-

dependent solutions, the space admits an r parameter continuous

group of protective or affine collineations.i

49. Collineations in a Riemannian space. In order

that an infinitesimal transformation (46.1) in a Riemannian

space, with fundamental tensor g^j, be a collineation, it is

necessary that

(49.1) g'ij
= gij{x'^, x"") == gij + dii

and that equations (46.5) be satisfied, when rj^ are replaced

by the Christoffel symbols of the second kind formed with

respect to .9,7. The latter conditions reduce, as in § 46, to

(49.2) tjj = + ij 9,i + (5? 9J

,

where are the components of the curvature tensor and

y,i are the components of a gradient; the latter follows from

(47.2), since Sa = 0 for a Riemannian space; in (49.2) co-

variant differentiation is with respect to the g’s.

The quantities g'^ given by (49.1) are the components in

the x'’s of a tensor whose components g^ in the x’s under

the transformation (46.1) are given by

/.AON - ' 9^
t L 1

(49.3) gq = g^i = ffij+ kq Ou,

where

(49.4) hi.
^^dgn

,

a?*
,

dx'

and h = gqp. From (49.3) follow equations of the form

-\-aUu,

* Lie, 1893, 1, p. 391; also Bianchi, 1918, 1, p. 97.

fCf. Knehelman, 1927, 4.
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where a subscript as in indicates the form with respect

to which the symbol is formed, a]j being functions to be

determined. Multiplying by summing for I and using the

expressions (49.3) in the right-hand member of the equation,

w'e have

\ij, % = \ij, {/tki 4
)

where [ij, k]- are Christoffel symbols of the first kind formed

with respect to In accordance with the definition of these

symbols we have from (49.3)

[ij, % = [ij, Mg + [ij, k\ du.

Consequently

[ij,M,.

If we add to this equation the one obtained by interchanging i

and A-, the result may be written

= 9ki«jij + 9u<r
Substituting for hikj the expression from (49.4) and making

use of (49.2) in the form

(49.5) Rtojk^^" OjU SP.i
“1“ 9i^> Vj,

we obtain

gid (4— ^'j 9,i— Vj)+ gn idkj
— dj

5P,k
— dfc gij) = 0.

When we add to this equation the one obtained from it by

interchanging ^ and j and subtract the one obtained by

interchanging j and k, we find that

4 = djy,, + d!sp,>.

Consequently we have

(49.6)
I
f
I _= I / 1 + (dj 9, i+ di gij) d u

[lj)g Uj)g

and

(49.7) hij,k ^ '2gij9,k-\-9jk9,i+9iii9j*

* For another method of obtaining equations (49.3) and (49.7) see 1926,

1, p. 228.
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Each solution of (49.5) in which y.j + 0 determines a group

of projective collineations of the Eiemannian space. The

results of § 48 caiv be applied to this case to determine whether

a space admits a group Or of projective collineations. Prom

(49.5) we have

From these equations we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a collineation of

a Riemannian space be affine is that the first covariant

derivative of + be zero.

When in particular ?ft,i + = 0, then fij = gtj and the

collineation is a motion.*

* 1926, 1, p. 234.
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THE GEOMETRY OF SUB-SPACES

50. Covariant pseudonormal to a hypersurface.

The vector-field Consider a space 1 expressed in

terms of coordinates 2
/".* A hypersnrface Vn is defined by

an equation of the form

(50.1) -- 0.

where y is irreducible. If we put

(50.2) ' j
-= 9 ?

where the functions 9
^ are arbitrary except that the Jacobian

of the w + 1 y’s is different from zero, then equations (50.2)

define a coordinate system x^ for which the given Vn is the

hypersurface = 0.

For any displacement in T ^ at a point P of it we have

(50.3)
9 yw dy- = 0 ,

and consequently the covariant vector va at P, defined by

(50.4)
8y _ 9^r^
9 y^^ 9 y^

is pseudo-orthogonal (§ 11) to every contravariant vector

tangential to Vn at P. From (50.2) and (50.4) it is evident

that the vector is independent of the choice of the

functions in (50.2). We call it the covariant pseudo-

normal to Vn*

* In this and the following sections greek indices take the values

1 ,

. • • . n + 1 and latin 1 ,

• • n.
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We define also a contravariant vector v“ by the equations

(50.5)

As thus defined p" are the components of the vector tangential

to the curves of parameter that is, the curves along

which all the x's except 0^+^ are constant; we call them

transversals of the hypersurface. Evidently v" depends upon

the choice of the functions y* in (50.2). From (50.4) and (50.5)

we have

(50.6)

and

(50.7)

Va V"

9y“

1

0 .

If we change the curves of parameter we get a new

vector of the type v". Galling it v“, we must have

(50.8) = v“+ a*
92/“

9 a:’

if we require that p“Pa = 1

.

Suppose that we have a set of functions tp" (y^,

1. If we put p"= t/'",
d <jp

such that V’® == 1, that is, V'“ *'«

otr

the condition (50.6) is satisfied. Moreover, if for the func-

tions 5p‘ of (50.2) we take n independent solutions of the

equations

dy^
(50.9)

then in the coordinates of the integral curves of (50.9) are

the curves of parameter Thus for a given congruence v“

not tangential to Fn we can define a coordinate system af

satisfying the requirements of this section.

When equations (50.2) are solved for the y's, we have

(50.10) = /“(a"S • • •, a:"+^)
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or, as expansions in powers of

(50.1 1) ?/“ == /o
* , x") -fyf (x\ • •

•
,
x") x"+i -f • • •

.

Consequently Vn is defined by the parametric equations

(50.12) t/“ = Jt W, - ,

and at points of the expressions for in the x’s are

(50.13) (v“)o = yf (x*, • •
• ,

x”).

If in (50.11) we put

i ti nfl /ti+l ITT/ /I
X = OC

^
X = X F(X

y
• •

-
f
X )y

then the curves of parameter a:'”+* are the same as those

of parameter x"+^, but in place of (50.13) we have

(Oo =/“(x'\...,x"‘)F.

Thus we see in what manner the coordinate x'*+^ may be

changed, if the vector r" at points of Vn is not to change

in direction.

In order to consider the effect of a change of the vector-

field f", we consider a transformation of coordinates of the form

•x'* = X* -j- (x', • •
• , x") x""'"^

(50.14) +r2(a;S---,x»)(x«+>)*+---,

x'"^‘ = x"+* -f (x\ . . x")(x"+^)* + • • •,

that is, a transformation such that in the two coordinate

systems the space F» is defined by x”'*'^ = x'”"''* = 0, and

x'* = x* at each point of Vn. From (50.5; it follows that

in the x’s the components of the field v“ are

(50.15) y' = 0, r»+i=l.

From (50.14) and (50.15) we have that the components of

this field in the x'’s are
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(50.16)
v'* - +

^>n+l _ l + ••••

It follows at once that the curves of parameter and

of parameter a;"*’'"' have the same directions at each point

of F„, when, and only when,

(50.17) */'i
(^*> • • •, a?") = 0 {i •-= 1,

• • •, n).

If we denote b}’ y“ a general coordinate system, we have

from (50.14)

^ _
9 X*dx^ 9 XJJ

+
(50.18)

9w“ (

9 x^
(af+^y + ...

,

^ ipi .
.

.)

dx dx

OX

The result(50.17) follows also from the last of these expressions.

Also we have

8 a;'*

9y“

(50.19)
aa:"*+'

92/"

dxJ

dif

dxj

dr

9 ^n-f 1

(M!!

d a-"
-* ^

9y
(1-f 2 <//”-’-^a.'”+i +•••).

From equations (50.18) and (50.19) we have that at points of T

«

(50.20)

9^“ _ 9^ 92/” _ 9y«

9x" 9x»+i
9x'^' dx'"+'’

dx" __ dx* , a a" -I-*
. dx'"^^ _ aa"+'i

92/" ^ 92/“ a?/'"
" ay“ ay"

'
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Also from (50.18) we have that at points of

d^ij" _

9*2/“ 9*w“
, 9V‘

(50.21) 9 9 g 7/ g +
g g

^

d

d

If we write the last of equations (50.18) in the form

(50.22)

then at points of Vn

—̂ + •••)

0.r

+ »''"(! + 2 r//2+’.r”+i + ...).

(50.23)
9p« _ 9*j/“ . 9?/“ 9i2'l

9W ~ 9.r*9V 9.T*

"

9 .V.2

9 p

9r'^’

51. Transversals of a hypersurface which are

paths of the enveloping space. We consider the trans-

formation of coordinates in the space F„+i defined by

2/“ - /o“ ^ ./T - t7 (^;r)o//// C^'"^')* • • •

(51.1) _
“

where /o“ and /“ are functions of are the

coefficients of the affine connection in the y’s in Tn+i,

are defined by (22.8), and the zero subscript indicates that

in these functions ?/" have been replaced by From the

considerations of § 22 it follows that these expressions satisfy

formally the equations

(9^m+i)2 ^ gyn+l g^,,«.-l

Hence when constant values are given to a'’,

equations (51.1) define a path of F„fi, the parameter being
^»K+i ipjjg hypersurface = 0 is defined by
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(51.2) ==

and the tangent vector p" at a point of this hypersurface

to the path of the above set through the point has the

components

(51.3) (v“)o = /“ (x'\ •
•

a;'").

When we effect upon the a:'’s a transformation of the

form (50.14) in which = 0, we get (50.11), in which the

functions and /“ are of the same form as in (51.1).

Moreover, equations (51.2) and (51.3) are the same as (50.12)

and (50.13) respectively. In what follows we shall use the

equations in the form of § 50, when we are considering

relations between the y's and x’s, and the same notation

with primes when the codrdinates x'“ are under consideration.

Thus in place of (50.2) we have

(51 .4) x' ‘(y\
n fl.

y X
/n4-l / / 1

9 iy )•

In particular, we remark that y' = 0 is the equation of the

hypersurface F„. From the last of (50.14) it is seen that

<i>'
—

5pF(?/S • • •, 1/"+^), where F is of such a form that

F — 1 when 9 = 0 .

Differentiating the last of the equations (51.4) with respect

to we have

(51.5)
d<f’

drf

fCC
V 1 .

where, in consequence of (51.1)

(51.6) - (/•;^)o //// + • • • •

Differentiating (51.5) with respect to we have at points

of Vn

(51.7) = 0.

Again differentiating (51.5) with respect to x'\ we have

\ difdi/ 9.r"/o‘^\ 92/" a.r'Vo
(51.8) 0 .
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Proceeding in like manner with the last of equations (50.2),

we have

(51.9) La M.\ 4.

\ dy"dy^ dx^jo'\dy" daf lo

= 0 .

Since at points of V„ (v'")o = (v“)o and

[cf. (50.20)], we have from the equations (51.5) and

ay* ’ ay* aa:« ’
a?/**

that Consequently from (51.8) and (51.9),

we have at points of 7„

(51.10) = 0.

From this result and (50.3) it follows that

(51.11) (»'“)o (y,«/j— Sp',«/»)o = (yfi)of,

where, in consequence of (51.7) and (50.6)

(51.12)

An application of these results is made in § 56.

5a. Tensors in a hypersurface derived from tensors

in the enveloping space. Let i'o and K be the components

in the y's and a-’s of a covariant vector-field in 7n+i; then

(52.1) 1 - -c
^y*

' ""
dx‘

and

(52.2)

At points of V„ (a!"+^ = 0) the functions are expressible

as functions of a;*, • jf*, and for each value of « the
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dy^
quantities -~r are the components of a covariant vector

0 Ju

in Vn. Hence given by (52.1) are the components of a co-

variant vector in Vn, which we say is derived from the given

vector in V„+i. In particular, the vector fVa, where y is

an arbitrary function of the y's, is the most general covariant

vector whose derived vector in V„ is a zero vector. Also

we have at once that all vectors of the pencil ?«-}-(> »»« have

the same derived vector in Vn whatever be q.

In like manner, if are the components in the ys
of a tensor in Vn+i, then

(52.3)
' a.r'' dx'

evaluated at points of I'„ are the components of a tensor

in Vn derived from the given tensor in V,,-. !. From (52.11

and (52.3) it is evident that the tensor in Vn derived from

a covariant tensor in the enveloping Tn-i-i is independent of

the choice of the vector v“. This is readily seen also by

observing that the quantities possess tensor character

under transformations of the form (50.14) whatever be the

functions </'i, as follows from (50.20). The same is true for

the general transformations

(o2.4) ^
), .r = .r F{x ),

where F and its first derivatives are finite for = 0.

Let and be the components in the y’s and x’s of

a contravariant vector-field in Fn+i; then we have

<52.0)

and

(52.6)

At points of Vn the functions are expressible as functions

of x', • X"’ and for each value of a the quantities
djl

9y“
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for / = 1 are components of a contravariant vector

in Vn under transformations of the form

(52.7)

We say, that A* defined by (52.5) is the vector in F„ derived

from the given vector S“ in Fn+i.

A contravariant vector in V„ is necessarily one in

As a vector in Vn^i the vector defined in Vn by (52.5) has
the components

(52.8) V = S“— == 0.

Accordingly it follows from (52.6) that when a contravariant

vector in V„+i is tangential to V„, it is identical with the

derived vector in F„. If it is not tangential to F„ and we
denote by the components in the p's of the vector (52.8),

we have

(52.9) r = XA"
where

dx^

9 x^ 9

dy^ 9

(52.10)

Following Schouten* we .say that the derived vector of

a contravariant vector is the tangential component in F,, of

the given vector. From the form of (52.9) and f52.10) it

follows that unless the. given vector is tangential to F„ its

tangential component depends upon the choice of the vector v“.

9
This may be seen also from (52.5). For, being the

9
cofactor of —^ in the determinant A —
it evidently depends upon

When in (52.5) we repace by we find that the derived

vector is a zero vector, and y is the only vector possessing

this property. Consequently, when a vector has been
chosen, in the sj^stem so defined its tangential component

* 1924, 1, p. 134.

divided by i,

10
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being zero, this vector is analogous to the normal vector to

a hypersurface in a Riemannian space in the sense that the

tangential component is zero. This fact has led certain writers

to refer to as a pseudonormal.* We do not use this term

for a general choice of v“, because in a Riemannian geometry

it would be confusing (cf. § 56).

In like manner, if a"'
"’"'

are the components in the y's

of a tensor in F„+i, the quantities

(52.11) b’'"
a, - a,= a ' '

a?/“>

dx'

dtf'
’

evaluated at points of Vn, are components of a tensor in F„

under transformations of the type (52.7), that is, general

transformations in F» but which in F„+i do not change the

vector y". We call this tensor the derived tensor in F«. The

tensor in F„+i with the components 6*' and 6®* — 0,

when one or more of the c’s is « + 1, is called by Schouten

the tangential component with respect to F„. If «* ’ *’ are

its components in the y's, we have

(52.12) a"-- B"'-- B"/,
Pi Pr

where the B's are defined as in (52.10).

Since a covariant vector in Vn is equivalent to the bundle

of contravariant vectors in Vn pseudobrthogonal to it (§ 11),

it is evident that a covariant vector in Vn is not one in an

enveloping F„+i. If are the components in the x's of

a covariant vector in F„+i, the vector of components

(52.13) Af = A,-, A„+i = 0

is equivalent to the bundle of contravariant vectors deter-

mined by and the contravariant vectors in Vn pseudo-

Orthogonal to the derived vector of A^ in Vn. In this sense

the derived vector is the tangential component of the vector

* Cf. IVeyf, 1922, 6, p. 154 and Sehouten, 1924, 1, p. 134.
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(52.13). If are the components of the given vector in

the f/’s, the components of (52.13) in the y’s are

In general, the derived tensor in V„ of a tensor fl„j.,.„^in I n+l

is the tangential component of the tensor

(52.14) • a, — fir

Again if afi'].
'^' are the components in the y’s of a mixed

tensor in V„^^, the quantities

(52.15)
V.-

«r
fi.

dx'‘

9/'

dx‘' di/‘

d y^' 9 x'^' 9 x'^’

evaluated at points of F„ are the components of a tensor

under general transformations (52.7) and we call it the tensor

tierived from the given tensor in F„+i. This derived tensor

is the tangential component of the tensor whose components

in the y’s are

(52 . 16)

„ri- /rB"'
•• rt

B"'
rr

Bt'

We call each of the tensors defined by (52.12), (52.14) and

(52.16) the dissociate of the given tensor with respect to F„.

From (52.10J, (50.3), (50.6) and (50.7) we have

(52.17)

9a;* 9a;*

jf
ay _ 9y“

^ dod 9a;*
’

Bi

Sfi

9a;"+i

8y^

= 0
,

= 0 .

Because of these identities we have from (52.15)

(52.18)
•jf

9a;’i 8y^'

dX'^*

10*
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Similar results follow from (52.3) and (52.11). Hence we h^ve:

The derived tensors in F„ of a given tensor in and

of its associate with respect to F„ are equivalent.

53 . Symmetric connection induced in a hypersurface.

If r^> and r^Y are the coefficients of a symmetric connection

in a 7»+i in coordinates of and «/“ respectively, we have

from equations of the form (5.6)

(53.1)
r dyl dyr\

dxj~ dcf) dr‘

At points of Vn — 0) the values of 4 depend upon

the choice of the vector v“ as is evident from (53.1). However

if r'pY coefficients for Vn-\-i in the x'’» defined by

(52.7), from equations analogous to (53.1) we obtain

(53.2) _|_
p,i Sx'^

dx-> dx/^ ^ dx-i / dx
'

Consequently r]k and rjk are the coefficients of the same

connection in Fn ;
we call it the connection induced in ¥„ by

that in F„+i for a given choice of the vector v". This qualifi-

cation is seen to be necessary from (53.2); for, in case of

transformations of the type (52.4) there are in the last member

of (53.2) the added terms
^ —^4. .*

For an asymmetric connection in F„j_i, equations (53.1)

hold and the skew-symmetric part of the induced connection

is given by

(53.3)
dy^ dyT dx*

dx^ ~dof dif ’

that is, the tensor of t^ induced connection is the

derived tensor of the tensor of the connection in Fi+i.

Consider, in particular, the case when the affine connection

in Fn+i is that of a Riemannian space, determined by the

* In § 66 we obtain the relations between the coefficients of two
induced connections for different choices of
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fundamental tensor of components and gup in the t/’s

and x's respectively. Then we have

(53.4) &V 9x^
""

From these equations we have* at points of F„ (j;” = 0)

(53.5)
dy^ I 9V 9^ 1^1

,
j«l 9wi“ a«’'\

[dx^dxj dx'<' UjV WL 9r' dx^j
~

I 1

where ! 1 are formed with respect to the fundamental form
'(* v) „

Ou.p in F„-fi and with respect to the fundamental form gij

in F„. From equations of the form (5.6) we have

I / “ I ^ ph 9y“
,
^.n+i 9y“

dx'dxJ '^Xgvia dx^ dx-f dx^ 9ic"+i‘'

Substituting in the preceding equations, we obtain

(4- j
9hk+ gknxx r?)+' = 0

.

Ill order that r/} =

.«//. n+l == 0 or

,
it is necessary and sufficient that

= 0. In the former case the. curves of

parameter 0?*+^ meet Vn orthogonally. In the latter case

we have

jh\
,
(«l _a^

dx^dx-^ \ij)g dx^ \f^v\a

from which it follows that Vn is a totally -geodesic hyper-

surface of Fn+i.t Hence we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that the coefficients of

the induced connection in a hypersurface of a space with

a Riemannian connection he the Christoffel symbols of the

second kind formed with respect to the derived fundamental

* Cf., 1926, 1, p. 147.

fCf., 1926, 1, equations (43.4) p. 147 and (54.1) p. 183.
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tensor is that the vector he orthogonal to the hypersurface,

or that the latte>' he totally-geodesic.

We indicate by one or more subscripts preceded by a semi-

colon covariant differentiation with respect to the induced

connection.

From the definition (§ 52) of the associate of a given tensor

in F»+i with re§pect to V„ it follows that the components in

the x’s of the associate tensor for which one or more of the

indices are w -f 1 are zero. Consequently from the generat

law of components of a tensor in two coordinate systems we
have from (52.18)

(53.6)
“r

9^**

/»..r

dx"' dif' d/‘ dyr

dy“' dof' dx^’

Hence we have:

The first covariant derivative in a hypersurfaxe of the derived

tensor of a given tensor in the enveloping space Vn-\-\. is the

derived tensor of the covaria/nt derivative in Fn+j of the

associate of the given tens<yr uith respect to the hypersurface.

It should be remarked that although the derived tensor of

a covariant tensor is independent of the choice of its

covariant derivative in the hypersurface as a derived tensor

does depend upon v®.**

Equations (53.6) do not hold for derivatives of higher order.

However, the second covariant derivative of h'f 'f is the

derived tensor of By continuing this process

we obtain derivatives of any order (cf. § 54).

54. Fundamental derived tensors in a hypersurface.

We denote by w</ the tensor in Vn derived from the tensor

in Vn+i, that is,

(54.1) = dy“ dy^

dx^ dxi

From the form of these expressions it is evident that this

tensor is independent of the choice of p®. In the x’s the

components of the vector v„ are

* Cf. SchotOm, 1924, 1, p. 137.
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• (54.2) — 0, Vn+i = 1,

as follows from (50.4).

(54.1) are

(54.3) mj

Consequently in the x’s equations

•p/l-f"!
I ij .

Evidently ouj is symmetric.

For a given choice of v" we have the tensor and the

vector v“jva. We denote by Ij and k the components of

their derived tensors in In, that is,

(54.4)

and

(54.5)

a dx*

In the x's the components of the vector v" are given by

(50.15) and consequently in the x’s we have

(54.6) fj = li+ij

and

(54.7) h = /'"tli.

Because of (50.6) equations (54.5) can be written as

(54.8) li = — V“
dsf ‘

With the aid of the tensor wa we are able to express the

covariant derivative of a derived tensor in terms of the derived

tensor of the covariant derivative of the given tensor and

other derived tensors. Thus if are the components of the

derived tensor of Oo/j, we have from (53.6)

bo-,k = 9 y^ dxf

d x} dx^ da^
'

With the aid of (52.17) we obtain

dy^ dy^ dy^

^ 9 9
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55. The generalized equations of Gauss and Codazzi.

If and are the coefficients of an affine connection

in a Vn+i in coordinates and y" respectively, we have

from (5.6)

(55.1)
dx*dxj'^ dx‘ dxj ''dx^’

At points of the V„ (x’*+^ — 0) these equations can be written,

in consequence of (54.3), in the form

(55.2) V \ij -r ^

tlie first term being the second covariant derivative of

with respect to the induced connection in Vn»

When in equations (56.1) we replace i by n + 1, we have

dv^

dxJ
+ r!rX IIn+V

dy"

d.r?
•

At points of Vn these equations become, in consequence of

(54.6) and (54.7),

(55.3)
9

dxJ

8y^

dX'^ dx*
^ ^

We desire to find the conditions which the tensors w,y,

IJ and must satisfy in order that equations (55.2) and (55.3)

be consistent. The conditions of integrability of (55.2) are

of the form [cf. (6.4)]

(55.4) y -jjk y jkj — a Bijk,
dx”

where is the curvature tensor of 7,, formed with respect

to rjk.

When the expressions (55.2) are substituted in (55.4), tiie

resulting equations are reducible by means of (55.2) and (55.3) to

8y"

(55.5) dx^
nm

9a'' dxj 9a* - 9.7”*

-v“{w
ij-, k— (aikj + Ik— oHk Ij)

,
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Avliere is the curvature tensor of Tn+i in the )/s ev.iluated

d:d‘
at points of y„. If these equations be multiplied b}' -^^r

oy“

and by va and « be summed, we have respectively, in con-

sequence of (50.3), (50.6) and (50.7),

ij' 77«
^y'^

j'*

(00 .6) Biju = 0
- ‘"0 h

,

sy‘^ ^y^ 9/ 1

(00.7 ) Mij: W,,,.
y =

^

^

+ W,/, Ij— W,; h .

The conditions of integi'ability of (55.3) are [cf. (6.3)]

r ,//— V .,7jt 0 .

Substituting from (55.3) in these equations and proceeding

as above, we obtain

(55.8)
dyf" difi d 3.^'

d.r' 9.r>"

(55.9) i 4- Ij' oy,j + BfyH Vu V'

9 .r' dx-'

Equations (55.2) and (55.3) are generalizations of well-known

equations in the theory of surfaces in euclidean space,* and

of equations in a general Riemannian space.t w,y being the

components of the second fundamental tensor and v" the unit

vector normal to Yn. In these cases the processes followed

above lead to the Gauss and Codazzi equations. Equations

(55.7) and (55.8) are equivalent in these cases and (55.9) are

satisfied identically.

Accordingly we call (55.6) the generalized equations of Oauss

and (55.7) and (55.8) the generalized equations of Codazzi.X

*
1909, 1, p. 154.

1 1926, 1, pp. 147, 148.

JCf. SchouUn, 1924, 1, p. 140.
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From the equations of Gauss it is seen that the curvature

tensor of the induced connection is not ordinarily the derived

tensor of the curvature tensor of the enveloping space.

When equations (55 .6) are contracted for h and we obtain

(55.10) 4* = ll? -f ij- mij /i-

.

By means of (55.9) and the theorem of § 5 these equations

are equivalent to

(55.11) =
(

dag 3/ , llj_

} 9 S '* 9 j"* d 3^

dlk

dx-j

When the connection is asymmetric, the results of the

preceding sections are essentially unaltered and the corre-

sponding equations are obtained on replacing 4 by L)k\ then

the tensor wy is not symmetric in i and The generalized

equations of Gauss ^r this case are obtained from (55.6) on

replacing4* right-hand

member of (55.7) there is the added term — 2S^jk o)ih\ and in

the left-hand members of (55.8) and (55.9) the added teims

2Sl/ijik and 2lh ~ij respectively.

56 . Contravariant pseudonormal. We consider the

effect upon the coefficients of the induced linear conection

and upon the derived tensors iJ and h of a change in the

vectors at points of V„, and to this end make use of the

transformation (50.14). For the coordinate system x'' the

coefficients of the induced connection in Vn are given by

(56.1)
4- IvL ±yL\

\dx'^ dx’’" dx'^ dx'^J 92/“'

In consequence of (50.20) and (50.21), it follows from the

above equations, (53.1) and (54.3) that at points of Fn

(56.2) Fjk = rjk — iDjk tfA .

If denote the components of the curvature tensor in rji,

we have
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(56 3)

~
^'***’*

+ «y V'l*:A— “a V'/’;;*

From (50.22) and (50.23) we have at points of T'„

,a 9
>’ ,/i'

aic-'

(56.4)

dyfi dxp'i

dx^ dx} 9 x^

_/ 8V
1 f-

\dx^ d xj 9 x^' 9 a--'/
^

dX'^ 9^i + “o V'l •

In consequence of these equations. (50.20) and the definition

(54.4) of the tensor l) we have

(56.5) I') — Ij
— j -{ o>kj .

Since v« — v« at points of Vn, as follows from (50.20), we
have in like manner from (54.5)

(56.6) il
=

It is readily found that equations (55.6), (55.7), (55.8) and

(55.9) and similar ones for the induced connection r/k are

consistent in view of the above relations.

As an immediate consequence of (56.6) we have:

When the determinant |wy| is not zero, a vector-field v“ at

points of In is uniquely determined with respect to which the

vector li is zero*

Also we have:

When the determinant
| «y |

is of rank n— r (r> 0), a vector-

field v“ at points of V„ with respect to which the vector If is

zero cannot he obtained unless the matrix

Wll Win

Wni . . . W/,n In

* This theorem is due to Schouten, 1924, 1, p. 143.
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is of rank n— r
]
in this case the determinatioti of y" involves

r arbitrary functions.

It is seen from (54.8) that the vector It vanishes at all

points of Tn, when, and only when,

(56.7) yttj = fv?

at points of Vn, where / is a function of the y’s which may

be zero. These equations are, in consequence of (50.4)

(56.8)

from which it follows that

y“ »’/* — /.

If the determinant \^,a^\ is of rank m + 1, by a suitable

choice of / a unique vector v“ is given by (56.8) so that

d = 1. If we retain this field at points of V„, and

apply the method of § 51 to obtain a coordinate system

so that the curves of parameter are paths, whose

tangents at points of F„ have the direction of »>“, it follows

from (51.11) and (51.12) that v" — 0. This is a general-

ization of the situation in a Riemannian space when a family

of hypersurfaces = const, are geodesically parallel, the

function ip being chosen so that*

ft' = 1

.

From this we have cf^ — 0. Hence the vector »<“

in this case is the normal to the hypersurface. Accordingly

when there is a field v" satisfying the conditions of the first

theorem, we say that the vectors are the contravariant

pseudonormals to the hypersurface.

When for a given choice of the field v" the vectoi^ k is

a gradient, and we put

I. _ 9logd 9logd 9 j/“

‘ “ dx* ~
dif dx‘

’

* 1926, 1, p. 57.
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we have from (54.5) at points of Vn

= 0.

Hence, if in accordance witli the results of § 50 we take the

field Ov" at points of r„, the coiresponding vector ?, is zero.

Accordinglj’ we have:

When for a givcni choice of the field the vector li is

a gradient, there cocists a function 6 sitch that for the field Sv^‘

the vector U is zero.

Thus the case where h is zero is equivalent to that where

it is a gradient so far as the direction of the field v" goes.

If ip{ in (56.6) are chosen so that I'i
— 0, from (55.11)

we have

mu = B\jc -I. liL = 9/ 9/
dofi dxj “ri ^,rj

'

Consequently if = 0, we have B'ijk— 0. Conversely,

if &ijk = Btt^Y == 0, it follows from (55.11) that k is a

gradient. Hence we have: _
When for an affinely connected space = 0, a necessary

and sufficient condition that the directions of a vector-field

at points of a hypersarface be sitch that U he a zero vector is

that the corresponding tensor B]jk be zero,'*

When equations (55.3) are written in the form

« 9y'*

dX'i

idjf
dod

the quantities on the left are the components of the associate

direction of the vector for a displacement in the dii'ection

of a curve of parameter xi in F„. Hence we have:

When a hypersurface admits a contravariant pseudonormal,

the associate direction of this normal in the enveloping space

for any displacement in the hypersurface is tangential to (he

hypersarface.

* This theorem has been established by Schouten, 1924, 1, p. 142.
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This property of the contravariant pseudonormal is possessed

also by the normal to a hypersurface in a Riemannian space,*

which justifies further the term pseudonormal.

57. Fundamental equations when the determinant oi

is not zero. In this section we consider the case when the

determinant c» is not zero at all points of Vn and we under-

stand that the unique vector v" has been chosen for which

0. In this case a tensor 9
'^ is defined by the equations

(57.1) n'^ o^jk = Ik.

We assume that the determinant

(57.2) I ^ \li\

is not zero.t Then it follows from (57.1) that the determinant

\g’j\ is not zero, and a tensor gij is uniquely defined by the

equations

(57.3) = di, g'j fjjk
= dL

From these equations and (57.1) we have

(57.4)

If we put

(57.5)

it is evident from the form of these expressions that a«^ are

the components in the y's of a tensor in F„+i. From (57.5)

we have, in consequence of (50.4), (50.6) and (50.7),

o)ij — tj .

dx^ dx^
,= 9ii 9^ 9 ^

(57.6)

(57.7)

192(5, 1, p. 148.

fTbis is an additional assumption. For it follows from (56.5) that

for a transformation (50.14) preserving y®(i. e., V'l =®0) l] are unaltered*
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V'‘ »•(* = 1 .

From these equations it is seen that for the determinants

a = g = \gij\(57.9)

we have

(57.10)
dx^ !h

Consequently a 4 ^ i*' the case under consideration. Accordinj^ly

a tensor is defined by

(57.11) n^n ~ dL

As a consequence of (57.7), (57.8), (50.3) and (50.6) we have

(57.12) v" = v^.

Moreover from (57.11) and (57.12) we have

(57.13) r" = a"i*.

These equations are a generalization of the equations of

a Riemannian space connecting the contravariant and covariant

components of the normal to Vn.

If equations (55.6) are multiplied by grh and summed for h,

Ave obtain, in consequence of (57.12),

(57 .14) Bnjk - B,
djf

d.7^

9/
9.T*

- Wr; *'ifc
— «rk 0)ij,

Where we have put

(57 .15) Biijk grh l^ijky daaB^f,

In the present case equations (55.7) become

9y<* ,9/
dx^ dx^

'(57.16)
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If we substitute in these equations the expressions (57.4)

for wij, we have that equations (55.8) are equivalent to

ffir;k Ij 9if\j —
(57.17)

= BaPyS
dyr

the last expression being a consequence of (57.6), (57.7) and

(57.13). To these equations must be added (55.9) which

reduce to

(57.18) {<»hj wjfc— whfc wy) + v" = 0

.

In a Riemannian space Vn+i for which uap is the fundamental

tensor, it and gij are symmetric. Also = 0 and B„^yg

is skew-symmetric in a and fi. Consequently in this case

equations (57.17) and (57.18) are satisfied identically and

(57.14) and (57.16) assume the form of the Gauss and Codazzi

equations.*

58 . Parallelism and associate directions in a hyper-
surface. Let be the components in the x's of a field of

vectors in Vn and the components in the y’s of this vector-

field in Vn+i- Then we have

(68.1) «“ = “If •

If we differentiate these equations with respect to we
have, in consequence of (55.2),

(58.2)
dxj ;j

dy"

a a;'

• Wij A*

.

At points of a curve Cin V„, whose coordinates are expressed

in terms of a parameter t, we have

(58.3)
ji dxj

dt

dr
9x*

Wy- A‘
dxj

~dt
Va

1926, 1, p. 149.
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These equations may be written in the form

(58.4)
9 a;* dt

where and /i’ are respectively associate directions (§ 16)

of the vector in y„+i and F,, with respect to C.

If the vectors are parallel in F„4 i with respect to C,

fj" — fit) (cf. § 7) and from (58.4) and (58,1) it follows that

(58.5) - fit) wij = 0.

Hence we have:

When a family of contravariant vectors in a hypersurface

ore parallel in the enveloping space with respect to a curve,

they are parallel in the hypersurface uith respect to the curve,

for every choice of the vector v".

From (58.4) and (58.5) it follows that a necessary and

sufficient condition that a family of vectors in F„ at points

of a curve C be parallel in with respect to C, when they

are not parallel in F„+i, is that there exist a function f{f)

such that

(58.6) —fit) = — oHj .

d
Conversely, if a vector field h' is such that o)ij X‘ — 0

and (58.6) hold along a curve, it follows from (58.1), (58.3),

(58.4) and (58.6) that

Since the rank of the matrix
92/“

9 a;'

is n, we have that

the vectors of the field are parallel in W with respect to

the curve.

Two hypersurfaces Vn and F,, are said to be tangent along

a curve C, if they have the same covariant pseudonormal

(§ 50) at points of C. Since the components of the pseudo-

normal are determined only to within a factor, there is no

11
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loss of generality in assuming that mj and v“ are the same

for F„ and F„ at points of C. Hence from the above results

we have:

When ttvo hypersurfaces are tangent along a curve, contra-

variant vectors parallel in one with respect to the curve are

parallel in the other*

59. Curvature of a curve in a hypersurface. When
in equations (58.3) we take for the tangent vector to C,

dy“
that is, — —rr, these equations become

a t

d*y“
.

dy^ dyr

dt^ dt dt
(59.1) ^ ^“

\ dt dt ) da* dt dt "

From these equations and (7.6) we have:

When a path of a space lies in a hypersurface, it is a path

of the latter, for an arbitrary choice of v“; and it is a curve

for tvhich

(59.2) o)ij da^ dxl = 0.

This, is a corollary of the first theorem of § 58.

If C is not a path, we choose for the parameter an affine

parameter s of the path tangent to (7 at a point P. Then

at P we have

(59.3)
'B'

where are the components of the first curvature vector

of (7 at P for Fn+i (§ 24).

(59.4) II= ohj
dx^ dx^

ds ds

and

(59.5)
’ da*'

d*x*

ds*

* Cf. 1926, 1
, p. 76.
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The vector is in the pencil determined by the tangent to

C and its first curvature vector in Vn- If it is tangent to

C, then C is a path in Vn and is a vector of the pencil

determined by this tangent and the first curvature vector in

I n-fl*

When is the contravariant pseudonormal to Vn (§ 56),

we call 1/-K the normal curvature of the curve, and the

relative curvature vector of the curve in Vn. If aa^ and

are not zero (§ 57), we put

(59.6)
,

^
I aan-li? \

= X,

and call l/g the first airvature of C in Fn+i and Ijqr the

relative curvature of C in F„, as in the case of a Riemannian

space.*

6o. Asymptotic lines, conjugate directions and lines

of curvature of a hypersurface. The associate covariant

vector in a space F„-fi (§ 16) of the pseudonormal va of

a F« with respect to a curve C of F,, is given by

dy^

From these equations and (54.1) we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that the associate co-

variant vector of the covariant pseudonormal to a hypersurface

with respect to a curve of the latter be pseudoorthogonal to the

mrve at a point is that the direction of the curve satisfy the

condition

(60.1) Wijdx^dxi = 0.

As this is a property of asymptotic directions of a hyper-

surface of a Riemannian space,t we call the directions defined

by (60.1) the asymptotic directions. A curve whose direction

at every point is asymptotic we call an asymptotic line. We
* Cf. 1926, 1, p. 151.

1 1926, 1, p. 167.

11*
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note that asymptotic lines and asymptotic directions are

independent of the choice of the vector p".*

From (59.1) and (59.3) we have the theorems:

When an asymptotic line is a imth of the hypersurfave, it

is a path of the enveloping space and conversely.

The first curvature vector
^
in a space, of a curve in a hyper-

surface is tangential to the hypersurface at a point, when, and

only when, the directim of the curve at the point is asymptotic.

If C is a path of Vn and s is an affine parameter in Vn

for the path, equations (59.1) become

ds^ ds ds

d,r^

ds

dj'^

ds

Hence we have:

A path of a hypersurface in an asymptotic direction at

a point has contact of the second or higher order at the point

with the path of the enveloping space through the iioint in

this direction.

As in Riemannian geometry, we say that two directions

at a point of a hypersurface are conjugate, if

oujdx^dx^ = 0 .

Thus asymptotic directions are self-conjugate, h^rom § 58

we have:

In order that a family of vectors at points of a curve of

a hypersurface be parallel both with respect to the hypersurface

and the enveloping space, it is necessary that the direction of

the vectors be conjugate to the curve.

If, whenever possible, the vector is chosen in such a

manner that the vector k is zero, we have along any curve C,

in consequence of (55.3)

(60.2)
(It " da-i lit

'

The left-hand member of this equation is the associate direction

in Vn+i of the vector with respect to the curve. In order

* Cf. Schouten, 1924, 1, p. 148.
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that this direction may coincide with the tangent to the

curve, we must have

.j dxj ^
^ dx^ (It Q dt

Since the rank of the matrix

are equivalent to

(60.3) {qtj-i^j)

in n, these equations

dxj

~dT
= 0 .

Conversely for each root of the determinant equation

(60.4)

a direction is determined for which the associate direction

of v" in Vn+i coincides with this direction. When in particular

the conditions of § 56 are satisfied, is the contravariant

pseudonormal and the curves of Vn defined by (60.3) are

an evident generalization of the lines of curvature in a

Riemannian space.* Accordingly we call the curves defined

by (60.3) the lines of curvature of l^n.

If the roots of (60.4) are real and distinct, there are n

uniquely determined families of real lines of curvature. If

Q is a real root of order r, it is possible to find r linearly

independent families of lines of curvature corresponding to

this root; moreover, any family of curves linearly dependent

upon these families also satisfies (60.3).

Each choice of a vector determines a tensor Ij and con-

sequently leads to equations of the form (60.3). However,

if i 0, the associate direction of the vector v“ satisfies the

d
above condition only in case /,

— 0, as follows from

(55.3). We reserve the term lines of curvature for the case

when li = O.t

If equations (60.3) are multiplied by (cf. § 57) and

summed for /, we have from (57.4)

* 1926, 1, p. 157.

tCf. SchoiUen, 1924, 1, p. 148.
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(60.5) {o>kjq-9kj)^ = (i.

If as in § 59 we use for parameter an affine parameter s

of the path tangent to a line of curvature at a point and
d/ CC'^ d

put gjk—j ^— = <p, then q = R(p. A discussion of
as as

equations (60.5) can be made similar to that of the corre-

sponding equations for a hypersurface of a Riemannian space.*

In particular, if Al and 1.2 are the directions defined by (60.5)

for two distinct roots of (60.4), we have

ffij x'l X2 = 0 x
'l
X2 = 0 .

From the second of these equations it follows that the two

directions are conjugate.

6

1

. Projectively flat spaces for which Bij is sym-
metric. Consider for a space Vn with a symmetric con-

nection the system of equations

(61.1) e,ij = oije.

The conditions of integrability (6.4) of these equations are

reducible by means (61.1) to

0,h i^lik + 6; aik— dfe aij)— 6 — cukj) — 0

.

In order that equations (61.1) be completely integrable, and

consequently that the general solution admit n -f- 1 arbitrary

constants, it is necessary that

R^iik+ Sj aik— — 0 , aij,k— aik.j — 0 .

Contracting the first for h and k, we have

(61.2) =

SO that the above conditions are

(61.3)

Efljk -f {6'jBik—6'k Bij) =- 0, Bij,k- Bikj = 0.
Tt JL

Cf. 1926, 1, p. 153.
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Hence is a projectively flat space (§ 34) and Bij is symmetric

as follows from (61.1), (61.2) and (6.3).

Since each solution of (61.1) is determined by initial values
9 0

of d and -r—T
,
there exist « -f 1 solutions • •

•
,
r") for

ox
which the determinant

de' 90‘
d*

9./'^ dx^

0n+l
9./‘‘ 9./'"

is not identically zero and the matrix of the first n columns

is of rank n. Hence the jacobian of the equations

(61 .5) (x^
,

• •
•

,
x") (a = 1 ,

• •
• ,
n+ 1)

is not zero, and these equations define a transformation of

coordinates in a space Fn+i. We define a connection for this

Vn+i in the coordinates x“, by taking for k — 1, • ••, n)

the expressions for these functions for the given Vn, and in

addition

(61.6) = («,^=l,...,n+ l).

If Ffiy denote the coefficients of the connection in the y's,

it follows from the equations

ay
I
/-« = r'* y

dx^dxT 9x/* 9x^ dxf*

(«, r, = 1, •••, n + 1)

and from (61.1), (61.2) and (61.5) that

dyf* dy

Consequently f^v — 0 and Vn+i is a euclidean, or flat space.

From the definition of the affine connection in F»+i it follows
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that the induced connection in the hypersurface ^ = 0

is that of the given space F„. Hence we have:

A projectively fiat space of n dimensions for which Bij is

symmetric can be immersed in a fiat space of n-\-\ dimensions*

In order to investigate the situation more fully, we observe

that by suitable linear combinations, with real coefficients,

of the 0's the fundamental form of r„|-i is reducible to

^ettid'ifY, where the e’s are plus or minus one. If we
f<

denote by the coefficients of this foi m in the a’s, we have

aij = er-

(61 .7 )

rtn-f-ln+l =
a

If we put

(61.8) ^ 2 ;.,

«

the successive covariant derivatives of this equation are

reducible by means of (61.1) and (61.2) to

v< a 0“ 9 0«

d.r‘ dxJ
0«

90«

9.r'

(61-9) 9 ;

“

n— 1 «

From the results of § 53 it follows that the coefficients of

the induced connection in the hypersurface ^ — 0 are the

Christoffel symbols of the second kind formed with respect to

HU = Zt'«0“ ;
0“,

((

0, that is, when /. is a constant. In

„ 1 — n
J*ii

2 /.

and consequently the hypcrsui-face is of constant Riemannian

cnrvature.I'

* Eisenhart, 1926, 9, p. ;138.

1 1926, 1, pp. 135, 203.

only in case ain 'r-i
—

this case we have
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Consider now any hypersurface of a flat space r„-|-i for

which the coordinates y" are cartesian and the fundamental

form is^ e« {diff, the equation of the hypersurface being
a(61.10)

= 0.

This equation may be replaced by

(61.11) »/“ — 6“ (a ‘, • • •
,
a:”)

where the functions are arbitrary, except that (61.10) is

satisfied and the Jacobian of any n of them is not zero.

When, and only when, the function F is not homogeneous

in the y'%, the determinant A defined by (61.4) is different

from zero; that is, when the hypersurface is not a hypercone

with vertex at the origin, or a hyperplane through the origin.

Consequently, with these exceptions, the functions 0" can be

chosen so that equations (61.5) define a transformation of

coordinates in r„+i such that .r"+^ = 0 is the equation of

the given hypersurface. The coefficients of the induced con-

nection in the given hypersurface are given by

(61.12) 1% = )
e I

where the latter are defined with respect to the o’s given

by (61.7). Since the Christoffel symbols fonned with respect

to the y’s are zero, we have

(61.13)
dxi^dxr

From these equations and (61.12) we have

(61.14)
dx'dx-l 1 /j

which reduce to the form (61.1) because of (61.5).

sequently

Con-
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and for the induced connection the hypersurface is project-

ively flat. Also from (61.5) it follows that

=
‘f,

by means of which and (61.14) we get the equations (61.6).

Eetuming to the consideration of the cases excepted above,

we see that by a suitable change of origin of the y'%, the

hypersurfaces excepted for one coordinate system are not

excepted for another. Hence we have:

The vector-field can be chosen at points of any hyper-

surface of a fiat space so that for the induced connection the

hypersurface is projectively flat.

63. Covariant pseudonormals to a sub-space. When
a space Vm is referred to coordinates a sub-space, or

sub-variety, Vn is defined by

(62.1) • • •, y”') = 0 (cr = n-f 1, •
• m).

If we put

(62 .2) X* = fHy\ , y”^), a;;® = ip”,*

where the functions y* are arbitrary except that the Jacobian

of the m y’s is different from zero, equations (62.2) define

a coordinate system for which the given is defined by the

equations a-" = 0 (a — n + 1, • •
•

,
w).

Any displacement in F„ satisfies the conditions

(62.3)
df”

9r
0

,

and consequently the covariant vectors in defined by

(62.4)
9 y® 9 a"®

dy^ dy^

* In this and the following sections latin indices take the values 1, • • •, n,

letters at the beginning of the greek alphabet values m and those

at the end n-f- 1,
. . m.
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are pseudoOrthogonal at any point of Vn to any displacement

in the latter. We call them covariant psfMdonormals to Vn',

evidently any linear combination of them is the most general

covariant pseudonormal to F„.

If we put

(62.5)
(«) a a"

’

for a given value of a, at any point are the components

of the contravariant vector tangential to the curve of para-

meter oif’ at the point, that is, the curve along which all the

a:’s but of are constant. As thus defined the functions

depend upon the choice of the functions y* in (62.2), whereas

do not. From (62.4) and (62.5) we have

(62.6)

and

(62.7)

(o)

y(r) _
a a

«?)

When equations (62.2) are solved for the y's, we have

(62.8) X"

or as power series in . x”'

(62.9) y" - /“ {x\ X’') -f ix\ • •
•

,
^») -f . •

.

.

Consequently F„ is defined by the parametric equations

(62.10)

and at points of F„

(62.1 1) j (j-V •
•

,
a:").

63 . Derived tensors in a sub-space. Induced affine

connection. For a tensor in Vm the quantities given by

(52.3), (52.11) and (52.15), where greek indices take the

values 1
,

•••, m, evaluated at points of Vn define a derived
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tensor in Vn. In particular, the derived vector of any co-

variant pseudonormal is zero, and the derived vector of

any is zero.

If we put

(63.1) = d'^—rta)4\

we have

dx‘-
'dyP >

a or’’

^ dx^

_ dy“

dx’
’

Hence with this interpretation of equations (52.12), (52.14)

and (52.16) define tensors in Vm, associate to the given tensors,

such that in the «’s any component involving one or more

indices n+1, •••, m is zero and the other components are

those of the derived tensor. Furthermore, the last theorem

of § 52 holds for a Fn in a Vm.

If and are the coefficients of an affine connection

in Vm in the x's and y's respectively, we have equations of

the form (53.1). If are the coefficients in coordinates

x'“, where

a" = </'* (./*, •••, JJ"), x'" — of,

then equations (53.2) hold, and thus the quantities and

Fjjc evaluated at points of Vn are the coefficients of the same

connection, which we say is induced in F«. From the fonn

of equations (.53.1) it is seen that this induced connection

varies with the choice of the vectors P(a). In what follows

we indicate by a semi-colon followed by indices covariant

differentation with respect to the induced connection. We
remark that for a F„ in a F„ there is a theorem similar

to the last of § 53.

64. Fundamental derived tensors in a sub-space.

We denote by the tensor in Vn derived from the tensor

in Vm, that is.
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(64.1)
(«) (a) dif dy^

OiJ v„ p
' 9a’' oj‘J

In the ./'s the components of the vectors and >v) are

(64.2) Vrf
a t(c

P(0) — Oof

as follow from (62.4) and (62.5). Consequently in the a;’s

equations (64.1) are

(64.3) 4? = -r-j.

We denote by llay tQ,i the tensors in Vn derived from

r“a),i3 and V(a),/) in Vm, that is,

(64.4)

and

(64.5)

ji « 9a;' dy?
kav - »'«.),/»^7 Y^j

i(r) « Jr)
ka)i —

In the a”’s the components of these tensors are

(64.6) lUj = 1%, Ci = rli.

In consequence of (62.6) we have from (64.5)

(d4.7) t(a)i — ^ ^(f>) ^ i •

0 X

The geometrical significance of these tensors is pointed out

in the next section.

In order to study the effect of a change of the vectors

V(a), we consider a transformation of coordinates of the form

(64.8) x" — x’ + V'o

where the tp's are functions of a*', • •
•

>
At points of r„

we have
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dy^ _ dif dx^ _ ^
dx> Qx'^ dx’’

djf _ 9^ , 9^ _ M J.
9^.ff g^,« "T gyt V„>

9 ^„ 9 ^„
-r V„

9 y„-

(64.9)
9it''" _ ax" d-y“ _ aV"
a?/" ay“’ ax'ax-'' “ ax'^ax'^’

9^y" _ __9^r_ w;.- J.
9^y«

ax* ax" dx''d:/-' ax'* ax'" ^
ax'^ 9x*

‘

From the fourth of these equations we have that — vn ’

,

that is, the covariant pseudonormals are unaltered. The
second and last sets of these equations are reducible by means

of the others to

(64.10) v"a) — >'(«)+ V'ff
a,r

and

9 >'(tf) _ 9^^) _ 9^y“
. ay“ 9

gx'* 9x* dx*dx-> " dx-> ax*

From these two sets of equations, (64.9) and (53.1) we have

dy?,a dy^
’'<")./» T~/7ox ax*

/ 9^

\ a’x*

iytt

(64.11)

'ax-*
'

ay" 9»/*^

f“
9y<* ayr

ax* ax-*r)v*i

= M
ax-* ax*

9y“
«j),js 9 x‘

r 4- 1//.* W<T* j/“
.

ax-*
'

*•* **>

If we define X^a)j and I'l^i by equations analogous to (64.4)

and (64.5), we have

(64.12) }!(a)j
— — 4’aJ+ »/*p 4o)/ + V*o */*?

(64.13)

There is also another element of indeterminateness due to

the fact that the covariant pseudonormals are not uniquely
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determined. In fact, the sub-space defined by (62.1) is like-

wise defined by the equations = 0, where

the .4’s being arbitrary functions of the y'a subject to the

condition that the determinant \At\ is not zero as a con-

sequence of (62.1). From the above we have

~G A<J (T)
I

^T)
I

4<T (T) I
4<T t

Pa "f* -4t, ce/J y •

From these equations and (64.1) we have at points of F»

(64 . 14) zr/ = Au,rj\

where now At may be interpreted as arbitrary functions of

x', such that the determinant \At\ is not zero. An
application of the foregoing results will be made in the next

section.

65. Generalized equations of Gauss and Codazzi.

At points of a sub-space F„ of a Vm as defined in § 62,

equations (55.1) may be written by means of (64.3)

(65.1)
«

I r“ ^2/^

d xj
OHj

a

When in equations (55.1) we replace j by er, the resulting

equations may be written

a.r< dx*
p^.
ai

9w“

dx^

and at points of F„ these equations become, in consequence

of (64.6),

(65.2)
aic*

+ ^(a)

a dxjr

dx‘
= li

9y"

dxj
+ r’H«)t »'(r)-

With the aid of the identities (55.4) for the present case,

we obtain as the conditions of integrability of equations (65.1)
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dx''-

«T)J, (o)j. . 7
t« oyt^ oyt oy-

r •aij h„)k—mih k„)j)— B^ys

I
a / (G) <G) I (T) 7(a) (T) j(ff) \ ^+ y(G) (o)ij;/c— Mifcj + l(T)k — (»>ik HT)j) = 0 .

9
If these equations are multiplied by - and by and

« is summed, we have the respective equations

8y/» dyr dy^

(65.3) J^ijk

i6bA)wTjlk-0)t]j

rJ> _ p"
I

,,(»>/
±fiik— ~ y ’

p“ . ly'*B
~d^ •

* * ^« — ^ij kT)k + f^ik kT)j .

In like manner we find that the conditions of integrability

of (65.2) are

if^ -p^
7(
7) pi pT) pi

k^)i'J ki^)J; i \ kG)i H"^)j kc)j kT)i

^65.5) ^yr Qoc}‘ _+ M (o) 9a;i sxj 9j/“

— 4?)j;<+ ^a)J — 4<Ot <»j?

(65.6)
I

(T) /S

,d

.<J> „/»
9y'

9 a;* 9 a;'^

0 .

These equations are evident generalizations of equations

obtained by Voss and Ricci for a sub-space of a general

Riemannian space*.

From (65.3) we have on contracting for h and i

s* = (Mr,- yl’) -< ;f«+ <’ .

which is reducible by means of (65.6) to

(65.7) Sjk =- - Cc;;.

From (64.13) it is seen that if the determinant of any one

of the sets of functions is different from zero, or can be
V

* 1926, 1, p. 163.
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made such by (64.14), the functions and consequently the

vectors P(a), can be chosen so that the sums ('Si arc zero.

Consequently we have from (65.7):

In general the vectors can be chosen so that when the

tensor Ba^ in the enveloping space is symmetric, the tensor Bjj

of the induced connection in the sub-space also is symmetric*

It is an algebraic problem to determine by means of

equations (64.14) whether m

—

n independent covariant pseudo-

normals can be chosen so that all of the determinants
|

are different from zero. When this condition is satisfied,

m— n independent vectors v®, can be determined by (64.13),

so that (('Si'
== 0, where a is not summed. In this case, as

follows from (65.2), the associate direction in Vm of each

vector for a displacement in F„ does not have a component

in the direction (cf. § 56). As this is a property of the

normals to a sub-space of a Riemannian space,! we say that

the corresponding vectors are contravariant pseudonormals

to the sub-space. The process of determining these pseudo-

normals is not unique since each choice of covariant pseudo-

normals satisfying the desired conditions yields a set of

contravariant pseudonormals.

When the connection is asymmetric (cf. § 55), the equations

analogous to (65.3), (65.4), (66.5) and (65.6) are obtained

from the latter on replacing l^iju and by llijk and

subtracting the term 2 “ja from the right-hand member of

(65.4), and adding the respective terms 2 and 2 -Qy t$,k

to the left-hand members of (65.5) and (65.6).

66. Parallelism in a sub-space. Curvature of

a curve in a sub-space. The results of §§ 58, 59 can

be generalized to the case of a general sub- space. In place

of (58.3) we have

(66 . 1 )

dy^
, j dsc-t

dt
~

'
'> dt

ML
9 a-'

(«)

dt

* Cf. Schouten^ 1924, 1, p. 162.

tl926, 1, p. 161, equations (47.9).
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Consequently we have

When a family of contraimriant vectors of a snh-space are

parallel in the enveloping space with respect to a curve, they

are parallel in the sub-space, for evet^y choice of the vectors

Til particular we have

When a path of a space lies in a sub-space, it is a path

of the sub-space, for ever'y choice of the vectors it is

a curve for tvhtch

dxj =0 (o' = n + 1 ,
• •

• , m).

From this theorem we have also:

A necessary and sufficient condition that every path of

a sub-space be a path of the enveloping space is that

= 0 .

ij

These sub-spaces are the analogues of totally-geodesic sub-

spaces of a Eiemannian space.*

dxi^
When in (66.1) we replace by ~jr

,

we have the
a V

equation obtained from (59.1) on replacing the last term

by Consequently is the

component of the curvature of the curve in the direction

da^
If we multiply (65.2) by —j— for a curve, we have

0/ V

Vcc fj Ilf
dt dxJ

«
(T)

dx^

Tr*

Hence ?(i)/

dx^

dt
are the tangential components of the associate

direction of the vector for the curve and
a V

the components in the directions

67. Projective change of induced connection. In

order to determine the effect upon the induced connection of.

* 1926, 1, p. 184.

tCf. Wet/l, 1922, 6, p. 156.
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a projective change of connection in the enveloping space,

replace in (53.1) by expressions of the form (32.1) and

understand that a, fi, y take the values 1. • • •, w?. From the

resulting equations and (53.1) we have

(67.1)

where

(67.2)

being the vector in determining the projective change.

Hence we have:

When the connection of a spa/‘e undei'goes a projective

change^ the same is true of the induced connection of a sub-

space, and the vector determining the latter is tJte derived

vector of that determining the former.

From (67.2) it is evident that m

—

n independent vectors

ipa exist such that there is no change in the induced connection.

If we take where a is not summed, then

(pj
— (<^f- § 65)- Consequently when the vectors P(o) can

be chosen so that — 0 (g not summed), there is no

projective change in the induced connection.
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